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prices. To ensure this supply the farmer 
needs to enrich the soil. A hungry, im
poverished, or neglected soil will ^Md the 
Joed needed to supply good meet in the re
quisite quantity. Good farming is necessary 
to keep good stock in a profitable condition, 
A large stock well fed will make the soli 
fertile. The benefit to farm and stock is 
mutual.

This improvement in farming, while neces
sary for the profitable feeding of improved 
stock, will enable us also to increase the 
number of stock on our farms. It is well 
for us to compare our labor and its results 
with that of other countries, that we may 
see if there be a lesson to be learned from 
them. In the late census of the United 
Kingdom we find that for each one hundred 
acres of land cultivated the number of cattle 
is in England IS, in Scotland 26, and to In
land a number about half way between 
these figures.

ment to feed a greater number than is fed at 
present. We advocate the feeding of beef 
for the English markets, which we have no 
doubt it will soon reach ; and even now tbA 
prices of cheese and butter in our home mar
kets is remunerative. Nor is the profit from 
dairy products the only profit from feeding 
stock. The increased futility of the sou 
will amply remunerate the stock feeder for 
hie expenditure of time and money.

The concluding portion of the article Worn 
the N. B. Agriculturist is eqtudly worthy the 
attentive consideration of theX'anadian far
mer.

To Our Subscribers.
In our last issue we sent envelopes to 

all of you, whether your subscriptions 
were paid or not. Those that have paid 
are not expected to pay again until the 
proper time arrives. Accounts have been 
sent to all that are in arrears. Thousands 
of the. envelopes are already returned, 
nearly all of which contained payment 
for the present year. To each of you we 
return our sincere thanks for your prompt 
remittances.

We are pleased with the numerous ex 
pressions of approval contained in many 
of the letters, and are doubly thankful to 
those who have added one or more names 
to our list. There are still many envel
opes to come in. We well know that 

i some are waiting to add a name or two 
their’e j we’hope you will all try 

wHnsweek to send us one more subscriber 
each, and if only half of you succeed it 
will give us power to vastly improve your 

I paper.
I There are some names on our list that 
! are too far in arrears ; to them we must 

again appeal for prompt remittance.— 
, We do not wish to put them to costs, 
’ which would be heavier than they con

template, unless we are compelled to do 
so, but in justice to ourselves and all 
punctual payers, we must now have our 

] pay sent in. This compulsory step will 
: not be enforced on those that are not over 

six months in arrears.

We therefore ask if any of you have 
any good variety or any really good clean 
seed of the old varieties that Is pure.— 
Have any of you got the old China 
wheat 1 If you can send us reports of 
any good, clean, plump and pure Wheat 
that is likely to be of advantage, please 
inform us, for we were never in a greater 
dilemma before.

We have tried all the varieties we have 
heard of not one of which we can con
fidently recommend. Price would be no 
object. One bushel of good [spring wheat 
at the present time that would surpass 
the present worn out varieties, would be 
worth $100 to us and $100,000 to the 
country, it would nett a fortune to any 
man that could introduce a really [valuable 
variety at the present time.

There are and have been and will be 
numerous attempts to palm off inferior 
kinds, or even fine samples under false 
names. We know of a large quantity of 
fall wheat having been sold to farmers as 
spring wheat. We would caution our 
readers against being caught by chaff ; is 
there is anything in the way of spring 
wheat that is likely to prove more bene
ficial than your old varieties, you may de
pend that we will hear of it and will give 
you information about it. You may aid 
us in sending any reperts ot really good 
seed of any kind, as we require them ; 
also good, pure, clean oats and other 
seeds.

Supply of Animal Food for Great 
Britain.

The subjoined article in relation to the 
supply of animal food for the people of Great 
Britain, will be found of great interest te our 
readers. The day is not far distant when 
Canadian beef will be found largely in Eng
lish markets, and contribute to the profits of 
the fanners of the Dominion.

“There is annually consumed in Great 
Britain and Ireland 12,000,000 tone of meat, 
or nearly 3300 tons per day, whilst, despite 
the enhanced price, the demand steadily in
creases. The artisan, mining and many 
other industrial classes now have butchers’ 
meat several times a day, and the more 
thriving purchase beef and mutton at lOd 
to 14d per lb., and eschew bacon and pork at 
two-thirds the price. For our national pros
perity it certainly augurs well that, with 
other commodities advancing in cost, WB af
ford to spend about a hundred millions ster
ling. in meat alone. These food supplies 
greatly conduce to the physical and mental 
health of the nation ; they represent the 
fuel or raw material out of which is evolved 
the brain power, energy, and labor of 
busy, hard-working people. Most essential 
is it that such be carefully cultivated and 
economized. A reduction of even one penny 
per pound amounts to an annual saving to 
the consumer of upwards of ten millions 
sterling 1

“Enterprise and capital promise to bring 
within the reach of our meat-consuming 
population our inexhaustible colonial herds 
and flocks. Although the first cargo of Aus
tralian iced meat is reported to have been 
consigned to the Atlantic fishes, owing to 
the ice manufacture having somehow got 
wrong, cargoes of colonial beef and mutton 
may still reach us in good preservation.— 
The preserved tin meats are gaining ground, 
especially among the more frugal of the mid
dle classes ; female mill operatives in many 
localities find them palatable, economical, 
and readily prepared ; many University men 
indulge in them for breakfast, lunch or sup
per.

our

!

“But for some years to come the home 
grown article must, as now, constitute five- 
sixths of our meat supplies. These supplies 
which, like charity, benefit alike those that 
give and those that receive them, have not 
reached anything like their maximum am
ount. Even under the stimulus of brisk de
mand and remunerating prices, the 
.and sheep stock of the United Kingdom 
have not this year made an increment of 

than eight per cent, on last year’s 
figures. Various causes account for this 
tardy production. In no department of the 
farm does want of capital tell more 
trously. Common, unprofitable animal» m 
kept for breeding stock ; early maturity is 
not sufficiently regarded ; often there islack 
of money and enterprise, either on the part 
of landlord or tenant, occasionally of both 
to provide that comfortable shelter which is 
absolutely essential for the economical rear
ing and feeding of cattle stock in this capri
cious, ungenial climate. r

“ There is, moreover, a disposition to do- 
pend too exclusively on home-grown feeding 
stuffs ; turnips, straw and hay, costly though 
it often be to grow them, are given withlo 
ungrudging hand, but. seldom can the maxi
mum profit be thus obtained. The more 
concentrated grains or cakes are needed to 
hasten growth, to save time, to enable the 
capital invested to be rapidly enough turned 
over. Throughout the Lothians and else
where, both in Scotland and England 
liberally managed holdings where the’ ex
penditure for purohasedfood exceeds the

Caution.
We have received accounts of a pre

tended agent’s taking subscripti 
The Hon. G. Brown ii 

that he has received a dozen telegrams 
regarding one person ; this individual in 
particular should be stopped ; we do not 
know him to describe his appearance. He 
has passed himself off as a brother to 
your humble servant, giving his name as 
John Weld. We never had a brother of 
that name in Canada. He also takes sub
scriptions for the Globe and other papers. 
We have no agent connected with other 
papers., •

, Seeds.
| It has been one of the specialties of 
| this journal to give information regarding 

new seeds that appear to be advantageous 
for cultivation. Many kinds that we 
have introduced have proved of very 
great advantage, and the demand is for 

i more. . f
The great desideratum at the present 

time is a new variety of spring wheat that 
will prove better than the old varieties. 
The Fife or Scotch Wheat is not giving 
general satisfaction ; in some sections it 
still does well, but in many parts it is al
most discarded. The Rio Grande, the 
M (-Carling, and the Red River wheats are 
cultivated with but various success : from 
some parts we hear good reports, from 
others the most discouraging. The Bal- 
t c, the Siberian and the Morden varieties 
haya , all» received praise from some and 
utter condéçination from others. The 
Farrow wheâ$, the most recent variety 
we hâve introduced, appears to share 
about the saitte fate as the others. It 
yielded a little better than the other va
rieties of spring wheat which we cul
tivated this year, but the sample is so 
shrunk that but few farmers would be 
satisfied with it if we sent it to them.

on for our 
informs uspaper.

cattle

more

“An extensive dead-meat trade is yet to 
be developed, drawing supplies from the 
great German grazing plaint, and the exten
sive feeding sheds attached to the continen
tal beet-root sugar factories, and the potato 
spirit distilleries. ”

It has been suggested that the shipment 
of meat in ice from the maratime provinces 
of our Dominion would succeed. The com
parative shortness of the voyage and more 
temperate climate might ensure success, 
where the transportation from Australia has 
so far been a failure. There is much to 
commend the project ; but in order to sup
ply the meat the improvement of stock by 
judicious selection and liberal feeding must 
be more general The example of our 
breeders and importers needs to be followed 
by our farmers, not in isolated instances,but 
generally. Let there be a good supply of 
the best beeves for the market, and th

Correspondents must state their post can be no reasonable doubt that means will 
office address, otherwise we cannot attend be found to bring them to the English 
to them. ket, and they will command remunerative

Prize Notice.
As one of our subscribers enquires of us 

for the best means of destroying Wild 
Oats, we now offer a prize—one of Vick’s 
chromos—for the best article on the sub
ject, namely,

THE BEST MEANS OF EXTERMINATING 
WILD OATS,

the article to be in this office by the 20th 
of January.
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but grain. The whole income from it ie front 
the priced grain and cattle, and cattle pro
ducts. All root crops, hay and straw are 
consumed on the premises, and restored to 
the soil in manure, in addition to the 
expended for commercial fertilizers, which 
are very large.

And yet English agriculturists are not 
content with the progress made. They say 
there is room for improvement greater than 
has yet been made. A writer in the Ar/ri- 
cultural Gazette, a reliable English authority, 
says :—

“Great efforts have been put forth during 
the past generation by the English farmer to 
meet the pressure on the productive 
of the land. 1
duce of our fields and homesteads has reac 
£250,000,000 sterling, and by some is esti
mated at £300,000,000. Yet this enormous 
production does not suffice to feed the 
portion. ”

“Notwithstanding the undoubted excel
lence of a good deal of the farming in Eng
land and Scotland, there can be no question 
that the produce of Kott ooimo) onr] human 
food would be immensely increased. The 
Earl Of Leicester, addressing a meeting of 
Norwich fanners some two years ago, re
marked :—

Since I last saw you I have travelled 
through much of England and through parts 
of Scotland, and taking into consideration 
the whole of the land I have seen under cul
tivation, I think I may safely state that the 
produce might be nearly doubled under a 
more perfect system of agriculture. ’ Know
ing, as I do, the greater part of the agricul 
tnral districts of England and Scotland, 
without concurring to the full extent in the 
opinions expressedby the noble lord, I am 
satisfied that our productions are susceptible 
bf prodigious increase. If we estimate the 
possible increase at only one-third our fields 
and homesteads would yield more than they 
do by £100,000,000 a year. ”

To show what may be done in the produc
tion of meats, the great object aimed at by 
English agriculturists, the writer cgives the 
following instance :

“ A leading fanner in the county of Nor
folk realized in the past two years, by the 
sale of beef, mutton, and pork, no less a sum 
than £40,000, which was an average of from 
£15 to £l(i per acre of his occupation. De
ducting from this sum £28,000 worth of ani
mals bought in, there remains a nett meat 
production of about £5 per acre, and this is 
by no means an uncommon instance.”

He gives another instance of a farmer in 
Suffolk, ;he nett sale of whose meat reaches 
£7 per annum.

Our readers can see how high the aim of 
English agriculturists is. There is much to 
prevent us Canadian farmers from arriving 
or even aiming at the same standard for some 
time yet ; but let us always have a high 
standard in view, and unceasingly advance 
towards it. We make one more brief ex
tract :—

“ Were the whole country brought up to 
the standard of the Norfolk farm I have 
named, the produce of meat alone in Great 
Britain, to say nothing of Ireland, would 
amount to from £150,000,000 to £160,000,- 
000 a year—a quantity which, if the whole 
population could buy, it would find no little 
difficulty in consuming.” —g
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rent, where for years handsome profits have 
been obtained ; where increasing com crops 
are readily raised, and where about £5 per 
acre is annually made from fat stock, instead 
of the meagre average of 32s., which is ob
tained from the country generally.
Mechi recently particularized, as no solitary 
ctse in the well-farmed county of Norfolk, 
a farm of 1200 acres, on which, in addition 
to artificial manures, about 4000 pound was 
annually paid for linseed cake, producing 
probably about £3000 worth of fat meat, ana 
leaving a proportionate amount of fertilizing 
manures. The more general adoption of 
Such a system appears at present the most 
likely and general solution to the question 
at present so anxiously urged by agncultur- 
ists—How can we make farming pay ? ”

The question—How can we make farming 
pay ?-—is one as anxiously urged by the agri
culturists of Canada as by those of Britain, 
and for one the solution is the same as for 
the other. Thoroughly good farming will 
pay—bad farming is sure to be attended 
with loss and failure. The great object with 
the farmer must be to have his fields pro
duce toe largest possible amount of food fur 
man and beast. In order to do this it must 
be kept in the highest state of fertility,and 
this can only be done by supplying to it in 
manure the elements of plant-producingfood 
taken from it by previous cropping. Feed 
stock—-feed them well—and your manure 
heap will be abundant. Then your soil will 
be rich and your fields crowned with abund- 
ont harvest.

And your stock should always be of the 
very best quality, for the dairy or the but- 
cher, whether you feed for the dairy or beef. 
Inferior stock will not pay, while even if 
prices rule low in the market, good stock 
will be remunerative.

The shipment of live beeves to Europe, 
commenced by a Glasgow firm, has been 
abandoned for the present, as at present 
rates of steam freight it was found not to 
pay, Instead of shipping beeves alive, as 
they had commenced to do, they propose 

to have them slaughtered, and shipped 
on board vessels furnished with refrigera
ting tanks, and by this means supply 
British market with fresh beef. Whether 
this project be successful or not, the beef 
of north America will before many years 
be an article of commerce with Europe.

Hence the increasing attention paid by 
all classes to everything tending to agri- 

■ cultural improvement. In our literary 
labours for the furtherance of this great 
object we have had many co-workers, not 
only in the journals especially devoted to 
agriculture, but others also have given aid 
in the good work. In almost every news
paper published, even in many of the re
ligious papers, there is a column or more 
bearing the popular heading, “Agricul
ture.”

We propose at present taking abridged 
extracts from a review in the Toronto 
Mail of a treatise on Political Economy, 
which, though not, strictly speaking, agri
cultural, contains incidentally some good 
suggestions, more impressive, perhaps, be
cause indistinct :—

Profits of Stock "Feeding. :■

NOTES OF DAIRY HUSBANDRY,
sums

Mr. The production of meat is the first ob
ject of British agriculture. One reason 
for this, no doubt, is that farmers find 
grazing the most profitable branch of ag
riculture. This it is true, is owing to 
the high price! of meats in the English . 
market, a price very different from that 
of the markets of Canada. But in con
nection with this question we must take 
into consideration the heavy burdens 
borne by the English land holder. He 
has a good rent to pay—not less than five 
dollars per/ acre, generally between five 
and ten. In addition to this he has to 
meet heavy taxes, including the poor 
rates.

Were our farmers to feed meat in the 
same extensive scale as in Britain,,£he dif- , 
ficultv of finding a food market for it 
would render it far from a profitable busi- ; 
ness ; but for thie,foo, there, is a better 
time, we believe not far distant, when 
the Canadian sirloin will be competing in 
the market of timithtield with the beef 
of old England. But of this we have al- ' 
ready said enough for the present.

We now refer to notes of dairy hus
bandry :— i

power
The annual value of the pro-

:ned

pro-
“ Two main truths are contended for, 

namely, That exchanges made at home 
are-more beneficial to a nation than those 
made with foreigners ; and that the ex-
Pfrtaticm of grain from any country is 
virtually the exportation of ita soil, the 
draining away of its life blood, as it 
were, which must end in poverty and sub- 
jectiun. The apparent truth of the latter
argument is not now called in question by 
any one entitled to speak with authority 
on the subject, while its economic import
ance is rapidly being appreciated by the 
general public both in Europe and Amer- 

We may put the case briefly and 
correctly by saying that the.teaching and 
the practice of this great truth respecting 
the conservation of the country’s soil is 
the end and aim of all our agricultural 
and dairymen’s societies. Every address 
to an agricultural society, recommending 
the extension of dairy farming, of the 
cultivation of roots and grain crops, and 
the reduction comparatively of the 
under grain is, in effect, a practical expo
sition of the doctrine of the conservation 
of the country’s soil.”

This, no doubt, is the conclusion to 
which all our teaching on improved agri
culture would finally lead us ; but 
not prepared to go so far just 
country is yet young and sparsely inhab
ited, and our tens of thousands of acres 
of fertile land never yet opened by the 
plough-share, will enable us for many 
years to export immense quantities of 
grain. But we must, if we desire our 
prosperity as farmers, and the prosperity 
of our country, keep in view, in all our 
labours, the conservation of the country’s 
soil. If we take largely from it in bread- 
stuffs, we must restore to it with a liberal 
hand and in no stinted measure the ele
ments of fertility we have taken from it. 
To do this in the best and the least ex
pensive method, let us raise more roots 
and green crops and less grain ; let us 
feed more cattle. Let our principal ex
ports be meat, butter and cheese.
„ English farmers are every year de
creasing the area of the wheat crop and 
proportionately adding to the area for 
stock feeding, so that the breadth under 
wheat is a quarter of a million acres less 
than it was five years ago. And in no 
country is there so good a market for 
breadstuff's, but they have learned1 that 
in order to keep up the fertility of the 
soil they must feed a large stock. By 
this they are enabled to raise a greater 
average yield per acre of wheat than any 
other country. In Ireland and Scotland, 
as well as England, there has been 
tinuous decrease of the area under grain 
cultivation, and an increase in cattle food 
and cattle. Erom the official return 
learn that the number of cattle in Ireland 
had increased from 3,471,688 in 1863, to 
4,151,561 in 1873. The number of sheep 
had increased within the same time from 
3,566,050 to 4,486,453. This increase, we 
must remember, was within the narrow 
limits of an island.

It does not necessarily follow that by 
decreasing the area of wheat cultivation 
and increasing the stock feeding, the num
ber of bushels of grain will be lessened. 
Ten acres of rich land well cultivated will 
give a greater return than fifteen après 
impoverished aud badly tilled.

ica. A NEW HAMPSHIRE DAIRY. <

Mr. W. L. Bridgman, of Hanover, N. I 
H., says in the N. E. Farmer :

“ Please find by express a sample of 90 1 
pounds of butter, made from 8 cows, for ' 
the seven days ending October 23. My 1 
cows are five full blood and three grade 
Alderneys. All came in early in the sea- t 
son, and have had no feed at the bam ex
cept two quarts of corn and cob meal,and 
two quarts of bran each. From the first 
of May, 1872, to the first of January, 
1873, the same cows made an average of 
thirty-four pounds, six ounces, to each cow 
per month. I have one cow that has 
made fourteen pounds and fourteen ounces 
in seven days, with nothing but what she

think she 
, likij-M-.,-.
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got in the pasture,A High Standard of Agriculture.
There is nothing more directly opposed to 

good farming, and ultimately more detri
mental to tho true interests of the farmer, 
than the short-sighted policy so generally 
pursued of cultivating the soil merely for 
immediate profit, and raising almost entirely 
such crops as will bring in the quickest re
turn, regardless of future crops. This has 
been so much the practice with firmers 
to become a fixed habit.

In the earlier days of our farming in this 
new country, such a course was almost 
avoidable. Then the immediate wants of 
families had to be supplied, and, above all, 
bread must be provided. Nor were succes
sive crops of grain so injurious to the virgin 
soil as they are now, when much of the 
stores of those elements required for the 
successful growth of wheat and other grain 
crops. What was then a matter of neces
sity has become habitual, so much so, that 
farmers seem to think little of any profit 
from the farm other than the price obtained

,Jt‘i7,"i1,ne”n s*vet “.«r*year to year, till the innate strength of™ be too deeply impressed on our minds.- 
soil is wholly exhausted For our own advantage as farmers, and

This cannot be said to be peculiarly a Ua- al/°,for the promotion of the prosperity 
uadian system. The cotton plantations of of ™e country, it is needed that there be 
the South have in many States ceased to be Sreat and constantly progressive improve- 
fertile. The farms of the more Northern uncut in agriculture. This is the 
and Eastern States have been so impov- basis, the permanent foundation of the 
enshed that a yield of from eight to ten progressive prosperity of the nation.— 
bushels of wheat per acre has become gen- Trade, commerce, the growth and wealth 
eral. this scourging system of farming, at of our towns and cities, are all dependent
entirèwVea^au, practl®0(! m Europe, has up0n the productiveness of the harvest, 
entirely ceased there, and the result is that There is not, there cannot he mtaonnistie the average yield of wheat in England is 6 18 not> there cannot be antagonistic 
from 24 to °8 bushels ° interests here ; the merchant, the slnp-

In Great" Britain and Ireland the great owner and the manufacturer have a direct 
efforts put forth by all immediately inter- interest in the farmer s well-doing. Their 
ested in the land of the country, has been to interest, their prosperity are mutual and 
add to, instead of taking from the produc- inseparable. Agriculture is the basis of 
tiveness of the soil. It is a generally rccog- our country’s greatness. The failure of 
uized principle that at least as much of the one product of the soil, or ai disease seri- 
elements of productiveness be given to the ously affecting one varietyW ciop may 
soil every year as has been drawn from it by thwart the designs of statesmen and bring 
crops Only a given proportion of the farm about results of the highest importance

*&«**~* *****T**

Crozier’s.”
A GOOD DAIRY.

The Rural Register gives an account of 
the milk farm of B. A. Avery, near Syra
cuse, N. Y. The main point of the article ’ 
is to show the advantages of cooking food 
for stock. Mr. Avery has been very ___ 
cessful in cooking food for some years 
past.

SUC-as

He has a farm of 200 acres, of which 16 
are waste land. He keeps an average of 
60 cows, and young stock making up the 
number to over 100. At the time the ac
count was written he had 65 cows, 18 two t 
year old heifers, 18 one year old, and 9 
horses—total, 110. As we understand 
the account he purchases no feed, and 
about 50 tons of hay are sold yearly. The 
principal crops were pasture 60, corn 25, 
hay 65 acres.

He turns off his cows at an early age, 
keeping few over seven years old. The 
average yield of milk per cow is 2,281j- 
qts. per year, or 6} qts. daily. The cows 
have considerable Ayrshire blood. The 
milk sold annually amounts to $5,000 
yearly, and from $1000 to $1200 of cows 
are sold yearly. Ï

un-

Conservatioii of the Country’s 
Soil.

1

sure
a con- tA VETERAN DAIRYMAN.

The Canada Farmer says Ilarvey Far
rington, of Norwich, Can., and his child
ren arc the managers of 17 cheese fac
tories and branches. The milk of 6,200 1 
cows is worked up, and this season the 
cheese product is estimated at 2,220,000 
pounds. Mr. Farrington is said to have 
been engaged in cheese making 42 years. 
He is a native of Herkimer Co., N. V.

WESTERN N. V. BUTTER MAKERS.

At a meeting at Jamestown, N. Y., sev
eral dairymen agreed that 150 pounds of 
butter per cow per year was about the i 
average product of dairies generally. The ’ 
largest yield reported by any one present
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from island had 200 pounds°Jer rowfor w^with’the^oto C°pema^ °[ London, I what shoemakers term ‘‘nmner,”(or yearling
his dairy. Oue with a dairy of 29 cows MnreLÎo of the J^g68» an™al’> haye good, thick, double soles put
had the following average for the past four “ ^ f to (°!lowsr °“them; Yo“ may. not be able to fimf a
years: 175,160 156 146 pounds An I «h PlC Several quality of the cheese fair ready-made with soles thick enough,other dairy of 17 cows had this v^r ml”" Z “ ever he saw. As a b,ut y°\can have them made to order. They
more than 200 pounds each Y 8 stl anger to the district, coming here quite be “ heavy ln the soles as ordinary

I ounus eacii. unprepared to see such fine cheese he Z? Bef«rf wearing the boots, give the
pounds of milk foe one of butter thought there was the nucleus of this’be- r°tto™? a 6P°d coating of tallow, and dryIn 1872 four factories in Franklin Co., I trictTnfhe uSrf dis; I Ôü'boÙt’ o!T tabîes^mSüti'tcV W,'

N. Y., made /7,038 pounds of butter.— was well known th»> thn m v-’ because it then oil them twice a week with the castor
The average number of pounds of milk in a number of dabdM Î^ Ïom8^ ft-86 °ÜîfY,hen one teaspoonful will be sufficient 
required to make one pound of butter numoer oi dames in bomersetshire If the weather should be rainy, or you arc
varied in these factories a follows • 24 26 eT,ery year‘ There was comPelled to work in winter during the day22.30, 22.37, 22.61. The average for the T* as fi^ly Jhlvored ,wasly°ur h™*8 clean at night, Lid them
four factories was 22.88 pounïs FoÏÏ ZTl Zr” ■ f8 We have already I hy the fire until quite warm, and oil them 
cents per pound was paid for making the 8al.d>.t“e other judges concurred in this while wet, and you will have no trouble from

op,mon' -----— «as'i'-ss
Farm Accounts. ther becomes red, give them a coat of ordinary

Remember ! In dairy husbandry, as in „ We believe that scarcely one Canadian sbo,e I’hjohing before oiling. The effect of 
every branch of agriculture, it is the good ,farmer in a thousand ever attempts to ^torml to soften the leather, while it fills 
farmer that is rewarded with such yield keeP farm accounts, still they are very I porea’111,1 Preventa the wattir from enter-
fts makes the business really profitable_I to refer to. W© give a form vrhioh I ^t’ha1 i
We must not omit another source of pro- mi8ht aid any who contemplate making inches deep?or?en^hou^aZavfor â'w T 
RtnevZ da1',ry husbandry. The young a commencement this year. You can without feeling any dampness or havinJZv 
nfrfr™ Z bred a?d laken good care Procure a hook, rule it yourself, and mark difficulty in getting my Lots’on or ofif Of 
Z,Vf™,i DOf ^considerable item in the Llu; different expenditures under the differ- course, if they are kept constantly wet tliev 
credit side of the farm ledger. We give headings ; also a centre page to show must be oiled every night. Some may’thinîi 
merely two items, and on this subject di-1 *be receipts. | castor oil too expensive, but as so little is
rect our readers’ attention to the ready -—- ------------- ~ -------  required each time the cost is trifling; fifty
sales and good prices of good farm stock s & cents or leas will furnish a sufficient quantity
____  _ 1“ . to last as long as an ordinary pair of boots.
PRODUCE OF ONE COW in ELEVEN YEARS. o §" : : : ™ and they will wear much longer when this

A Canadian correspondent of the Coun- fl I ! M M § | oil mused, than with anything I have ever 
try (rentlemin says the Short Horn herd ^ * 
ot J. R. Pettit, Grimsby Station, Ontario, 
have all been bred from a cow now thir
teen years old, who had her first calf at 
two years old. She has had eight heifer 
and three bull calves. There are now 17 
females in the herd, and 21 animals have 
been sold from it. This one cow has had 
36 descendants in ll years.
A GRADE DURHAM GAINS FOUR POUNDS 

A DAY.
1 have a heifer calf, a half-blood Dur

ham, which I call Dolly Varden. She 
was six months old on the 17th of Sep- 
tember last. She was brought up to 
drink, having never sucked the cow after 
she was three days old, her feed being 
one-half new milk and one-half skimmed 
milk, with dry hay when she became old I 
enough to eat it, till she was three months 
old. After that she had no new milk,and 
had a small allowance of skimmed milk 
till about the last of August. On the 1st

: ; i rrm—^ i ,-„™

Vpoun” q„S™bd"ytf October 1 i M i i N ^
she weighed just 500 pounds, having ______ *•»■*______„ Corn.—The November returns do not
gained 90 pounds within the month of Farmers’ Boots materially change the corn prospects, as in-
September, i0 pounds of which was I Wo finri tvwi tun , I dicated in October. The present returnsgained within the last fourteen days,which tio^ IS STwe™worth at^blica‘ ^dicate a,lother Vfailure” (m the language 
would be at rate the of 5 pounds a day.- in vouTpap™ as in ouToni Jnn tl,n ,8pac °f C™P con'er8atlon and ralldo“ «4 re- 
Her feed was Six quarts of new milk and a plan thaf should be tried! wAknow from from that^Mast °f. 233’(!^)’000 bushels 
two quarts of Indian and barley meal a experience the effect of bees-wax rosin and of thp nrnvir . ^ 1 « percentage
day, With as much dry hay as she would tadow- Many may now he using that mixture below a fair average "AV Illinois Z “t”1 

Should not the Gen. Grant look to and offering from colcj feet. If any of you mate of last year® was 217 OwU The 
his laurels ? f)tis Chase in Mirror. know any thing better or have reaeonsagainst present estimate is 13^ 000 000 a ,1 • 6

Of the profit on manure it is unncces- H ? bear from V™ oven Spared “the MWp
sary to dwell here. Every farmer knows • tbffdres3 of tbe ^ should attend 000.‘ The quality was poor in all he Statés
its value. With one momextmet we wTll cold davs ’ * itbem co,"f,,rtablc the8e <*«** M^sachusets,1 Vir^nffi Florida
eaveihesubject•*th-- I“»■ —'toÂrïïs'ffl’vs

: d: KS.JS -
From Scotch papordof roeeot ** S “ S

learn that (.anadian cheese is not only I , do farmers wear such hard heavy cow- I cent less- 11 ic Rye cron^is °ten n 8 
attracting someattention, but is beginning hlde boots These are clumsy when the | less. ’ y P 18 tcn Per cent-
to occupy a high position in the markets are ncw> a,ld every time they are used in The hay crop is renorted as 9 *.
of Great Britain. This was particularly UhcvL?11" ttarder.and stifferuntil less than ^last year. 1 ‘ “ per tont
not'ceable at the great annual cheese frZentR r.LT' 8 as so,inUtib wood- 1 Tl"= potato crop was very poor in some 
fair heM lately m the west of Scotland. I dictions for renilLin8?1. " Jounlala' I l’arts the country to that of tho

K,;pd. ofthS™ rum œ srj ftPFr pawwu üsm?
BEF r t rM-»•were selected from the most distinguished want to have cold feet, wear thick heavy amll demtn l ’l 88 sht°JVn >y t lclr rePortfi> 

cheese factors of the Kingdom Thus boots coated with this mixture and mv «tufrt tv fu" than U8Ual for bread- 
the speemeng of Canadian cheese were words f" you will bo successful. l!, my jdy^cingtnsTffickntto" melTth! V*® 
p aced alongside of the very best cheese younger days I Mlowcd this plan, and always ^Therc is^ no ground for takl^ fmm ^h'

• >d lln 10 World’ and were tested im hard my bo0ts Were so stiff statement previoudyjL4 -‘Le
fm-mZ who were most capable of ihcm be ’relh! f WaS ”ecc38aty b, warm States and Canada arc teeming wdh wffiTat 
foi mng an opinion as to their merits. cLïd Lt tL , , Z Z m°rmng befTT 1 In r™r issues of November and December wc 
It is interesting therefore to notice the follow^/ ’ bllt fof aome >’(;ara 1 have spoke of the deficiency of breadstuffs in Eu
remrtsof Mr- <%—. °f «1= firms îsraü: ei,= “•

ern
of a fair movement in grain during the win
ter is encouraging. The stock of wheat in 
store is a trine, smaller than at the corres- 
ponding period last year, and of cbm and 
skipping gracWof flour, the supply is ftmch 
lighter, fuiras an offset to small supplies, 
the railway faoilitieslare much greater,while 
a steady foreign demand for whatever sur
plus we may have to spare, was rarely so 
well assured. During the close of navigation 
last season, or from December 1st to May 
1st, the shipments from this port to foreign 
ports were in round numbers, 2,660,000 
bushels of wheat, 4,270,000 bushels of com, 
and 500,000 bushels of flour. During the 
same period this season, it is probable that 
the shipments of wheat will be at least a 
million bushels greater, of flour at least as 
much, and of com somewhat less, though 
these estimates of course depend largely 
upon the contingencies of prices abroad, and 
the impediments to railway transportation, 

there appears to be no lack of supplies in 
i primary markets of the Northwest 

awaiting transportation. All the elevators 
of that section are well filled, and the re- 
ceips at most points are large.

In a letter to the London Timet, Mr. M. 
Kams Jackson gives a careful review of the 
present state of the European grain trade; 
we,take from it the following extract:-—

“As regards future value and supplies, 
any estimate must as a matter of course be 
submitted as individual opinion only and 
can be offered out as a point about which 
other opinions may form comparisons. With 
that object I remark that whereas frequent
ly m the corn trade fluctuations up or down 
fail to promote business, yet at this date 
prices are so high that an advance of 6s. per 
qr. would scarcely attract increased sup
plies (present rates being enough to draw im- 
Forts from all parts); yet, on the contrary 
a fall of 6s. would undoubtedly be induce
ment strong enough to send buyers into all 
tho European markets and clear the stock of 
wheat and flour on offer. If this be a fact,, 
it is a decisive and important one, showing 
that for the coming winter months existing 
value will be certainly maintained, while 
there is a likelihood of wintry weather, in 
arresting supplies temporarily, and ralizing 
the present average 6s or 6s per qr.

“It is to be hoped, therefore, that tile 60 
to 60 wheat ships now arrived offtlie coast, and 
the 20 to 30 steamers shortly expected, may 
lie quietly absorbed at present currencies, 
since an increase to our stocks is the one 
prudent measure of safety to prevent any 

future inflation of value, and to insure re
gular and healthy trade through the winter 
months. 1 he pursuance of this course is a 
serious matter, since primarily a bad rye crop 
on tho Continent, a bad wheat crop in France, 
and deficiency of yield at home, do not per
mit the situation to be trifled with. Never- 
theless there exists a general soundness in 
trade, and the prospects of supplies in 
spring are, in many respects, so reassuring 
that extravagant rates and fears of scarcity 
have no foundation, beyond such as may be 
given to them by interested speculators. 
Assuming that the twelve million quarters of 
breadstuffs, estimated as required in a for
mer letter, be necessary, this autumn has 
shown us, notwithstanding monetary panics 
in New York and London, America alone 
shipped at the rate of one million quarters 
per month, and probably the spring and 
summer may see such gigantic scales repeated ; 
moreover the rate at which imports have 
been received from all regions warrants the 
belief that the 12,000,000 qrs. will be ob
tained without special difficulty, so potent 
is the 60s per qr. range of value, which * has 
now prevailed for several months, and thus 
advised all the world of our necessities. 
Australia by her quota of the past year’s 
total imports must rank as one of the most 
important sources of supply to the English 
market, whenever value is sufficiently high 
to allow of costs of transit, as at present. As 
for the other and ordinary sources of supply, 
they appear likely to furnish, in the aggre
gate, much tho same quantity as we usually 
reckon to receive. France, since harvest, 
has regularly purchased English wheat, 
orvf ruu? week» ’)U^ as the total is only about 
4(10,000 qrs., the quantity is not serious;

m .e8 Sea, Spam, Ac., tho mp. 
plies this autumn into Marseilles have been 
large, and probably the winter supply of 
that country is under contract purchase; 
this is all the more likely as the French
;a:ley a.nd I.Kdat0 o-op will largely coutri- 

bute to the defictenoieis of wheat.
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Crop Report—Produce Markets.
We resume the subject of crop produce 

^ and prices, as these subjects, if any, are of 
S more interest to the farmer. He is uatnr- 
§ allX anxious to know what remuneration he 

anticipates for his year’s toil. The follow- 
mg report we have epitomized from the Nov- 

r ember reports of the U. S. Department of 
g? Agriculture in the agricultural journals of 
” that country. They are always of great 
Si importance, as the United States always 
§ | furnish a^ large portion of the breadstuffs

for the European markets, and as prices 
a- I always demand as much on the supply as on 
5 I fhc demand, the abundance or shortcomings 
g of the extensive field of our neighbors must 

I always have an effect on our markets, 
g The wheat crop of the States is estimated 
S' in the report ot 260,000,000 bushels. This 
7s 18 an increase over the crop of last year of

4 Per cent., being fully equal to the largest 
S crop since 1869. This is the more impf.rt- 

ant as wheat is so much the most important 
Qo and valuable of all the cereals. It is the

It
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. . ----- It is the
k* principal for exportations, and it is it in 
Qo which we are to some extent their

eat.
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CANADIAN CHEESE IN BRITISH MAR-
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ÏWj following are the latest reports re
ceived of the Produce Market:—English 
quotations were entirely unchanged in the 
beginning of this week. Montreal markets 
were duff and unaltered. New York was 
one to two cents better on wheat. Chicago 
was rather higher at 1.171 for January, and 
Milwaukee firm $1.16£. The prices of To
ronto were:—Fall wheat at $1.25; Tread- ( 
well at $1.20, and spring at $1.12. Peas 
sold at 60 to 60.

Catalogues Received.
^Mr. N. S. Whitney, of Freleighsburg, 
P. Q.,has sent a very neat catalogue of his 
Ayrshire cattle. Ayrshire cattle breeders 
should see it, as his herd stands second to 
none in the Dominion.

J- K. Craig, of Edmonton, sends an 
mustrated catalogue of Berkshire swine. 
His stock of hogs have gained more laurels 
for Canada than any other 
of

,. Vick, of Rochester, N. Y., sends 
ms Flower and Seed Catalogue for 1874, 
larger than usual.

The Annual Register of Rural Affairs, 
published by Luther Thcker & Son, of 
Albany, is at hand. It is a very useful 
little pamphlet, only 30 cents. It is issued 
from the office of that excellent agricul
tural paper, the Country Gentleman.

there exists a wide range of opinion. Clean 
culture and repeated stirring of the soil, while 
it may in many instances be conducive to most 
beneficial results, will often cause a total de
struction of a pear orchard. In seasons of 
zymotic fungoid or fire blight, highly culti
vated trees fall early victims to the scourge.

seeding down, and inquired if he did not think 
well of the plan. His answer was, in sub
stance : “ No, indeed ! he wanted no grass in 
his orchard. And his dislike of the * grass 
theory ’ was so earnest that he refused posi
tively to subscribe for the paper edited by the 
father of this theory, because that would be 
to encourage it to some extent.

“Good fruit-growers had long been trying to 
cure American farmers of the slovenly habit 
of attempting to grow fruit trees in grass, and 

taking some progress ; and yet here was 
aman who, by his position, was accepted as 
more of an authority, and whose teaching 
tended directly to undo all their work.” And 
that is the result. Why should a man be at 
the trouble of practicing eternal vigilance to 
fight off the vegetable robbers of his orchard 
if grass is a benefit ? l)oes the grass bring 
them moisture or fertility ? Of course not ; on 
the contrary it absorbs both.

The great, pressing, absorbing need of farm
ing is higher culture, greater thoroughness, 
more thought. This grass and two-crop theory 
is an advance backward, not forward. High 
farming is what we want—a system which ap- 
{***1® to anergy and all the farmers’ best facul- 

i i- ms grass tlieorv is little more than a
return to an old, wasteful, slovenly system—a 
reproach to farming instead of a credit.—Cor. 
Live Stock Journal.

CONSERVATION OF FORESTS AND RIVERS'.

The change that has taken place in recent 
years, in regard to the proper treatment of 
forests and rivers is very remarkable. We 
have frequently of late referred to the subject 
of forests, extent of our lumber supplies and 
kindred questions, and now we find forests and 
their relation to rivers have occupied the at
tention of a recent Congress at Vienna, which 
was attended by four hundred persons. The 
principal Governments of Continental Europe 
and also that of the United States were repre
sented. In both the old world and the 
the water supply is in many places falling off. 
This is as true of the Rhine as of the Ohio, 
and of the Hudson and of the Elbe. It is 
ascertained, moreover, that this decrease in 
the volume of waters in the, rivers is closely 
connected with the disappearance of the ad
jacent forests. A New York contemporary 
groups the facts laid before the Congress, 
which are very striking.

' ‘ Many rivers have entirely disappeared, or 
are shrunken to little streams. In Palestine 
the springs are dry. The Jordan is four feet 
lower than in former days. Greece has lost 
severely by the fall of her forests. In Hun
gary the drought is periodical. Sardinia and 
Sicily have lost their ancient fruitfulness. On 
the other I and, there were formerly but five or 
six days of rain during the year in the Delta 
of Lower Egypt, but since Mehemet Ali 
planted some twenty millions of trees, the 
number of rainy days is forty-five or six. Is- 
malia, upon the Suez Canal, was built upon a 
sandy desert, but since the ground has been 
saturated with water, trees, bushes and plants 
have grown, and with the appearance of vege
tation the climate has changed. Four or five 
years ago, says the report, rain was unknown 
in thi se regions, but in the year from May 
1868, to May, 1869, there were fourteen days 
of rain. So, also, near Trieste, a finely 
wooded region was desolated by the Venetians 
and twenty-five years ago rain had ceased to 
fall. Hut, to save the country from total 
abandonment, the Austrian Government 
planted several millions of olive trees. The 
very soil was conveyed in baskets ; but, with 
care, the trees took root and thrived. It is 
stated also that the conversion of the desert of 
Utah into a blooming country has raised the 
Salt Lake seven feet above its old level.”

The necessity of international action ad
dressed to the cause of the evil was decided 
upon.

“ The Austrian Minister of Agriculture was 
president of the Congress, and he was author
ized to communicate with other Governments 
to secure international agreement on the sub
ject. The resolutions declare that only by 
such international action can the increasing 
devastation of the forests, with all its conse
quences, be stayed ; that it is the mutual duty 
of civilized states to preserve carefully the 
forests that are of vital importance to the 
land, such as those at the sources and along the 
courses of rivers, upon sea-coasts and steep 
mountain sides ; and that international prin
ciples should be laid down, to which the own
ers of such guardian forests should be subject. 
The Congress recognized that it had not as 
yet sufficient knowledge of all the evils result
ing from this devastation, and demanded more 
copious and exact data. The importance of 
the movement is that it directs attention to a 
subject which has hitherto had no association 
and imposing presentation.”

This matter and the general subject of for
estry are matters which will be pretty sure to 
engage the attention of the Governments of 
the United States and Canada. Our forests 
are everything but inexhaustible, and they are 
now being shamefully devastated. Their be
ing cut away affects the water supply of the 
rivers and plains, and hence the facts bearing 
on the case require to be carefully collected 
and published.

We fi.ret- with a U. S. contemporary that 
the agricultural papers and the cattle show 
orators could do no more signal service than to 
point out the reality and the reason and the ex
tent of the evil. The Agricultural Depart
ment at Washington will, it hopes, think it 
worth some effort to keep the agricultura com
munity informed of the action consequent up
on the Congress, in whose deliberations it sees 
the dawn of a better day for the trees and 
birds, those two faithful and useful friends of 
the American farmer, which he has too long 
disregarded.

were m
So far the demand and supply, and the 

consequent prices of breadstuff's verify our 
expectations aa expressed during those 
three months. Our farmers may expect 
good demand for their produce of the har
vest of 1873, and at the 
pcan purchasers may rely on sufficient sup
plies at reasonable prices.

we are aware

e same time Euro- 1

newTolls or Free Roads.I
This subject will be a leading question 

in one county at least during the coming 
municipal elections. We believe it would 
be far the cheapest and best to have all 
the toll gates in the counties abolished, 
and pay a general tax for the construction 
and maintenance of roads

NOTES FROM PAGE CO., IOWA. 
Once more you shall hear from Page 

county, one of the best counties in Iowa. 
Last spring was rather wet for good farming 
and the latter part of the summer rather 
dry for com, potatoes, etc. Some pieces of 
winter wheat were good and some poor. 
Spring wheat the same, each average about 
fifteen bushels per acre. Rye was a fair 
crop; oats hardly an average; corn, about 
half a crop. Early Rose potatoes pretty 
good; all late kinds almost a failure.

The hog crop is only middling, and almost 
all that are fit for market, as well as a great 
many that are not fit, are gone to market. 
There are more cattle, twice over, being 
wintered in this country, than ever before, 
mostly Texans with their long horns.

I don t think this county will have any 
com left, or in fact feed of any kind, by the 
time another crop can be raised. If grain 
and hay are not high here, inside the next 
ten months, I miss my guess.

PEAR BLIGHT.

From the Report of the Committee of the 
American Pomological Society.

Pear blight assumes different forms and has 
quently different causes for its origin.— 

One form attacks trees gradually ; its ap
proach is slow and may be detected for months 
and often during the preceding season of 
growth, before the tree is fully affected. This 
form, which may be termed gradual blight, is 
seen at all seasons during the period of active 
vegetation, from early spring until September. 
Its progress is usually arrested by a liberal 
top-dressing of liquid manure, so far as the 
roots extend, and a severe cutting back of the 
branches. This must be done whenever the 
tree assumes an unhealthy appearance. 1 he 
cause, then, may be safely attributed to ex
haustion, anal the remedy consists in replenish
ing the exhausted supply of plant food. '1 his 
form of blight is often noticed in orchards 
left unworked and where the annual or bien
nial top-dressing with fertilizing agents has 
been withheld.

Another, and this is the most fatal form, at
tacks a tree or a portion of it suddenly, caus
ing the affected part to blacken in a few hours 
after the tree is struck ; this is commonly 
termed fire blight. This form is periodical in 
its attacks and migratory, as it seldom re
mains permanent in a locality, but leaves an 
interval from ten to fifteen years between its 
occurrence. Its greatest intensity is on its 
first appearance, which occurs usually when 
the fruit has attained half its size ; it decreases 
as the season of vegetation advances, but re
appears again the following summer, with less 
of its previous intensity.

In the experimental gardens of the Depart
ment of Agriculture, at Washington, the fol
lowing mixture is prepared :

a manure Place a half-bushel of lime and six pounds 
heap to grow healthy fruit trees. In such a of sulphur in a close vessel, pour over it about 
case, grass, or even grain, or anything which six gallons of boiling water, adding enough 
will realize or absorb the excess of decomposing cold water to keep it in a semi-fluid state until 
vegetable matter, may be of benefit, but it cold. It is used as a wash and applied to the 
forms no rule for the treatment of orchards in trees and branches as high as can be reached, 
the older States. It should be applied two or three times during

We always have a volunteer crop—weeds- the summer. Sinqikthis preparation was used
but nobody has yet claimed that they are an no trees thus treated have been lost, although 
aid to tree culture. And yet why m t as well small limbs not coated with the mixture were 
as grass ? Their roots will penetrate the soil attacked and destroyed. Carbolic acid had 
quite as deeply as grass, and will pump up fer- also been used without any perceptible differ- 
tility from below just as well, if there is any ence in the result from the lime and sulphur 
there ; and if not it don’t make much differ- mixture. Boiled linseed oil applie i to the 
once. trunk and limbs has been tried near Norfolk,

A young orchard in open ground, frequent- Va., with marvellous cures as reported. We 
ly stirred by the cultivator or horse-hoe, will mention this instance of the use of an extraor- 
suffer but little ; there is but one set of roots dinary ingredient resulting in good effects, 
to absorb the surface moisture, while the great contrary to what is usually the result when 
stores of it down below are rendered up freely i using this application upon the body of trees, 
as longeas no baked surface ems the connection its effect being to seriously injure the tree, if it 
between the air above and the moisture below, does not destroy it.
The farmer who allows that to occur can rea- Still another form of blight is doubtless 
sonably expect disaster, and deserves it when caused by mechanical action, by the ruptures 
he intent ionally practices such a course. But of tissues consequent to a sudden superabund- 
if he wants to make the ruin a little more cer- ant flow of sap. This attacks only our most 
tain and complete, he can seed down his or- thrifty growing trees, either in early spring, 
chard. With millions on millions of thirsty when vegetation first becomes active, or after 
rootlets draining the soil and the air of moist- a period of drought and partial stagnation of 
ure at such a time, nothing more is needed to vegetation, when abundant rains suddenly 
insure its certain though lingering death. An force out a luxuriant growth ; moderately 
old orchard—one already well established and vigorous trees are never attacked. It is often 
well fertilized—may escape without appreci- noticed in very vigorous trees that the bark of 
able harm, but I would as soon burn my stock the trunk is split longitudinally ; whenever 
when it comes from the nursery, as to plant a this is apparent, such trees are always free 
young orchard in grass. from this form of blight, as the pressure upon

The case was well stated by a successful the cellular and vascular tissues has been re- 
Pennsylvania horticulturist whom I met at the lieved.
American Pomological Society in Philadel- menced in 1857, it is demonstrated that trees 
phia, in 1869. He had a splendid show of whose bark had been longitudinally incised 
pears, which 1 found by questioning were and divided never showed any signs of this 
grown in cultivated ground. To draw him out form of blight.
on this topic of grass in orchards, 1 iutimated Peculiar methods of culture undoubtedly 
that he was disregarding high authority in not influence the causes of blight ; but upon this

There is at present a little difficulty in 
the way. A special assessment or special 
tax cannot be raised. The gravel roads 
have benefitted all lands adjacent to them 
to a much greater extent than land at a 

If the law were altered or 
new law enacted giving power to 
lands according to the increased value oc
casioned by the construction and repair of 
gravel roads, it might be advantageous 
and just to distant townships and farmers. 
By a general taxation farmers at a distance 
from the gravel roads, whose property 
may not be increased in value one cent by 
them, and who may scarcely ever wish to 
travel on them, are compelled to pay 
nearly as much as those whose lands are 
dôubled in value by them.

A heavier tax should be paid for land 
along gravel roads, which should diminish 
according to the distance and advant 
derived from them. New gravel ro 
might be constructed in the same way 
as drainage is now conducted.

couse
distance. a
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TWO CROPS AT ONCE.
Strange as the statement may appear, we 

have “ eminent ” agricultural authorities who 
advise the growing of two dissimilar crops at 
once on the same ground. This has often 
been attempted through ignorance, cupidity, 
or carelessness, but it was never defended from 
the standpoint of “ high farming ” until with
in recent years. Certain fruits—the black 
raspberry in particular - will do well in the 
shade of trees when both are cultivated, but 
until the recent theory of planting fruit trees 
in grass was promulgated, it was probably 
never claimed that one crop benefitted the 
other.

The soil of the prairies may in some in
stances be too rich—too much like

» °r

Agricultural and Arts Associa
tion.

The last meeting of this Association for 
1873 was held on the 10th of December, 
in the Agricultural Hall, Toronto, Nearly 
all the members attended. Accounts were 
passed, and the general business in con
nection with the Association was attended 
to and other business brought before the 
Board.

The 
were

e reports of the ploughing matches 
read and approved. The annual re

port which appeared very satisfactory, 
was also read and passed.

The Rev. R. Burnett suggested that the 
Dominion Parliament be memoralized as 
to the standard measure for a barrel of 
apples. If appears that some dealers are 
very fond of using barrels made to suit 
themselves : in such cases the barrels are 
not apt to be much too small.

Mr. Burnett gave notice to the Board 
mat the American Centennial Interna
tional Exhibition would be held in Phila
delphia, in September, 1876, and sug
gested that Canada should be represented 
there.

Mr. Young considered that this subject 
should first come before the Dominion 
Parliament. The expressions were in 
favor of Canada being represented there.

A resolution was passed suggesting to 
the Dominion Parliament the propriety 
of taking the postage off agricultural pa
pers. We have complained about having 
to pay four times higher rates than politi
cal papers. We do not ask for the re
moval of the postage ; farmers are willing 
to pay a fair proportion for what they 
receive.

A prize that had been awarded to Mr. 
John Miller in 1872, but withheld by the 
Association on account of a protest, was 
otdered to be paid.

as

From a series of experiments com- WATERING HOUSE PLANTS.

In most instances house plants and growing 
flower stalks do not receive one-half the neces
sary supply of water, while in some cases too 
much is applied. Every flower pot and box 
should be provided with some means of escape
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for the surplus water. If the earth is pressed 
tumly about the roots the plant will receive all 
the moisture it requires before this escape is 
made A space of about a quarter or a half 
an men should be left between the surface of 
the sou and the rim of the pot or box, that the 
water may not wash the earth over the edges 
to the floor or into the saucers, but be allowed 
to stand and work gradually down.

Comsponknte. sufficient to v 
is about ‘ hll other stock off. That
the 'O. I *** substance of the law in most of 

' hud I believe it works well; at
IbSét I never heard one word against it 
Ulther by agricultural papers, or persons 
talking about them, and I am sure a saving 
to farmers would be the result of a change.

Very truly y

in spring, and afterwards cultivated an 
harrowed, I then made a mark with th 
plough every 30 inches, and about 8 inch* 
deep. I planted the potatoes of middlin 
sized seed from good potatoes; I the 
covered with the plough pretty deep an 
harrowed them twice over when aboe 
coming through the ground—the ground wi 
clean and mellow afterwards. 1 then fin 
rowed them up with a common plow, with 
piece of wood for a second board, whie 
made it a double moulder.

If you think this will be any benefit 1 
you or brother farmers you e*» insert it i 
your valuable paper the Advocate.

Yours truly

Dorchester Station,-1873. ; , ..y
P. S.>—By-the-by, I might mention I ha 

potatoes around the house both thes 
years which were badly eaten, with the pest 
Ihe way I went to work in putting in th 
seed was, I made 8 furrows, then slarted 
planters; when 3 drills were planted loovere 
the first drill, then coining from the far en 
I opened another for the seed, the thre 
planters keeping thé teams going steady 
opening and covering alternately. J. L.

Dear Sir,—-Can some of your subscriber 
give instructions concerning ice houses?

B. Wannivray.

In the last issue of the Advocate J n0. 
ticed you touched on the tricks, <jf ’ 0, - "
men in your part of the country. V. " • -Il^> ' 
with the remarks, and hop-- lvÇ<*8 l*NW8< 1 
from them. Bad as it ar J toity result 
with you, it hardly eo" 10 have been
that took place at t1 „ * p . --l.err<?r or Worse 
instance, one ex' exhibition here. For 
medal for the ' J?,*??’ competing for the 
eleven vari ,t,W entered
seven first. prizes* Anr.ii. -i16 K^netl
nineteen varictitia an A ^er exhibitor entered
still the mcdal ’ was T

tod Sty made°etyvenkeent^rn I^yE
EEr-5S

ar P-^catoes-lOl bushels to the
S Tth > 15“ b.eat that a little. Last 
Xt! 1 planted half an acre Early Rose 
potatoes; we commenced to dig them the 
Ugû of July; after the first week we used all 
we vented in the family, and there are ten of 
us. When I dug them in the fall I had 
one hundred bushels that I put in the pit. 

Yours respectfully,

Fullarton, Dec. 10, 1873.

Moderately warm water seems most agree
able to these adopted children of ours, aod 
surely they thrive best when indulged in this 
respect.

ours,
C. Johnson.

ASSESSMENT.
Sut,—In your last paper you propose a 

change in the time of doing statute labor." 
Would it not be well to propose a change in 
the time and mode of assessment? How nan 
an assessor do his duty when the land here 
in the north is covered up in a great coat of 
snow—say two feet deep? Onr taxes are in
creasing, and it is of growing importance 
that our assessment should be equalized, and 
especially that it should not depend at all 
upon the political opinions or social position 
of the party assessed.

Yours,
Bushwhacker.

Much that is erroneous has been said of the 
darker of watering house plants too fireelv ;

KkeMMrsss-ssias:
are very porous and evaporation throu ghthem 
takes place speedily in our warm, dry rooms, 
ihe earth should never be allowed to become 
dust dry ; neither should the water jta«d all 
day in pools about the roots and low sr stems 
able tIlUS a*'an<^in=’ become sour and dicagree-

Every flowerpot should stand on a saucer or 
plate, and there should be a hole in the bottom 
of the pot, bo that the dry S' il may absorb water if it is poured on the plate. A^Tien the 
soil will absorb no more, the water in the sau
cer should be turned out. —A. Y. HeraUd

John Lawson.

some

Feather.

HOW TO TEST SEEDS.
biR,—Although I have retired from farm- 

ing, I like to see what is going on, and I 
think the Advocate is worth more than all 
I pay for it. Here is my plan for testing 
the vitality of seed:—

I cut two sods with a sharp spade or 
shovel; lay one sod down in a convenient, 
sunny place, with the grass side down. 
Then I strew a few seeds on it, and cover 
with the other sod, the grass part up, and 
m a few hours what is good of the seed will 
begin to sprout. 'By just lifting the top sod 
you can watch its progress without disturb
ing the seed on the seed bed.

If the land is very dry I pour a pailful of 
water on the spot from which I am going to 
take the sods. John Jones.

PLANTS FOR THE WINDOW.
The selection of plants for window, vases den- 

ends essentially upon which side is to be the 
point of view. If chiefly from the outside larv 
leaves and large colors show best, such as bull * 
or well grown foliage plants, as begonias f *•- 
keep under glass shades to preserve the - >
sary air moisture with the warmth ^3es" 
they require. But if the vase is seer 'fhich
from the inside, the case is very tj£biefly 
Colors will not show well again? jMerent. 
but neatness of outline and grace' f the light, 
of spray will show with great < Wantonness 
ally if seen against the sky r >"*^?nce> especi- 
glass intervening. The - the panes of
Coliseum ivy (Linarie cr curls of the
glety smilax,( Myrttiph or the rin-
of Gypsophila and s )I or the fine turfs
Galiums, and othe z*?e. Sa*ifrages, Sedums, 
are gracefully ir a*Pln plants and grasses 
movements of ery turn, like the unstudied 
not be wan* / i°you* child, and color will 
their tin' „ Leave thin enough to show
the sk "f transparently show them against 
P1»r'^"/e,til^eaA advantage. Most of these 

dry Mr V6ry "^-Country

Dunns ville, Dec. 1873.
Î

.Th® American Dairymen’s Assoeiatioi 
will hold its mnth annual convention at Uti
18741' Y'* °n the 13th’ Uth’ *nd 15th Han

over

W. Flodge.
i,i i rtUf lo ,ufiî 
•ri) ,»vo4" utj ,

SPRING wheat.
.Dear Sra,—The three pounds of Farrow 

Wheat that I procured from you last veai 
yielded 43 bushels, which I tiiink . gram 
yield for common oultivatien. There ww 
«mother new variety 0f wheat introduoed ii 
tins neighborhood last year; it is ealled th< 
Red Fair Wheat. It is bearded wheat, and 
seems to be ahead of any variety in thii
part. I send you a few grains. ^

Joseph
, Lansdown.

Thanks for the sample sent. It ie of fail
^ ^°V1llike to knew more about

it. Where did it come from? Ie there 
much of it ,n your section? What return 
has it yielded per acre? I would like to 
see a head of it. Should it prove to be bet- 
ter than any of the old varieties it would be 
valuable. Ed. F. A.

Dear Sir,—I saw an article in one of 
your papers about cattle having choked, and 
that something soft should be used in the 
throat, such as a rope, to relieve them. 
JNow.I wiUgive youmy experienced relieving 
choked cattle or horses, and you can give 
it to the public through your valuable paper 
if you think it is of any value.

I was away from home. My wife and 
boy were finding the cows, and one of them 
got choked with a turnip. My wife sent 
for the neighbors, and they came to relieve 
the cow. One got her by the horns, and 
another poked a stick down her throat, and 
unfortunately it was a pine stick. They 
drove the turnip down, but broke the stick 
off in her throat; and the last choke 
worse than the first.

POTATOES.

Mr. Editor,—In renewing my subscrip
tion for the Farmer’s Advocate, I will 
give you a report of my potato crop this 
season. I have been successful, whim m 
neighbors have scarcely any crop; and 
have to thank the ADVOCATsjfor my success. 
I had your directions last spring and I fol
lowed them. I selected for my potato 
a plot as remote as possible from where po
tatoes had been planted before. It was a 
four-acre field by the side of the wood. It 
had been under com the past year, the first 
since it was cleared. I ploughed it in the 
fall. Ihis I do with all my land, unless it 
it be sod. I planted the potatoes in drills 
opening the drills shallow, and covering 
them deep, and then leveling them some
what with the harrow. I used no manure, 
ion from thc four acres not less than 
700 bushels, realizing from good crop and 
high prices-fully $100 per acre. I was very 
little troubled with bugs, as I selected the 
plot for them as you advised. To screen 
them from the bugs I planted corn on the 
only exposed side; but the seed com per
ished—a general complaint of the season— 
and some hugs from my neighbors’ fields at
tacked the exposed comer, and they were 
the only ones I had to contend with. This 
one instance proves the value of your paper 
to farmers. John Lawson.

Dorchester, Dec. 6, 1873.

I

SAVING TREES FROM MICE.
" We would call the special attention of farmers 

again to the importance of "protecting their 
young trees against the winter ravage of mice 
The work required to do this is but trifling 
and pays largely Teere are numerous ways for 
accomplishing the desired end, but the 
«effectual and convenient we have ever nsed iH 
to bank with earth the trunks up a few inches 
Ifrem the surface of the ground. A wag. 
igon load of dirt will bank a large number of 
trees, and if rich soil, a double benefit may be 
•derived bv spreading the same over the roots 
•of the tr ies in spring. An exchange strongly 
urgesa p!an which we do not think as good 

the above, yet we give it for what it is worth " 
It says to bandage up the stems of the old 
trees with any cotton or wollen cloths, or of 
old muslin with two or three wrannimrs let .ting the bandage go into the grounefan inch or 
Uv°, and six or eight inches aboveground, and

crop

was
clevist in her mouth and couMfe^Uhe^tick 

run into the back of her head. Some advised 
my wife to kill her, but she said that 
would not until I came home. I arrived 
home at 7 in the evening. The stick was 
broken m her throat at eleven o’clock in the 
morning. I went immediately to the yard 
to see the cow and found the stick in her 
throat I got her by the horns to turn her 
around and she fell on a patch of ice, and 
then went straight for the barn and threw 
out the stick, which measured 214 inches in 
length and 1 inch in diameter; and then I 
could see that there were other ways to re
lieve them without sticks and ropes The 
next cow that I got choked I thought I 

This Should certainly be renewed every aut- W°Ul' c aB, e*Periment with. I lad a 
umnif necessary, until the trees are large en- ? f °Ju bara ,leadl“g to my barn-yard. I 
eugh not to be injured. Th- se who are in ear- took the top bars down and left three lower 

try thj“ and aave t!‘eir bars ?n- and 1 took the whip and made the 
to devoid a wül,betoo much troubie for others Çow jump over the bars, and she was re 
2mv Inrl a c'-up e of hours to this labor annu- heved. That is the way I relieve all mv 
& and they will rather .run race with the choked cattle and horsesf and I never knew

it to fail. Sometimes I jump them 
twice and I find that the action of raising 
and the sudden drop on the front legs dis
lodges what ,s in the throat, and no injury

t0 the C,attle‘ A womal1 or a boy in 
this way can relieve a choked cow or a horse 
if the man is from home.

most
she

FEEDING HORSES.

M. Sansion, Professor of Noology, has been 
investigating the relatione between the food 
given to draught horsee and the amount olFPiFSaæiïMsn
pany of Parie, he finde that the rations in 
practice given to the horse are in conformity 
with science and the views of the Company— 
to feed the animals so that they will not ran 
into flesh, they will lose nothing in strength. 
The mean averse weight ofaTma-hotw is 
1,800 pounds; he is employed four hours 
daily drawing a weight of two and three- 
quarter tone, at the rate of two and a half 
yards a second. Each horse’s daily rations 
consist of nine pounds of hay, twenty pounds
bran*”’ 0116 a Susrter pound of

OIDEB VINEGAR.

mother’ can be obtained by the iddof » „ook 
m«le of wire. Stop it up and place it wh^ It The,warmer the place the sooner

?° with the ide^rof left
barrel «tending open to catch Meeor 

other insects equally as objectionable.

as

Mr. Editor,—The 28 pounds of Scott 
Wheat you sent me yielded 10 bushels this 
season, which was better than any other va
riety grown here; and I need it all for seed. 

a .. , „ Benjamin Smith.
•Scotland, November 19, 1873,

over

Mr. A. Smith, of Ailsa Craig, is gradu
ally working his way up>ardas a Durham 
breeder. We presume that at the present 
time his herd of Durhams is ahead of any 
ot the other herds now owned in Middle- 
eex He has among his herd one of the
Canada ^ ^ Boot8 1)11118 to be found in

,A|=0*™™mNi,"i„e:h„ld in Toronto 

for the purpose of devising plans for the 18 brou8ht about—I mean fences. Fencing 
management of the Agricultural College. mate.nal « becoming scarce and more ex- 
Of course the doors are closed, and no- GI® ®V6ry ?tar’ and as the law now 
thing can be known positively except to S ’ f® arC obhSed to fence against aU 
the select few y 1 stock pasturing upon the roads, or roammv

_______________________ atlarge. Now I would suggest that all
have °aüknrea,dr "p° vtoire their 8ona to eff f°d the’ law'%o altered ^to
tbJr6 ? knowledge of the veterinary art, effect 1and further that the law shall only
th!n\Lnnbntter lnstltution in Ontario unoifthjr™®” *° -®nce their own atoc^ 
than the College managed by A. Smith T th„.n Premises, or in other words 
rn Toronto. • 6 y ltn> a fence that is sufficient to keep a man’

stock on his own farm, shaU in law be deemed

Dear Sir,—I got stock and interest for 
what I gave you for the Advocate last year 

just from a little said in it about the 
potato bug. Last year (18721 I planted a 
little over an acre ot potatoes, about a 
quarter of a mile from any others; the bug 
did them little harm, and I had a good crop.
My neighbors’ potatoes were badly eaten; 
the reason I assign to mine being saved from 
the bug is what you advocated in your 
paper, “ plant as far away from the previous

îtiiraAssiKîjaa

Asthe faU, after oats grown on sod. I hfrrowed I fottnd insectrClfied3dr0Ught' W6t

Yours respectfully,
Th.James Brayley.

Fences.
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ten weeks, and tiiirty died. An investiga
tion showed that the cows drank water from 
an old under-ground tank, built of wood and 
much decayed. Here the cows remaining in 
apparent health carried the seeds of disease 
through the imperfectly animalized secretion 
to those who partook of the milk.

Even impure air breathed by the cow 
taints the milk. It is reported on good au
thority that the milk from a certain dairy in 
the State of New York, when brought to a 
cheese factory was found tainted, and on ex
amination the cause was discovered to be a 
putrid carcass lying in the pasture.

Do the reeking odors of a fermenting 
manure heap or of an ill ventilated stable 
have no effect on the milk, even before it is 
drawn from the cow ? But suppose our 

of the best, fed upon the luxuriant 
hill side, amid the aroma of the clovers and 
the sweet scented grasses, drink of the pure 
springs that bubble from the rock, enjoying 
that equable temperature which so suits us 
that for the time we are not aware that there 
is any weather, unvexed by torturing flies in 
the field, and allowed to take their way 
at their own good time and sober pace to the 
milking yard, sp far we are prepared to fur
nish good milk. But “ don’t whistle till 
you get out of the woods,” is an old and 
wise maxim.

Good milkers carefully clean the udder 
and teats with the hand before using the 
jail, or wash them off in water provided for 
ihat purpose, and a rule should be made and 
enforced to that effect in every well man
aged dairy. Milking has to be done, too, in 
rainy weather, and often out of doors. The 
rain drips from the cow and some will fall in
to the pail. The only prevention is ample 
shed room, where all the cows can be shel
tered in stormy weather and the wet allowed 
to dry off before milking.

As has been stated, milk most readily ab
sorbs all odors to which it is exposed, yet 
milking yards or stables, where it first sees 
the light, are not perfumed with the spices 
of Arabia or Ceylon. There is room for 
much improvement upon the present arrange
ments, even with a view to pure air alone, 
to say nothing of grosser filth. All the 
pails, car*, pans, strainers or other vessels 
used about milk must not only be carefully 
washed and scalded, but must be well aired. 
It is for no useless show that the pails and 
tin pans of the dairy are exposed in the open 
air. Packed one inside of another in a close 
room, they become unfit to receive milk.— 
Particularly do cans, set away with the 
covers on, become offensive, if they are 
washed and scalded ever so clean.

Wooden pails should not be used if the 
milk is for market, for with the most care
ful washing and scalding, particles of milk 
will remain about the joints to act upon the 
succeeding milk. The necessary ventilation 
shrinks the wood, exposing the joints to be 
filled again with milk.

milk directly from the dam, others contend
ing that equally good calves may be raised by 
feeding the calf new milk, warm from the cow, 
giving less and less milk as the calf increases 
m age, the decrease being supplemented with 
ground feed until the calf learns to subsist en
tirely without milk. Certain it is that good 
calves at e raised by both these means, and that 
the calf by the latter plan learns earlier to 
eat. However.this may be, if the calf have 
not an abundance of new milk during the first 
three months of its life, it will never make a 
satisfactory matured animal from a critical 
stand-point.

It may therefore be set down as an axiom 
that to get the best results possible an animal 
must progress constantly from its birth up
ward. The advantage gained in the first week 
or month must be supplemented by a progres
sive and continual advancement ; to attain 
which not only the kind, quantity and quality 
of the food given must be looked to, but also 
the care and attention pi 
well-being of the animal.

BHREP AS A RENOVATOR.TOOK & DAIRY IS PE.
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A soldier, while fighting under Stonewall 
Jackson, in Virginia, saw the benefit of sheep
raising to revive wom-out land. Im
poverished in the fight for slavery, he began 
with only ten ewe sheep, which he put in a 
small field near his house that was full of briars 
and we ds. They soon ate up the briars, 
weeds and the grass in the fence corners. He 
gave them daily a little meal or bran, salted 
them often, and sheltered them in the winter, 
when they had swamp hay and a few roots.—
In the spring he had thirteen fine lambs,worth 
more than he gave for the ewes, and he said . 
the wool and manure was worth more than the 
cost of the food.

(f
WINTER BUTTER-MAKING.

__________ A farmer’s wife thus gives, in
the RuralNew Yorker, the result of twenty- 
two years’ experience :—

“ Commence to heat the milk when the 
cows are first given corn fodder, which I 

in this way : Strain the milk iff tin 
pans, "tilling only half full—a little morè or 
mss will make no difference ; ’then, as soon 
as convenient, set the pans of milk on the 

i ouuve, where let them remain until a rough
ness or wrinkled appearance on top of the 

J milk is noticed (if the milk gets too hot the 
’ only harm will be less cream), then take it
! into the milk room or cellar, a cool place,
1 till next morning," wheh bring it up into a 

warm room and let it stand till next day, 
when it is generally ready to skim, 
treated in this way it will not do to 
much under forty-eight hours. My plan is 

i to skim morning’s and night’s milkings both 
J at the same time in winter. It does not 

hurt butter for the cream to sour—rather

asiff
IÎÜ*

i ij

S
i

He ploughed and planted the field to corn, 
and got over thirty bushels to the acre, while 
around the shed the yield was much larger.— 
He now keeps sheep and grows, without the 
aid of guano ar phosphate,fine crops of clover, 
com, wheat and turnips. How strange that 
the Southern farmers so persistently neglect 
stock-growing, which is the only means by 
which they can obtain continuous crops of cot
ton. -■

But i
1 cows are

aid to the comfort andWhen
skim

BAM SALES IN ENGLAND.

The following synopsis of the Lincolnshire 
ram sales of the last season is taken from Bell's 
Messenger :

“Perhaps the fairest test of the estimation 
in which the improved breed of Lincoln sheep 
is held is the average obtained by the leading 
ram breeders of the country. The highest 
average of Lincoln rams at a home sale was 
£35,18s. Lowest average at a home sale, £11,
5s. A t home sales 408 rams were disposed of 
at an average of £20, 3s., Sjd each. At pub- Drovers Joumk.—“The price of cattle fat

tened for market depends on the symmetry 
of the animal as well as the fat ‘style,’ as 
shippers term it. I want here to state that 
good blood is important, but not absolutely 
necessa 
seller.

A Yankee who farmed at the South was re
monstrated with for neglecting to grow cotton. 
He replied that he sold com and meat enough 
to buy all the cotton made in his neighborhood. 
—N. Y. Times.

' aids in churning, making butter come
i sooner. The cream-kettle I keep in the cel

lar until the day or evening before I desire 
to churn ; then, if convenient, set near a 
coal stove or one that fire is kept in all 
night. In the morning, before churning, try 
with a thermometer ; it should be at a tem
perature of sixty-two degrees. If not con
venient to set the cream near a warm stove, 
setting the kettle in hot water will answer 
every purpose. Many object to heating the 
milk because it sometimes burns to the bot
tom of the pans. Set pans with water on 
the stove, and place the pans with milk in 
these, and the difficulty is at once avoided.

! ! FATTENING CATTLE.
The following is from a prominent stock 

York, and addressed! t raiser in New to the

lie fairs 5272 rams show an average of £16, 
14s., 6d. On the 1025 Lincoln rams sold at 
home sales and fairs, there is a general average 
of £17,19s., 7^d. These averages, considering 
the extent of the lots, far exceed those ob
tained for any other breed of sheep, if we ex
cept Lord Chesham's lot of rams, of the 
Shropshire breed, sold at Shrewsbury on Sept. 
11th, and producing an average of 33 guineas 
each (also Lord Polwarth’s sale of Border Lei- 
cesters at Kelso). Of lettings, 61 rams were 
let at Huttoft, at an average of £18, 3s ; 50 at 
Aylesby (Leicesters) at an average of £18, 18s, 
and 110 at Ashby de la Saunde, at an average 
of £16, 15s. According to this return, 221 
sheep were let at an average of £17, 18s.”

From these prices we see that high prices are 
not confined to Short-horns or any breed of 
cattle. English breeders do not hesitate buy
ing any stock at what are called fancy prices, 
knowing by experience that good stock, and 
only good stock, will bring a profit.

A
ry, to make what is called a good 
It is necessary in order to fatten a 

steer to bring the highest market price, 
that he be kept in a growing condition from 
a calf, and in no case allow to go hungry. 
It is the starving the first and second win
ters which wilts and shivers ilp the steer, and 
causes him to be sold at a reduced price. No 
amount of feeding will make him a first-class 
seller, no difference what his color or blood. 
An animal well fed (I care not what the 
blood-—Texas or not) from a calf until the 
spring he is three years old, will be smooth, 
with bones well covered, and will sell at a 
profit; while the half-starved animal becomes 
crooked in the back, bone projecting, and 
shrivelled up; takes the best part of the 
summer to get in condition to live, and will 
not be in condition for market until he is four 

From an address by Mr. Leander Wether- years old, and then will bring a price 
ell, of the Boston Cultivator, at the first annual which is unsatisfactory to the producer and 
convention of the New York State Dairymen’s to every one that handles him. This is no 
Association :— theory, but a fact deduced from close obser

vation, as I have tested the plan for several 
years. It will and does pay to feed com to 
calves and to yearlings. They start out on 
grass in the spring, strong and vigorous. 
You are then able to market your cattle 
the spring they are three years old, weigh 
ing 1,400 pounds, which is heavy enough 
to bring the first prize. The best steer I 
sold in 1872 was a common native. He had 
all he could eat from a calf, and was never 
hungry. He was a handsome animal, and 
was worth more per pound than anything I 
shipped inl872. He weighed in Chicago 1,350 
pounds.—age three years. I now have a 
steer calf eleven months old, from a very 
ordinary cow. The calf now (May 21) 
weighs 660 pounds. I think it will weigh, 
when three years old, 1,500 pounds. I do 
not wish it to be understood that I am not in 
favor of improving the blood as well as feed. 
I shipped two Texas steers this spring, which 
were threi years old; they were smooth 
and nice, and I sold them with a lot of 
Durhams, four years old, at the same price, 
and they were worth as much per pound, 
and weighed better according to age. They 
were raised and fed by different parties. 
Mammoth, overgrown steers have had 
day, and are now come down to the neat, 
compact well fattened animal, both in hogs 
and cattle. To accomplish this in cattle, 
good feeding from a calf is necessary.”
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QUALITY IN MILK.

Extracts from a paper read by Mr. T. S. 
Gold, at a meeting of the Vermont Dairy
men’s Association :—

Cows differ almost as much in the quali
ties of their milk as they do in their exter
nal form and appearance. Breeds have 
general characteristics too well known to 
need descirption here. Individuals, also, 
have their peeuliarities. A child, and there 
is no nicer judge of milk, fed upon the milk 
of one cow, often refuses that of another 
which may be offered to it.

, The product varying so much in quality 
while the cows are in health, how will it be 
when disease supervenes to form another 
element in the calculation ? Cows continue 
to give milk under local and constitutional 
disorders. The cow 
disturbances of the a

1er

DAIRY STOCK.

Some dairymen select the Ayrshire, some the 
Devon, some the Holstein, some tne Jersey, 
some the Short-horn, while others prefer the 
grades produced by crossing bulls of these 
different breeds on what they call good native 
cows, and others still prefer, as they phrase it, 
“ the old natives,” or “scrubs,” meaning ani
mals without any traceable pedigree beyond 
the fact that it or they “ descended from a cow 
that my wife’s father gave her as a dower when 
she married me.”

According to my observation over the East
ern and Middle States, the Short-horn blood 
has done more to improve the dairy and beef 
stock by the introduction of bulls of this blood, 
than all other breeds or varieties united, whe
ther more or less fixed or permanent. The 
best milch cows in the dairy section of both 
New England and the Middle States, especi
ally in Vermont, Massachusetts and 
York, for more than a generation have been 
acknowledged to be grade Short-horns, de
scended from the best native cows, so-called, 
from time immemorial served by Short-h 
bulls, thorough-bred so-called, and high grades 
both having been used.

Thomas Bates said of this branch of the 
improved Short-hern family :

“ Wherever they are tried, their merits will 
shine forth in producing a greater return for 
the food consumed than any other breed of 
cattle that was ever known,”

pox, the fouls, garget, 
.limentary canal, foot 

and mouth disease, and pleuro-pneumonia, 
though interrupting, do not always prevent 
the secretion of milk. The cow pox, even 
in its mildest form, often causes the teats to 
crack and bleed, and the exudation may 
drop into the pail. Harsh handling of the 
udder in milking or some injury, 
causes one quarter to give bloody milk, 
garget, when it does not stop the flow of 
milk, injures its quality in all degrees of 

All the secretions of an unhealthy 
animal must be tainted, and milk is largely 
affected.

During the prevalence of the foot and 
mouth disease, numerous persons were 
affected with a similar form of disease from 
having partaken of the milk. The origin of 
some forms of disease we cannot trace, but 
physicians have observed that some diseases 
are at times unusually prevalent, and there 
are some that seem to follow in the track of 
pleuro-pneumonia in cattle, whether pro
duced by the use of the flesh or milk is un
known, but we must admit 
tiens or flesh of diseased animals cannot be 
the best food.

The food of the cow has such an effect on 
the milk that we can make it rich in butter 
or cheese, or poor and watery, according to 
the food we give. But cows roaming their 
pastures are not always over-nice in their se
lection.

Garlic and onions, and in lesser degree, 
the cabbage family, embracing the turnips, 
give their peculiar odor to the milk.

Weedy pastures abound in vegetation of 
strong odors and taste, liable to be trans
ferred to the milk.

ON THE MANAGEMENT OF CATTLE.

To make the most money out of a given 
roduct, every care has to be used in the man

ipulation, from the inception to the perfect 
finish of the article. The same rule will ap
ply to the raising and management of stock. 

We must not expect good animals from 
calves that are allowed to get thin and weak 
every winter, until they are finally turned off 
to the butcher. We can not realize excellent 
beeves or breeders from calves that have had 
only skimmed milk from the time they were 
two weeks old until they were ten weeks old, 
with such grass as their hunger may have 
forced them to eat, although they have been 
thenceforth, through the summer, given good 
pasturage, and well fed through the winter.1— 
They will never thereafter be able to digest 
and assimilate the necessary quantity of food 
to make heavy beef. They will always be 
“ runts.” We can never get first class stock 
if the animal, of whatever kind, be allowed 
to shrink seriously from the time of its birth 
until it reaches maturity.

Too many farmers seem entirely to forget 
that the true object to be aimed at is the steady 
and progressive improvement of the animal 
through all the different stages of its growth. 
Growth is a constant process, and, if checked 
it is at the expense of the animal itself, and 
can never be entirely resumed, for the flesh 
required is at the expense of a certain addi
tional amount of food, whose equivalent ha* 
been wasted in the act of getting poor. — 
Therefore to say nothing of the economy in 

may introduce impurities. 1 many other directions that might be named, a
Jut of 140 families supplied with milk i^“n amount of fooJ haa at least been 

frimi a dairy in Islington, England, seventy I There are various ideas among our farmers 
suffered from typhoid fever ; one hundred as to the best means of raising the calf ; some 
and sixty-eight individual cases occurred in contending that the animal should suck the
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DIARRHŒA IN SHEEP.
For ordinary cases of diarrhoea in sheep, 

change the food and give the sheep all they 
will eat of a mixture of equal parts of Glauber 
salts (sulphate of soda) and common salt. — 
This may apparently increase the difficulty at 
first, but will usually effect a cure. Where 
there are only one or two sheep affected and it 
is probably caused by weakness, give a pint of 
fresh milk made into a porridge with a table
spoonful of wheat flour once a day. 
does not effect a cure, give two ounces of Glau
ber or Epsom salts and 20 drops of laudanum, 
and in five hours give 10 drops more of laud
anum. If the sheep is very weak, give half a 
pint of warm ale with a little ginger or gentain, 
—Ex.
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Mr. James J. H. Gregory, of Marblehead, 
Mass., aims to supply one great want, which 
many a good farmer, when too late, has felt t > 
his keen sorrow : Garden Seed that know how 
to come up : and when the crop is gathered 
proves to be just the kind the label said they 

i were. Mr. Gregory is one of the few seeds
men in the United States who grows a large 
portion of the seed he sells, and he gets out a 
live Catalogue, as would be expected of the 
original introducer of the Hubbard Squash.— 
His advertisement will be found in this num
ber. His Illustrated Catalogue will be sent 
free to all applicants.
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A SHORT-'HORN CROSS.

I have kept them pure, crossed the short
horn cow with the Devon bull, and crossed 
the Devon cow with the short-horn bull. 
In either way they have made a large return, 
and mid for their meat much better than 
mere Devons; but by far the greater success 
has been to commence with the Devon or 
native cow and pure short-horn bull, and for 
ever after using the short horn bull. ■ I have 
used the Devon bull on the cross from the 
Devon cow and short-horn bull; but the pro- 
giuy rapidly declined, and no trace of the 
short horn remained. In these days of great 
consumption and high prices, it does not pay 
to strike to stock the breed of which requires 
our or five years to mature; but"! am firmly 
of opinion that if pure short» rhorn bulls were 

d on the native cows and their crosses in 
the different districts of the United Kingdom 
for a few years, our beef supplies would be 
doubled. Many farmers have a great horror 
of crossing their stock, whilst others admit 
that the first cross is all that they could wish, 
but after that “is all gone'goose” with the next 
generation. Of such 1 would ask, Have you 
ever tried? aud if so, How! and, With what 
object in view. My theory has always been— 
and practice and observation have fully 
borne me out—that we can make almost any
thing we like of our flocks and herds in a few 
years, by full adhering to putt male animals 
of the kind wc wish them to remain. If beef 
is our object, use a pure high class short-horn 
bull always; never by any chance or pretence 
use a cross-bred bull, even if he be the best 
animal you can procure, and if the cross were 
once a dozen generations back. It is the 
use of cross bred males or cross bred females 
that lias made so many people distrustful of 
any but the first. I wish to lay great stress 
on the using of pure-bred short-liorn bulls, 
by which I do not exclusively mean those 
fancy-priced beasts that figure so prominently 
in the agricultural periodicals, but ones se-, 
lected from a good herd; where pedigree 
signs have been seen for the last twenty years 
on cows of undoubted short-horn blood, and 
that have not been artificially forced. It is not 
difficult to purchase hundreds of such at rea
sonable prices.” A Correspondent in Mark 
Lane Express.

use

CATTLE DISEASE.

A malady has prevailed among cattle in 
Washington county, Kansas, which awakens 
much concern in that locality. The affected 
animals are first taken with foaming at the 
mouth, followed by spasms and paralysis ; 
death supervenes in a few hours. The only 
remedy that has Keen found effective is a 
solution of common salt given in doses of a 
pint or quart.
membrane of the stomach and 
was found full of worms.

On dissection the

Mr. John Jackson has sold his th: 
year old stallion, “ Prince of Wales,” 
Mr. Draper, of Woodstock, for $2000.

y
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IS PEA STRAW GOOD FODDER.

A correspondent says he has not found 
pea-straw as valuable for fodder as good oat 
and wheat straw.—Very likely. And yet 
good pea-straw may be so cured and fed, as 
to be worth far more than any other straw, 
unless it' is choice bean-straw. It is more 
nitrogenous than wheat, oat, barley, or rye 
straw, and should he fed, to get out its full 
value, in connection with a small quantity 
of com. Sheep that have a pound of corn 
each per day will fatten more rapidly on pea- 
straw than on wheat or oat.straw. The bet
ter plan is to let them have all they will eat 
of both pea and wheat straw—say pea-straw 
morning and noon, and wheat or oat straw at 
night. But we apprehend the trouble with 
our correspondent is not so much in the way 
of feeding as in the method of cutting, cur
ing, and preserving the pea-straw. If the 
peas were allowed to grow till dead ripe, 
and after cutting were allowed to remain in 
heaps in the field day after day without 
turning, and were exposed to rains and dews 
until nearly all the soluble matter was de
composed or washed out of the straw, and 
half the leaves were knocked off them before 
they left the field, arid they were stacked in a 
damp condition, it is not difficult to under
stand why “the sheep and the chemist do 
not tèll the same story ” in regard to the 
value of the straw.. On our own farm we 
have found pea-straw from a luxuriant crop 
of peas, cured without rain, nearly as valua
ble as clover-hay.—Am.Agriculturist.

7ADVOCATE.the

not reunite to the tissues beneath. One 
good fomenting on reaching the stable is 
enough ; after that use the simplest water 
dressing, and under no circumstances use 
poultices, which only increase the changea 
of a slough, and retard the healing process.' 
Should healing seem slow, apply a mild' 
stimulant, such as a piece of linen Wet with 
a mixture of carbolic acid, one part, to gly
cerine, twenty parts.—Scientific A merican.

KINDNESS TO ANIMALS.
From the time the colt is born he should 

be taught to regard man, whom he is after
wards to serve, as h,is protector and friend. 
A human hand should first lift him gently to 
his feet, and direct his little mouth to the 
Source of material nourishment. With the 
human touch he should thus early be made 
to associate caresses and a supply for all hia 
wants. Instead of yells and oaths, the kicks 
and blows, he should hear only -gentle, 
loving tones from the attendant’s mouth, 
and pettings from his kindly palm. He 
should be taught to expect and watch for 
man’s entrance to the stall or paddock where 
he is kept, as a dog waits for the coming :of 
the master, as the season of joy ana , happi
ness. His little dear like limbs should oe 
handled, and he be taught to yield them 
properly, and without fear, to the master’s 
touch. In short everything that loving 
ingenuity can devise should be done to im? 
press upon his mind thus early in life that 
man is his natural protector and friend^ 
between whom and him an intimate comMU^ 
ionship has been «ordained by beneficent 
Nature, which inserts that he shag, be 
protected and cherished while he serves. 
The horse has a heart-claim upon us. The 
young colt is, in some sense a member of the 
family—one of the owner’s household second 
in rank, and dignity only to the children, 
So the Arab regards him. The beautiful 
young thing, with its shining coat and gaaeUe 
eyes and sprightly antics; so full of bounding 
but docile life, is literally his children’s nlay 
mate. He shares their food, and often their 
sleeping mat; and a blow dealt him is aè 
promptly resented as if it had been dealt the 
only son, for whose service in peace and sefty 
in the hour of battle, the young thing is being
raised.----- From Mr. Murray's Book on
* * The Perfect Horse.

toe Sm.RELIEVING CHOKED CATTLE.
On an animal becoming choked with any 

hard substance that cannot pass the gullet, 
harsh measures should never be used until 
all others have failed. The practice of plac
ing a block against one side of the throat 
and endeavoring'to break the obstruction with 
a mallet, as is sometimes practised, is simply 
brutal. One of the simplest and at the same 
time most efficacious remedies is to give a half 
pint of lard oil or melted lard, by drawing 
out the animal’s tongue, raising the head, 
and administering from a thick bottle. This 
lubricates the gullet, sickens the stomach, 
relaxes the muscles of the throat, and in 
coughing, the lodged substance will generally 
pass either up or down. If the choking has 
existed so long that inflammation of the 
throat has ensued, resort must be had to the 
probing—any flexible rod, either whalebone, 
vulcamxed rubber, etc, with a sponge or soft 
substance affixed to the end. Introduce the 
soft end into the throat, holding the animal’s 
head up, and the obstruction being reached, 
press it firmly down at any risk, for it is now 
a case of life or death.

To. relieve the inflammation, apply a slip 
pery-elm poultice, keeping it in close contact 
with the throat by securing the folds in 
which it. is placed by means of corals to 
the horns. Keep the animal on light soft food, 
assisted with linseed tea, nntil the inflamma
tion is subdued.— Western Rural.

We copy the following remaks on this 
subject, made by a gentleman who has had 
ample experience in the manufacture of 
cheese,at a meeting of farmers recently held 
at Cobourg, and copied from the Sentinel 
of that town:—

In answer to enquiries, he said that, : 
general yield of milk to a cow woulll 
about 20 pounds a day; he had seen them 
yield 45 pounds. It took in summer from 10 
to lli pounds qf milk to a pound of cheese, 
but in the fall from 8 to 9 pounds of milk 
would make a pound of cheese. Last season, 
in their factory, on an average, 9 92-100 
pounds of milk to a pound of cheese. Cows 
would pay from $20 to $30 each; he had 
known a cow to pay $40 from the factory. 
A cow would produce about 289 pounds of 
cheese ina season. They found this difficulty, 
that farmers did not get their cows to come 
early enough in the spring, and very often 
took them out too soon in the fall, (for the 
purpose ofjmaking butter, ) thus lessenig the 
yield of cheese. He approved of growing 
feed for sorling cows; knew a case where a 
man kept forty cows, and had only 
aqout five acres of pasture; he fed themd 
on vetches; oats and com entirely, and 
his cows yielded a better average than 
any other'sent to the factory. He thought 
that the house for making cheese and the 
house for cutting it was better to be separate 
houses than all is one' building. The price 
realized were better than last year; their 
average this season was eleven tlireo-eights 
per pound.

FEED FOR COLTS.

A correspondent of the Maine Farmer, 
who is a successful breeder of horses for 
driving, &c., gives that paper his method of 
feeding colts. He feeds all colts as many 
oats as they will eat up clean, feeding three 

day. He gives wealings four pounds 
of oats per day, with eight pounds of hay ; 
to yearlings, five pounds oats ; two-year 
olds, six pounds ; three-year olds eight 
pounds, with ten pounds of hay for each of 
the last three ages. The colts are all 
handled from their birth. Even in the win
ter the young colts have a half hour’s gallop 
daily, while the older ones are regularly 
driven. A warm bran mash is given once a 
week, and also three or four pounds of po
tatoes, occasionally sheaf oats instead of 
hay, and in cold weather an occasional feed 
of corn.

times a

CLACKING AND OVER-REACHING HORSES.

Clacking, or, as it is sometimes called,
“ forging, is the name given to the sound 
produced by the hind shoe striking the fore 

in progression. It is usually heard at 
the trot, and seldom noticed in adult horses. 
It is most common in young horses out of 
condition, and especially noticed when they 

The nbise is produced by the 
hind shoe striking ie under surface of the 
fere one, just behind ■ the toe, not at the 
heels. When the blow has been repeated so 
as to leave an impression, the marks 
found on the inner edge of the fore shoe.-— 
This is important, as it shows ns that the 
length of the shoe is atjault, and it sug
gests the removal of the paH where striking 
occurs. Removal of this edge is equivalent 
to making a shoe concave, instead of flat on 
the ground surface, and such a shoe is found 
to effectually prevent a recurrence of the 
objectionable noise.

The ordinary hunting shoe, especially the 
narrow one made in a “ cress,” is the best 
possible form. For harness horses, where 

substance is required for wear, the or
dinary shoe, seated on the outside instead of 
the inside, is usually sufficient. A case may 
be met with in which this alteration is not 
effective.
shoes, making them square at the toe, with 
two clips—one on either side—and set back 
a little on the foot. The wall at the toe 
should not be pared off, but allowed to pro
trude a little.

Too often the hind shoes are the first to 
suffer alteration, sometimes of a very ob
jectionable kind ; for instance, we have seen 
the toe of a hind shoe made diamond- 
shaped and prominent, so as to come in con
tact with the sole of the fore foot instead of 

This is a most irrational, and 
somewhat dangerous expedient. It leaves 

rt of the fore shoe untouched 
infliction of injury to the 

foot. Even when the hind shoe is only made 
short and placed back en the foot, there is a 
risk of the horn at the toe being unduly 
worn, and there is a shortening of the lever
age of the foot, which must more or less 
effect the powers of progression.

If a horse “ clacks,” rest contented at

one

are tired.

are

the
be

more

We must then alter the hind
STABLE FLOORS.

The colt only asks for room to stretch hie 
growing limbs and a roof sufficient to shield 
him from the storm, undisturbed if he should 
see a star through the crevice above him, 
and feel the fresh breeze whistling through 
a crack by his side. He wants a well ven
tilated stable and a chance to get out of it 
whenever he desires to do so. And above 
all things, let him stand on the ground, if 
possible, while in his box; and, at any rate, 
in a yard in which his box opens. A floor, 
especially a wooden floor, is bad enough for 

mature working horse; but to a colt it 
is almost destruction. I havej no shadow of a 
doubt that we ruin thousands of horses’ feet 
in this country by our plank floors. The 
wood when dry is a non-conductor of heat, 
aud tends to keep the hoof above its natural 
temperature, and to remove from it allj its 
natural moisture; and when wet it has a 
tendency to rise above the surrounding ten? 
perature by fermentation. Wet or dry, 
therefor, wood, whether in the form of a 
plank floor or sawdust bedding, is very in
jurious to the horse’s foot. And so thoroughly 
convinced of this am I that I always provide 
brick floors for that portion of the stall 
which is occupied by the horse’sfore-feetr—a 
practice which has, with the aid of tar-oint
ment, protected me, for more than twenty 
years of hard driving on hard roads, from 
sore-toed horses, and has sent out of my eta- 

foot which every farrier in town recog
nizes the instant he puts his battriee into it. 
For the feet, then, of the colt and the idle 
horse, furnish the earth as a standing place: 
for the feet of the working horse, furnish * 
brick or stone floor. By such a floor can 
you secure your colt a good foot, a good leg, 
a well-shaped ancle, and a firm and substan
tial knee.—Murray’s "Perfect Horse."
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the shoe.

the offending pa 
and favors the

PURECOLD AIR.
Don’t be afraid to go out of doors because 

it is a little colder than usual. The cold air 
will not hurt you if you are properly protect
ed, and exercise enough to keep the circula
tion alive. On the contrary, it will do you 
good ; it Will purify your blood, it will im
prove your digestion, it will afford a natural, 
healthful stimulus to your torpid circulation 
and strengthen and energize your whole 
system. The injury which often results from 
going into a cold atmosphere is occasioned 
by a lack of protection to some part of the 
body, exposure to strong draughts, or from 
breathing through the mouth. Avoid these 
and you are safe.

Don’t be afraid to sleep in a cold room at 
night with the window open. Cold air, if 
pure, will not hurt you at night any more 
than in the day, if you are protected by 
sufficient clothing and by breathing through 
the nostrils. If you do not breathe thus 
acquire the habit as soon as possible.

If you wish to be subject to coughs, colds 
and fevers, shut yourself in close, hot rooms 
day and night. If you wish to be free from 
their companionship, always have plenty of 
pure air to breathe, night and day,take daily 
out-door exercise, regardless of the weather, 
except as to protection, and eat, and bathe 
as a Christian should.—Good Health.

first with altering the fore shoes as we have 
described ; improve hie condition and ride 
him up to the bit, but not past his pace.—
Over-reaching is an injury to the heel of the,

It is sometimes merely a bruise 
but more often a lacerated wound, a small, 
round portion of skin being left hanging, 
nearly detached from the heel. The offend
ing part of the hind shoe is its inner circum
ference or edge, so that the injury must be 
caused by the hind foot being in the heel, 
and the skin caught as the foot is retraced.
The inner edge at the toe of a hind shoe be
comes very sharp after a few days’ wear, and 
will cut like a knife.

As in clacking, the indication for preven
tion is to remove the offending edge. This 
cannot be thoroughly done with a file, but 
when the shoe is hot the edge behind the 
toe can be cut out with the “ fuller ” 
to leave the shoe concave. If over-reaching 
is an accident peculiar to the gallop,, it is
well always to shoe hunters so as to guard . ... , ,
against the occurrence. The neatest and It is reported, we know not with What 
best hind shoe for a hunter is made like a truth, that, in consequence of the scarcity of 
fore one, in a cress, and presents a concave potatoes, Congress will be petitioned to 
ground surface and rounded edges. pend the duty of fifty cents per bushel on

When a heel is injured, it is always well imported tubers, so as to let them in from 
to try and save the pieces of skin. It should Canada, Nova Scotia and the Bermuda 
not be cut off until it is certain that it will Islands,

fore-foot.

bles a

so as

POTATOES AND PROTECTION.

SUS-
Hog-skin and cowhide bags hold ten times as 

much corn as canvas bags do, and cost only 
about one-tenth as much to get to market.— 

1 The com should be put into the bags before 
the skins are taken off the animal.;
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The History of the Cheese Busi
ness in Oxford County.

We will have to go back to the time of 
oorduroy roads, stumps, log cabins and forests 
wild, when Mr. Hiram Rannay, (now deceas
ed) the pioneer in cheese making of this 
county, if not of Ontario, left his home in 
Vermont in 1831, to brave the toils and hard
ships of a new territory, and such a home in 
the then wilds of Canada. On his first 
removal from Vermont he settled in Demham, 
in Lower Canada, where he remained four 
years, but somewhat doubtful of success 
there he again in 1835 took wing and started 
towards the setting sun. This last journey 
was no small undertaking in those days of 
lnmber.wagons and open stage coaches, but 
not being easily discouraged, he, together 
with his wife and family, started on the 
long tour of seven hundred miles. After 
several weeks they arrived safely at their 
destination, Dereham Township, County of 
Oxford, where he settled on fifty acres of 
land, and being acquainted with dairy busi
ness in Vermont, he concluded to try it in 
his new home, and was among the first to 
introduce into Canada what has since proved 
to be one of the great enterprises of the 
country. Like all successful men in new 
undertakings he commenced in a small way, 
starting with 
only five cows, 
increasing his 
dairy and adding 
to his farm in 
proportion, his 
market prices and 
reputation im
proving in the 
same ratio, till 
one hundred cows 
constituted his 
dairy. His first 
efforts were in 
making small 
cheeses from 15 
to 20 lbs. each, 
and selling one 
or two in a place 
on the way, and 
in the towns of 
Ingersoll, Lon
don, Brantford 
and Hamilton, 
often on the road 
a week at a time 
in disposing of a 
load, sometimes 
bringing a portion 
of it back, unable 
to find sale for it 
in those days at 
(i to 7 cents per 
lb, the markets 
being so limited 
that one small 
load was more 
than it required.
But how changed 
is all this now, 
when buyers in 
the small town 
of Ingersoll alone 
stand

having built in 1866 his first branch factory 
in Dereham. In 1867 he formed a joint 
stock company, the Canada Cheese Manu
facturing Company, with a capital of ten 
thousand dollars, on the branch system. 
This company erected five factories, among 
them the Harrietsville Cheese Factory, in 
the county of Middlesex, which is amongst 
the best known and most successful

mmm in had a claim to consideration, but inquiry 
will prove that this is only forjhome consump- 
tion. Its yellow skin, its tendency to put 
on fat, and most of all its development of 
leg at the expense of the finer—though it 
should be said in extenuation, that the Coch
in, s leg is much less tough than that of other 
fowls —disqualify it fora first class table 
fowl, though it has very high merits, such as 
hardihood, winter profligacy, docility and 
quick growth for household purposes. Mated 
wite the large French fowls, the Cochins pro- 
duce chickens of rapid growth and large ' 
fine, fat, white skinned table birds though 
not of course admissible for exhibition, or for 
stock purpose. Of non-European birds a 
category in which we may safely place the 
Brahmas, though it isa vexed question whether 
they are Asiatic or American in their origin, 
there can be no question that the most useful 
importation for all purposes has been the 
Brahma, the largest and finest of domestic 
fowls. With full broad, prominent breast, 
a back short and broad between the shoulders 
and across the hips, a curved or slender neck, 
and wings small and tight, the true Brahma 
is a good fattener, a first-rate table fowl, 
early ripe, and, at maturity, of enormous 
proportions. Whether tendereror, juicier than 
the Cochin, it is equally as docile, and will 

keep itself better.
It is also very hardy, 
will stand 1 wet and 
cold, and is a good 
layer, especially in 
winter. Mr. Teget- 
meierintroduces into 
this addition a hint 
to the judges in 
boultry shows de
signed to avert the 
deterioration of this 
excellent breed. The 
tendency, it seems, ia 
to award prizes to 
size, and not as the 
schedule directs to 
high condition, beau- 
t y of plumage, 
cushion and fluff 
above the thighs, 
purity of breed, and 
other characteristics. 
And if this be per- v 
sisted in, the danger 
is that we may get, 
in the place of the 
true Brahmas, 
“gaunt, flat sided, 
taper e d - sterned, 
short feathered” 
creatures, far remov
ed tom the ideal 
which has till receut- 
ly b4en very nearly 

_ " in the best
prjizé-pens. A thor
ough John Bull will 
â° iu for Dorkins, 
and small blame to 
him, They 
very quickly, 
put their flesh, as 
they should, on the 
breast, j wings, and 
merry-thought. The 

colored breeds are best forsize; but all 
the Dorkins, colored, white, or silver 
grey, are remarkable for delicate white 
flesh, symmetrical shape and equal distribu
tion of fat. As they are apt to suffer from 
over-feeding, it is in their favor that they 
like a good large grass run,and do best with 
a fair amount of liberty. Where this is not 
feasible, the cross between a Dorking and a 
Brahma will be doutly desirably, for the 
result will be very hardy, quick-growing 
chicks of great weight first-rate table qualfty, * 
the Brahma introducing domesticity and add. 
ing stamina. Such cross-bred cbickene "

t
r
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vones m 'wWÏr breeds or fowls.

sryàzC-'' The following is from a very 
able revmw of the new addition, 

moth cheese. It took 35 tons of milk or one iuat published, of Tegetmeier’s “Poultry 
milking of 7,000 cows to make it. It weigh- B°ok,” which appeared m the London satur- 
7,000 lbs., and cost to manufacture, includ- day re aie w for Sept. 20th: 
ing value of milk, $2,000. It was kept at “Assuming that, directly or indirectly, it 
the factory on exhibition for two years, and as for the table, for home consumption, or the 
was visited by thousands there, who came to market, the poultry are reared and fattened, 
see the largest cheese ever made. It was it ia not hard to glean from Tegetmuiers, with 
exhibited in the principal cities in Canada whose dicta most henwives and practical 
and the United States. Mr. Harris sold it poulterers will agree which are the likeliest 
in New York to be shipped to Liverpool, and least costly birds to keep. Two data on 
where in created a great sensation, was the subject are that “a table fowl should be 
escorted through the principal streets by a all breast, with short limbs and small bones,” 
large procession, with bands of music, &c., and that fowls are only in perfection for the 
and was exhibited in that and other cities table before they have attained their full de
in England, and on being cut proved of velopment. This guides us to the choice of 
excellent quality. There is no doubt this birds of a broad full-breasted type, and also 
Canada mammoth helped in no small degree 
to develop the factory system in Canada, and

fthis country, making as high as one hundred 
and fifty tons per year. In the year 1866, 
Mr. Harris made the world renowned mam-
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thousands of tons of the precious article 
at prices almost double those obtained when 
Mr. Rannay was making his first efforts in 
building up a cheese market in “this Canada 
of ours.” As his dairy grew, so did his 
cheese, and he sometimes made what was 
then considered mammoths, weighing from 
one hundred to one thousand pounds each. 
At his death he left to his family what would 
be considered, for a farmer, a small fortune 
of some seventy thousand dollars.

Mr. James Harris, of West Oxford, whose 
residence is here shown, another of the 
pioneers of Oxford in cheese making, com
menced, as his father-in-law, Mr. Ramsay, 
did before him, in a small way, and has been 
equally successful on a rented farm and dairy 
of nine cows in 1848. The ensuing year he 
purchased one hundred acres of land, going 
in debt for it, and afterwards year by year 
adding to his dairy and farm till the former 
comprised 60 to 70 cows, and the latter some 
four hundred acres. Ho made on the old 
dairy system for seventeen years, but in 1865, 
finding the demand increasing, he discarded 
the dairy for the factory system, and erected 
what is well known now as the Ingersoll 
Cheese Factory, one mile south of Ingersoll, 
it being one of the three first factories built 
in Canada. He was also the first to introduce 
the branch factory system into Canada,

RESIDENCE OF MR. JAMES HARRIS’, WEST OXFORD
l

to draw the attention of English shippers to 
our markets. All credit is due to the 
pioneers of this now fast becoming one of 
the great staples of our country. Contrast 
the early efforts of those beginners with the 
great cheese interests of the present day, 
when Canada alone ships this year four 
hundred and fifty thousand boxes. There 

shipped at Montreal up to the close of 
navigation, 382,000 boxes, which will be 
almost if not quite equal to one-third of the 
whole shipments of cheese from the United 
States the present season.

TO MAKE HENS LAY PERPETUALLY.

Give your liens half an ounce of fresh meat 
each chopped lino, once a day, while the 
ground is frozen, and they cannot get 
or insects; allow no cock to run with 
them, and they will lay perpetually. Try 
it. they also require plenty of grain, water, 
gravel, and lime.

In Bandera county, Texas, the past 
son lias been one of disaster to farmers.— 
Grasshoppers and early frosts are spoken of 
by one correspondent among the causes of 
this state of things. In Lampasas county 
great floods arc reported ; in Lampasas to 
forty houses were washed away and many 
greatly injured or destroyed.

may bo put out of the question. The build 
of the Malay fowls, with their great height, 
long snaky neck, and elongated shanke, 
promises little.in appearence; yet, because it 
combines a large and plump breast with a 
good flavor of flesh when killed early, it 
it has some pretensions as a table fowl. The 
Spanish breeds, second to no fowls for great 
production of large eggs, limited however to 
summer season, are out of the question for 
table purposes, on account of their black legs, 
which the cooks and poultry dealers object 
to; though the Minorca breed, which is akin 
to them, and has taken strong root in Corn
wall, Devon and the west of England, is a 
better and plumper table fowl, besides equal
ling its relations in laying. The game fowls 
have the drawbacks of the yellow skin, 
though their flesh, is well flavored; the 
Polish are a delicate race, very sensitive to 
damp, though useful as interminable layers; 
and the Hamburghs, though excellent in flesh 
and flavor, and having more flesh than you 
would expect from their size, are also some
what delicate, and not what might be called 
an early fowl. None of these, though each 
has some characteristic merit, realize what 
we designate—“a large-sized, hardy breed, 
which will yield, without trouble or cuddling, 
a good supply of large early chickens.” At 
the first blush it might appear that the Coch-
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are not equal to pure bred Sussex or Dorkins 
as first-class market fowls, but from the grea
ter number that can be reared on an ordinary 
farm-yard, where no very special care is given 
to them, they will be much more profitable.” 
But we must not forget the cream of the 
French breeds, the Houdan, worthiest of its 
fellows in rank with the Brahma and the

worms

/ IDorkin as the most meritorious of fowls. 
Larger, heavy, short-legged with smaii and 
light bones, and a minimum of offal, like 
the colored Dorkin, they are hardy and 
quickly reared, and mature with rapidity. 
The chickens are fit for the table at four 
months, and the flesh is fine and white. 
The eggs, too, of the Houdau are numerous, 
and generall fertile. It must be added that
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they are indifferent hatchers. As they very 
rarely sit, it is well to keep a few Brahma or 
Cochin hens to hatch their eggs, which will 
not be confounded with those of the hatchers, 
as the latter are buff-colored. On the whole, 
as a fewjhardy breeds are better than many 
of various merit and degrees of constitution, 

should gather from Tegetmeier, as indeed 
from our own observation, that the Brahmas, 
Dorkins (and Houdans are the best invest
ments—taken all in all—for the poultry- 
yard.”

grown animals when drawn ; we yet hope 
to find this delusion dispelled by showing 
some engravings of young animals.

In improved Berkshire swine Mr. Craig 
also carried off the principal prizes, gain
ing the 1st for the best aged boar, 1st and 
2nd for boar under one year, 1st for breed
ing sow, and 1st, 2nd and 3rd for sows 
under one year (despite the clumsiness of 
your editor in stumbling over a pail of 
milk prepared for their breakfast one 
morning when looking at the stock, thus 
depriving them of a meal, much to the 
chagrin^rof Mr. Craig’s herdsmen and 
dilemiha of your humble servant).

He also carried off the Sweepstakes for 
the best pen of Berkshires, consisting of 
one boar and two sows.

While carrying off the highest honors 
at our Exhibitions in Canada, aud not be
ing satisfied with these honors Mr. Craig 
divided his stock and sent some to the 
Exhibitions in the States.

The result was that on the same day 
that Mr. Craig carried off the principal 
prizes at our Provincial Exhibition, part

Mr. Craig is brother-in law to the 
Messrs. Snell ; his farm is but a short 
distance from their’s. From the very 
practical manner in which they conduct 
their breeding farms, combined with their 
knowledge of the different breeds, it is 
difficult for persons with more money to 
compete with them.

The Messrs. Snell carried off the first 
prize for the best three year old bull in 
the Durham class, 1st for one-year old 
bull, 1st for the best cow, and 1st for the 
beat herd of Durhams, consisting of five 
females and one bull, of any age, owned 
by one exhibitor. Also, in the Cotswold 
class they carried off the 1st and 2nd 
prizes for the best two shearling rams: 
1st for two shearling ewes ; 1st, 2nd and 
3rd for best pairs of ewe lambs, aud the 
sweepstakes prize for the best ram, best 2 
ewes and best two lambs.

Such honors as these brought into the 
township of Esquessing, or even into the 
county of Peel, ought to make the other 
farmers in the township or county feel 
pleased to have been so well represented.

very high. The figures show well, still 
we think the published account a very 
extreme case. /

Attempts were made at the Convention 
to reject a very large number of the ani
mals that are now entered in the herd 
books. The object was to elevate the 
choicest stock and enhance its value, and 
to deprecate the value of much that., is 
now m the herd book. A very strong 
fight was made to carry it, biti it, failed.

A paper by A. J. Matthews, on the 
“New York Mills’ Sales," was read by 

the Secretary, and elicited much discus
sion as to whether it should be printed in 
the proceedings or not. The paper en
deavoured to prove that prices paid for 
Dutchesses at the sale were out of til 
proportion to the value of the animals.— 
The convention, by vote of 232 to 20, de
termined not to publish the paper, and 
not to give it to agricultural papers ask
ing for it for publication.

We think publicity should be given to 
such, aud allow til to judge for them
selves.

we

A VARIED DIET FOR FOWLS.

There are no animals more omniverous 
than fowls; fish, flesh, herbs and grains, be
ing devoured by them with equal relish. We 
say equaly, for though they commonly pounce 
upon meat with greater avidity than upon 
grain, this is generally because it affords a 
rarity, and a nock kept for awhile almost 
entirely on animal food wall show the same 
greed for a few handfuls of corn.

Now, those animals accustomed to use a 
varied dietfshould not be confined to an un
varying one. There are, indeed, some species 
which are naturally limited to one or a few 
kinds of food. Thus, 
cattle do well enough, 
although kept month af
ter month on grass a- 
lone, and a tiger wall 
thrive with nothin 
lean meat upon his bill 
of fare. But with other 
animals, as with the hu
man race, for instance, 
the case is different, for 
no person can maintain 
the highest efficiency 
when confined to one ar
ticle of food. No mat- 
terhow fond we may be 
of a particular dish, we 
lose relish for it when al
lowed nothing else for a 
number of consecutive 
meals, and the intense 
craving for variety indi
cates as its source some
thing more than meat 
appetite. It gives evi
dence of real necessities 
of the system which is 
constantly varying with 
the changing circum
stances of weather em
ployment and other con
ditions. The fondness 
for variety shown by 
fowls is a significant of 
real needs as we have 
found it to be in our
selves. In purveying for 
them, a judicious vari
ety, selected from the 
three general divisons 
—is at all seasons abso
lutely neces-sary for 
young and, old in order 
to make them perfectly 
thrifty. True they will 
not starve on hard corn 
and water, neither will 
pay a profit so kept —
The Poultry World.
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ACCOUNT OF THE HAR
VEST. .nil I

Corn Crop.—The ad
vance sheets of the De
partment of Agrieultuire 
for November say : — 
The November returns 
do not materially change 
the corn prospect as in
dicated in October.— 
This crop is so generally 
grown, its importance 
so great in the farm 
economy, that the re
ports are not only num
erous, but more
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rate than local estimates 
of the minor crops can 
be, and may be relied 
on as approximating 
closely the actual fact— 
possibly not so closely 
as census returns, per
haps in some oases a 
greater approach to ac
curacy, o The so-called 
failure in 1869 was indi
cated before the 
was line. Instead of 
eleven hundred millions 
bushels, or even ten 
hundred, the estimates 
footed up eight hundred 
and seventy-four, and a 
large amount of soft 
corn
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e was subsequently 
fed as forage, and not 
counted as com gathered 
in the census. The gath
ered com reported in 
the census was seven 
hundred and sixty mil
lion of bushels, an ag
gregate actually less by 
seventy-eight mimons of 
bushels than the crop of 
1869. reported ten years 
previously. The e*«- 
male was not a bush

el higher than the actual amount of com 
in the fields at the time, including the soft 
com, not of equal value, but utilized for 
feeding purposes. There was a good com 
crop in 137Q, and the estimate was two hun
dred and twenty millions higher than that of 
H69. The pre eat returns indicate-another 
“ failure” in the exaggerated language of crop 
conversation and random crop reporting—a 
reduction of two hundred and thirty-three 
millions from that of last year. The percent
age of the previous crop is 78.
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PRINCE imperial.

of his stock brought him about as great 
honors from our American cousins. He 
exhibited at the great St. Louis Inter
national Exhibition, taking the three 
grand sweepstakes for best boar of any 
age or breed, $100 ; best sow of any age 
or breed, $180 ; best sow and litter of 
pigs of any age or breed, $100. Also, 1st 
prize on Cotswold ram, and Sweepstakes 
on Long-wooled rain, any age ; 1st on 
shearling ewes, and sweepstakes on ewe 
of any age or breed.

Mr. Craig took over 150 animals to the
fair at St. Louis ; he made some fine iti ., Short Horn Itrmlnru* Cnn sales. Two Berkshire sows under 1 year ,,lC h“°rt Hwr" 
were sold for$400, and many other swine veilUOH.
were sold at from $100 to $200. He This Convention held its last meeting 
also sold one Cotswold ram and five ewes in Cincinuatti, on the 4th of December, 
for $1200. He has several fine young Of course the object of the directors is to 
heifers and bulls now to dispose of. He maintain the highest position possible for 
has considerable of the Bates’ blood the Short Horn stock, 
in his herd, which very materially adds Everything is discussed that may tend 
to the value of his stock. His imported to that purpose. An article was used and 
Cotswold ewes comp-ted against the best is published in some of the American pa- 
that had been brought into Canada or the j pers, estimating the greater profit on the 
States, and his stock came off victorious, beefing qualities of this class of cattle

Prince Imperial They might during the long winter season 
get up a spread in honor ol their success
ful breeders, who have gained such honors 
for their county. Perhaps the county of 
Peel may never again be able to show 
such laurels.

It is really rema' kable that Mr. Craig 
and the Messrs. Snell should have carried 
off such a lot of the prizes, when all the 
old breeders ami capitalists are striving 
so strongly for these honors. We say, 
well done, boys ; go on and prosper.

THE PROPERTY OP MR. JOHN R. CRAIG,
OF EDMONTON—THE WINNER OF THE 

PRINCE OF WALES’ PRIZE, 1873.
The Prince of Wales’ Prize for 1873 

was awarded for the best Durham bull 
and five of his calves, all owned by the 
exhibitor. The honor of gaining the above 
prize was strongly competed for by our 
principal breeders. A finer lot of ytmng 
Durhams had never been exhibited be
fore in Canada than the various herds 
that contended for this prize. In fact, it 
was the most important prize given at 
the last Provincial Exhibition. It was 
fairly and honestly won by Mr. Craig.

The above cut represents the bull that 
headed the herd. There were other herds 
so near in point of quality that they gave 
the judges considerable trouble to arrive 
at a conclusion.

We wished Mr. Craig to have the 
whole herd engraved, but the artist did 
not consider that calves looked as well as

Few plants can endure the high tempera
ture ana dry atmosphere of our living rooms. 
As much air and light as possible should be 
given, while the leaves should be sprinkled 
frequently. A spare room, or parlor, or > 
extra bed-room is better for plants than a 
living room. If the green fly or aphis ap
pears, wash with soap suds frequently, and 
occasionally with tobacco water, or a decoc
tion of quassia chips. Burn a little sulphur 
under the plants to kill spiders, and in the 
event of worms appearing in the pots, a lit
tle weak lime is sometimes of benefit ; also 
five drops of liquid ammonia to a gallon of 
water.

1

isideration, but inquiry 
i only forjhome consump- 
m, its tendency to put 
all its development of 
if the finer—though it 
inuation, that the Coch
ough than that of other 
fora first class table 

3ry high merits, such as 
rofligacy, docility and 
lehold purposes. Mated 
i fowls, the Cochins pro- 
d growth and large sise 
ed table birds though 
ble for exhibition, or for 
non-European birds, a 
i may safely place the 
vexed question whether 
merican in their origin, 
on that the most useful 
pumoses has been the 
and finest of domestic 
•oad, prominent breast, 
1 between the shoulders 
curved or slender neck, 
;ight, the true Brahma 
i first-rate table fowl, 
naturity, of enormous 
r tendereror, juicierthan 
tally as docile, and will 

keep itself better. 
It is also very hardy, 
will stand ’wet and 
cold, and is a good 
layer, especially in 
winter. Mr. Teget
meier introduces mto 
this addition a hint 
to the judges in 
boultry shows de
signed to avert the 
deterioration of this 
excellent breed. The 
tendency, it seems, is 
to award prizes to 
size, and not as the 
schedule directs to 
high condition, beau- 
t y of plumage, 
cushion and fluff 
above the thighs, 
purity of breed, and 
other characteristics. 
And if this be per- 
sisted in, the danger 
is that we may get, 
in the place of the 
true Brahmas, 
“gaunt, flat sided, .
taper e d - sterned, 
short feathered” 
creatures, far remov
ed frbm the ideal 
which has till recent
ly bien very nearly 
reajfeed in the best 
prize-pens. A thor
ough John Bull will 
È0 in for Dorkins, 
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him, They 
very quickly, 
put their flesh, as 
they should, on the 
breast, i wings, and 
merry-thought. The 

best forsize; but all 
id, white, or silver 
e for delicate white 
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are apt to suffer from 
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s run, and do best with 
ty. Where this is not 
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ery special care is given 
much more profitable.” 
get the cream of the 
radan, worthiest of its 
the Brahma and the 
meritorious of fowls, 

legged with smaii and 
ninimum of offal, like 

they are hardy and 
nature with rapidity, 
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for your seed in the fall. I have a rich soil, 
excellent for weeds, and some farmers would 
say natural for chess, and yet I know from 
experience that I have neither cockle 
chess in my wheat if I choose to do without

it is only by an extension of the 
ditions.

THE FUTURE OF FARMING. same con-
They employ no more powerful 

manure; they invent no more efficient artificial 
food and until this is done, enabling a vastly 
larger number of cattle to be kept, no appre
ciable alteration will ensue. The same 
question occurs Supposing compensation 
for unexhausted improvements was the rule, 
and supposing unlimited capital was ready to 
be invested, where then would the artificial 
manure in such enormous quantities be ob
tainable? The present source would simply 
materially raise their price; not that such a 
movement should be opposed, but it is a de
lusion to think by that means alone any se
rious alteration is possible. Since, however, 
England is to be a meat growing country, it 
is clear that the colonies must be returned in 
close connection with the mother country 
as sources of corn supply. It may yet come 
to pass that those vast uninhabited regionsmay 
produce some kind of vegetable in quantities 
sufficient to feed the stock of the future, or 
some mineral manure with power to treble 
the number and amount of our home crops of 
cattle food. The real question is this, where 
are the necessary supplies of artificial 
ure and artificial food to be obtained? The 
questions of lease or yearly tenancy, or local 
taxation, compensation, &c., are all 
minor matters before the great national de
mand for meat. It .is obvious that if they 
can become the agent for the production of 
sufficient meat, a great future lies before the 
English farmers. They Iwill occupy their 
old position as the most powerful class in 
the country. Coal and iron, all must yield 
to meat; and the denser the population the 

secondary will become these hitherto 
all-powerful materials. But on the other 
hand, with, increased prosperity, and increas
ed political weight, there will be 
spending responsibilities; and the force of 
public opinion is now so great, that any 
abuse of these advantages will be certain to 
bring retributive ruin. Should the popula
tion still increase, and no further addition be 
made to our present means of providing 
meat, the concentration of interest upon the 
farmer, as a very middle-man between food 
and famine, will become almost painfully 
intense.—Kit-hard Jeffries, in London Far
mer.
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CRICULTURAL. Sixty years ago the farmers were the rul
ing class. The towns then had not acquired 
there present preponderance, and the electors 
in the country districts, whether for county 

We can endorse the last paragraph from “r boroug'h were entirely in the landing in- 
the pbn of our correspondent, but not the “®re3t; l e!'haPs nothing so contributed to 
first one. We do not think that cockle can ïhelr *oss of Power as the practical introduc- 
be cleared out in one year. It is true that , of ateam and the consequent 
enouge may be picked over to issue clean <level.opment of trade. But after half a 
seed for next sowing, but if the whole crop tury indications are not wanting of the in
is not so picked over the cockle seed will be evitable compensation which sooner or latei 
threshed out of the wheat, and pass into the f°Uows humain changes. The development; 
barnyard with the straw and chaff the next tr . ;uul manufacture causes a correspon- 
scason, if the manure is put in for wheat, dmg lncrcase of population, until at the 
the cockle seed will sprout and produce a Preseut moment they demand for bread so 
fine crop. largely exceeds the home supply that the im-

If our correspondent will add one year to Port,s of fnrelgn corn are enormous in bulk, 
the time for gettin rid of this pest, we will ,lrst reduced the political and corn- 
then endorse him, ut we do not think itlcan mercial ^alus of the farmer still lower; his 
be done the way he proposes; simply picking Produce was driven out of the market by vast 
over enough for seed.—Journal of the Far in. consignments from above. But with the

demand for corn came a still larger—a dis- 
proportionately larger—demand for meat. 
Corn could be imported, meat could not (at 
least not in any appreciable result. As soon as 
this was felt, wasthere a rise in the prosperity 
and importance of the farmer. His attention 
was at once turned to the production of 
meat. The cattle, it is true, were not actu
ally fed on corn, which should be human 
food,but in effect they were, since the vege
tables and products upon which they 
fatted were either manufactured from or took 
up the room of such food, thus still further 
reducing the real—though not, perhaps, the 
apparent—supply of English corn, 
ally, in fact, England is becoming a meat pro
ducing country as opposed to cereal crops, 
and the land is turned into vast fattening 
stalls for the city markets.

So closely does the actual supply of meat 
corresponde with the demand, that a very 
slight derangement of ordinary conditions is 
sufficient to cause an appreciable disturbance; 
and even a permanent increase of prices. 
Such a derangement was the visitation of va
rious contagious diseases. r " 
loss from these inflictions was comparatively 
small, when arrayed against the tale of the 
vast flocks in the kingdom, yet it exercised a 
very decided effect, the prices.took a rise 
which have never since been lowered. With
out taking an alarmist view of the question, 
it has become sufficiently clear to all that, if 
the population should increase in its present 
ratio, the margin between an adequate sup
ply and the chances of a partial famine 
would be very small indeed. The conscious
ness of this state of things has been already 
making itself felt in attempts to increase the 
production of meat. Obviously, to do this 
requires an iuci ease in the number of cattle 
kept. To the Londoner, who has seen the 
crowded dairies of Islington or Bays water, 
this

nor
hints on meadow drainage.

jSwffaHIjyCpjf The poaching of meadows 
by the feet of cattle and the 
wheels of carts, is not always 

r’Twr a damage- In some cases it 
is a decided benefit, as on a 

• W» light brown loam used as per
manent meadow, or on a black peaty soil 
always moist but never drowned with 
stagnant water, and of course better with
out drainage than with, for the reason that 
a porous subsoil already drains it just 
enough for growing hay.

We once had a case of this kind, 
beautiful meadow, near a highway, there 
was an unseemly mound. The top was nei
ther pointed nor oval, nor level, but dish- 
form, a sort of hollow on a hill top, lowest 
in the centre, with a rim some 25 to 30 feet 
across, rising a foot or two higher than the 
centre. This rim we removed, mainly for 
improving the appearance ef the lot. The 
work was done with ox-teams and scrapers, 
about the last of March, when the grass had 
become quite green. The soil drawn off was 
scattered along slopes, and what was left on 
the scraper, after getting outside of 
or a little more, was dropped in low places 
that wanted a little filling up, to make the 
face of the whole lot so perfect that 
ing machine could do its work smoothly, 
and without the risk of injury to itself or 
the driver. In doing the work the soil 
so trodden and mixed, for five or six inches 
deep, over about one acre, that every spire 
of glass had disappeared.

Our intention was then to sow on mixed 
grass seeds. But we had to leave home the 
next day, and did not return for two or three 
weeks ; when we returned the buried roots 
had thrown up sprouts of grass so plenti
fully as to show that no seeds were needed ; 
and the first crop, cut and cured the last 
days of June and the first of July, yielded 
a crop which was estimated by good farmers 
to be at the rate of H tons to the

This may have been an over-estimate, but 
we have never seen heavier grass before or 
since. The second crop was more than half 
equal to the first, and that spot has pro
duced, with very little manure, much larger 
crops than the rest of the meadow 
since, about twenty-five years.

This case, in connection with others that 
have fallen under our observation, leads us 
to believe that some lands are better for 
permanent mowing without draining than 
with ; while we believe most firmly in drain
age on heavy soils with no porous subsoils 
just beneath.

Farmers may ask, “ How shall we know 
whether a meadow has a subsoil through 
which heavy rains will readily pass ? ” There 
are two ways by which that question may 
be decided :—

1st. Bore down six feet with a post-hole 
augur, in different parts of the field, and if 
the soil brought up is light, crumbling readi
ly as it dries in the air, showing no signs of 
clay or any sticky, dingy matter, you may 
he qqitenure that the moist soil over it,, if it 
has a reasonable depth, say from ton to 
fifteen inches, needs no drainage.

2nd. There is a still cheaper way of com
ing to a decision. If you have mowed the 
land for a number of years, and if, with but 
a moderate allowance of manure, it has 
given large crops of sweet, upland grasses, 
with no mixture of sour, unnutritions water 
grasses, you may know, for absolute cer
tainty, that no drainage is required so long 
as you choose to grow grass for bay upon it; 
and you may be nearly certain that such 
land is more valuable for the production of 
first quality hay than for any other

Or even if on small spots a few spires of 
water grass appear, they can be cured in an 
easier way—simply by digging or boring four 
or five feet under the water grass spots, and 
filling the holes with pebble stones up nearly 
to tne surface. But as we cannot affirm 
without seeing the land, that this would be 
sufficient in all cases, a few patches of water 
grass might be so treated first as an experi
ment, which would show in a year or two 
whether it would pay to treat others in a 
like manner.—Ex.

enormous 
cen-
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ashes as a manure.
Wood ashes constitute a most valuable 

manure on almost every soil. There chemi
cal constituents consist of saline, alumnia, 
oxide of iron, oxide of maganese, potash, 
soda, and phosphate. These constituents 

ntial to the growth of plants, but pot
ash is most important to all. It is always 
needed to decompose the various organic sub
stances which exist in the solid—a change is 
requisite to their becoming food for plants.

Potash also renders inorganic substances 
soluble, thus

man-

mereare esseone acre

werea mow-
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verting inert minerals into 
plant food. Sandy soils are the most bene- 
fitted by the application of ashes, and they 
rr: most particularly useful for the follow
ing crops of potatoes.

was Gradu-
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some corre-
CAUSES OF DECREASED YIELD OF FARM CROPS.

“Worn out soils ” and “exhausted lands, ” 
are phrases that have no place in the vocab
ulary of advanced agirculture. Deterioration 
is not the legitimate result of culture. When 
retrograde is the rule in the rate of yield, 
either a declining agriculture, or a primative 
or unorganized one may be assumed. In all 
the new states of this country, it has often 
been stated, the yield of the principal pro
ducts tends rather to decline than to advance. 
The assumption is correct. Should this fact 
be deemed an industrial disgrace, and an 
indication of the inefficiency and unskillful
ness of our farmers? Not necessary.

If we regard pioneer agriculture as only an 
incident to land speculation— the means by 
which a poor and farmless mjn may obtain 
a title, at a nominal cost, to land that will 
make either himself or his children rich, as 
settlement and social perfect the advance from 
nominal to intrinsic value—it is seen to have 
a basis of sound sense. If, on the other hand, 
wasteful and depleting methods are contin
ued, and temporary want of system becomes 
habitual chaos, a stigma is assuredly placed 
on such practice, and the result is disgraceful 
and ultimately unprofitable. The tendency 
to a settled habit of shabbyness and waste
fulness is so strong that the pioneer is natu
rally expected to sell out, remove, and open 
more wild land before the advancing wave even 
of.a somewhat more methodical and scientific 
agriculture.

If our yield of wheat, for instance, is de
creasing slightly, it is not because of the 
absence of all progressing elements in 
agriculture, but from the fact that most of 
it is grown on new lands, by pioneer farmers, 
for the temporary purpose of money making, 
without regard to a slight deterioration. 
Nor is the decline in yield wholly or mainly 
the result of depletion; it is often caused by 
careless culture, which fails to check the 
growth of weeds that ultimately overshadow 
and strangle the crops.—American Depart
ment of Agriculture Deport.

ARRESTING DECAY IN POTATOES.
\ arious plans for arresting decay in pota- 

toes after digging have from time to time 
been made public, such as dusting with quick 
lime, gypsum, charcoal dust, etc. Prof, 
Church, of Leicester, England, the eminent 
agricultural chemist, announces that sulphate 
of lime appears to exercise a very remarkable 
influence m arresting the spread of decay in 
potatoes affected by the potato disease. In 
one experiment the salt was dusted over some 
tubers, partially decayed from this cause, as 
they were being stowed away. Some months 
afterward the potatoes were found to have 
suffered no further injury. A similar trial 
with powdered lime proved to be much less 
effectivN

The numerical
acre.
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WOOD A.SHE8 AS A FERTILIZER.

This is one of the most valuable fertilizers 
within reach of the farmer. The unleached 
article has the more potash, but the leached 
is thought quite as valuable. In leaching 
they shrink a good deal, and lime is usually 
added, which increases their . value. They 
are generally sold, Loo, at a less price.

Ashes are well suited to all farm crops, 
and are very beneficial in the orchard.— 
Most farmers still sell.wood in the cities and 
villages, and, rather than go home empty, 
they should carry back ashes and other fer
tilizers to replace the potash, lime, and phos
phoric acid that have been carried off in the 
crops and animals sold.

Ashes show immediate effects from their 
same time, last long 

They are very highly appreci
ated in the onion-growing districts, but may 
be applied with equal advantage to ordinary 
farm crops. They should be kept 
the surface as possible, spread and harrowed 
into the seed bed, or applied directly to the 
growing crops. Make a business of saving, 
buying, and storing ashes during the winter 
for the next season’s operations.—Extract 
from American Agriculturist for November, 
18(i8.

ever

may appear easy enough. If 100 
can be kept in a building which occupies no 
more space than an ordinary garden, surely 
the farmers, with their hundreds and thou
sands of acres, can support a proportiontc 
number. The number they now keep is 
rediculously small in comparison. But these 
dairies are chiefly fed from the refuse of dis
tilleries, and the result is milk, indeed—London 
milk but the‘best becomes skin and bone. 
There is no meat here, unless, indeed, the 
cattle are fed on artificial food; but first, 
is sufficient artificial food to be obtained to 
feed these contemplated additional millions 
of stock; and, secondly, how is it to be paid 
for? Where is the artificial food to he de
rived from? It must be grown somewhere, 
but if it be grown in exceptional quantities, 
it must be by the use of exceptional and ex
pensive manures. Where are those manures 
to be got from in such incalculable quanti
ties? Another attempt has been made—by ( 
increasing, not the number, but the meat- 
bearing power of stock—to so modify their 
shape and so increase their assimilating pow
ers that one animal might carry the meat of 
three. This lias been attempted, and with 
considerable success, both- with sheep and 
cattle; but the result is practically th 
These beasts require more artificial food, 
and hence more artificial manure. They cost 

to produce. The problem, therefore, 
simply increases the difficulty; it is not solved. 
This grievance implies that if he could only 
employ a large amount of capital lie could 
greatly increase the produce. To 
tent this is undoubtedly true, but only to 
some extent. In the first place, there 
already many individual cases in which com
pensation is guarded, and vhatis^the result? 
These favoured persons do probably produce 
slightly ill excess of their competitors, but

cows
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DECIMAL WEIGHT.

We clip the following from the Monitor y
Times:—use.

ens in co- 
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die of

“By an official notification from the De
partment of Inland Revenue, traders and 
others are informed that the provisions of 
the present law relating to the weight of 
grain, seeds, roots, fruit, &c., will cease to 
have effect on and after the 1st day of Janu
ary, 1874, and thereafter, all these articles, 
when bought or sold by weight, shall be 
specified by the cental or parts of a cental— 
that is, one hundred pounds. Those, there
fore, who after that date make contracts 
based on

e same.

cramj 
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We have a 
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more

the bushels, will only be bound by 
the bushel of capacity and not of weight.— 
The important change may be attended with 
some inconvenience for a short time, but will 

full trial prove as satisfactory as did the 
exchange of £. s. di currency for the de
cimal.

some cx-
COCKI.E IN WHEAT.

A correspondent writes as follows:— 
“\ ou can get rid of cockle in a single year by 
the use of a good fan, and in summer weed
ing out as much ground as will be sufficient
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small sum you may erect a square board 
house, tarred outside, lime-water inside 
and covered with asphalted felt. Each of 
the four sides is in a separate piece, the roof 
( if of a gable form ) in two pieces, all knocked 
together at the corners with staples and pins. 
So a house, say six or seven feet cubic,can be 
popped into a cart, and temporailry set up in 
a pasture, or on a stubble, or wherever there 
may be a good picking for the fowls. A 
couple of perches, a few nests, and a drink
ing-pan for the furniture, while the ground 
covered in by the house ( for there is no wood
en floor) is spread over with loose earth, 
ashes, and morter. Such is the home for 
and eight or ten hens and pullets during the 
breeding season, or the home of double this 
number of half-grown chickens. The house 

be placed against a hedge, or in a 
corner where two hedges meet, so that a few 
poles or posts protect it against cattle.

There can be no good reason against graz
ing fowls as well as other “animals ” and the 
farmer who tries it for the first time will be 

rprised at the amount of “grub ” (literally, 
perhaps.) which the active scratchcrs and 
pickers) will find in a grass field, in and 
der the droppings of sheep and cattle, among 
hedge-posts, upon ditch sides, and so on; 
only a small amount of grain being necessary 
twice a day. We wish that many farmers 
would take our advice—procure what hardy 
sort you must fancy, Cochin or Brahma, that 
endure close quarters; game that are strong 
old English birds; Dorkins that like dry 
chalk and gravel countries, or, if you are in 
a low or wet neighborhood, on a tenacious 
soil, put a Cochin cock to Dorking females 

cross breeds allowed for parents, mind, 
but get good blood and pure breeds ) and 
you will have hardihood in your chicks, as 
well as weight and quality in your couples 
for market.

POTATO FARMING IN THE WEST.

The western papers, especially those in 
Illinois, are giving very discouraging reports 
of the potato crop. One of them says:— 

'The Colorado bug was so successful in 
its war upon this universal favorite that 
from all quarters a scarcity is announced. 
This causes prices to advance, and to-day in 
the principal markets of the country a bushel 
of potatoes cannot be purchased for less than 
$1, and in Chicago a good article commands 
$1.25. This places the potato practically 
out of the reach of the poor man. Other 
articles of food, under the influence of a 
stringent money market, have declined in 
price, but the potato has advanced. The 
supply is yet unequal to the demand, and 
further advances in prices must be ex
pected. With potatoes at thirty to fifty 
cents, poor families could live comfortably, 
even with flour at $10 per barrel and meats 
of all kinds at high figures; but when the 

i} potato reaches $1 to $,25 per bushelrthe .j>oor 
1 must resort to soup bones - and Btteh
| other cheap methods of keeping eOtll and 

body together as he may be able to discover. 
1 But it will cost more to live—and he cannot 

live so well—in this manner, even with prices 
generally very much below, those which have 
prevailed for several years. This fia pecu
liarly unfortunate at this time, when work 
is scarce and the tendency of wages is down
ward. ”

results, farming is a wonderfully safe and 
stable business.

But however safe the general results may 
be, the case of a single crop is very different. 
One of the best farmers I was in the habit of 
consulting in my earlier years, said he never 
calculated on a growing crop as a means of 
meeting a liability. For such were the un
certainties attending the growth and har
vesting, that until the crop was safely liar- 
vested and in the barn, where it could be 
insured, he never ventured to call it proper
ty, except in expectancy, and not as safe 
the basis on wdiich to contract debts whose 
payment must depend entirely on the suc
cess of the crop. However well a crop may 
be put into the ground, it cannot be safely 
counted upon as even paying for the labor 
bestowed upon it and the same is true of 
farm stock. The uncertainties of life thefife 
come in, and when the calf is in the 
of being taught to eat his food, the 
looks forward many years, with all their 
certainties, for his compensation. Every 
branch of the business, thus looked at in de
tail, will be found to be wonderfully 
tain, though in the aggregate so sure. The 
chances here, as elsewhere, are found to 
work less against the men of skill, than 
against such as are the followers merely of 
such practices as may have been established 
by customs handed down from past times, 
or perhaps imported from unlike climates; 
and the advances made during the last third 
of a century may most readily be discovered 
by observing the precautions now taken in 
the direction of what is called “high farm
ing” against the many uncertainties that, 
though they still, and always will remain, 
are vastly lessened in their injurious effects 
—so that it will be observed everywhere 
that the highest grade of farming escapes 
much of the injurious results of the 
avoidable perils that all classes must en
counter.

many other little chores that » wtiman that 
is at all observing will notice, without hav
ing to be told about them every day.

If these suggestions are followed? Hee no 
earthly reason why he cannot lay up money 
enough each year to pay his takes, wofftbuy 
his wife a new calico dress for ~ 
and once in two years niaÿput bn'j 
self by wearing of a Kuhdaÿ a pair 
gans. But if any one should con 
oome here who has not the mefcns *p open 
up a big farm, the most profitable 'business 
he can go into is to bnÿ a few acres- of timber 
near Dundas and go to chopping cbnl wood 
to sell to the prairie farmers, or get himself 
nominated on some of the numerous tickets 
as a member of the Legislators,

East Castle Ruck, Minn.
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NOTHING NEW.
course
owner Large Potatoes.—The Farmers’ Union, 

Minneapolis, Minn., says:—At the State
fair, there were on exhibition i----  ‘
potatoes raised by Mr. Andrew Holes, of 
Morehead, on the fine of the Northern Paci
fic railroad. The largest one—an Early 
Rose—weighed 4 lbs. and 14 ozs., while all 
of them were much heavier than any beside 
on exhibition. Upon asking Mr. Holes how 
he managed to grow them to such size, he 
responded as follows:—That the land was 
broken in May last, and shortly after he 
took his spade and raised the green turf 
enough to put under a few potatoes of the 
size of butternuts. Nothing more was done 
to them whatever during the season. The 
potatoes grew and threw out tops between 
the openings, but he hardly thought the 
yield would be anything until he opened the 
first hill in the fall. Every seed he had 
planted had multiplied itself, in an astonish
ing degree, into potatoes of the largest size, 
and several bushels were taken from a small 
piece of ground.

5 The work of planting potatoes here de
scribed is nothing new, though to Mr. H., 
and to most scientific Agriculturists it is a 
strange, unheard of method. Like many 
other practices long obsolete, it is now a new 
discovery. This method was very general 
in Ireland till within this half century. A 
field of pasture intended for a potato ground 
was plowed shallow, six inches in depth, and 
and the scows of a uniform width, in ridges 
of six feet wide. In planting, the green turf 
was raised enough to put under it at the 
back of the spade raising it one seed. They 
were planted in this manner in straight rows 
across the ridge, eight inches apart each way. 
The yield in favorable seasons was very 
large, amply repaying the large quantity of 
seed used. Forty barrels of potatoes have 
been produced by one rood, plantation 
sure. The barrel of potatoes is 280 pounds. 
The plantation acre was in proportion to the 
statute acre as 14 to 11.

When the potato plants were just begin
ning to appear over the earth the ridge was 
covered with a couple of inches of earth from 
the furrow; this completed the labor till the 
time of taking them from the ground, unless 
it might be the pulling of a few weeds. This 
method of planting potatoes was long 
discontinued, l'lanting in drills has become 
almost universal, the plough, as in most 
instances where practicable, superseding 
the spade. --- -
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WINTER and spring wheat.

The distinction between winter and spring 
wheat is a difference in the time of sowing 
and not in variety. And spring wheqt can be 
changed into winter, or -winter into spring, 
merely by gradually changing the time in 
which either is sown. By gradually sowing 
spring wheat earlier every season, in a few 
years it can be sown in the fall, and become 
winter wheat. Or just before the close of 
winter sow winter and let it germinate slightly, 
then let it freeze up till spring, and nezt year 
it may be successfully sown in the spring. 
And as it is universally conceded that winter 
is better than spring wheat, it is a natural 
conclusion that the sooner wheat can be safely 
sown m the spring the nearer will it attain 
to the quality of winter wheat. The differ
ence between red and white wheats, is not 
in variety, but is owing chiefly to the variety 
of soil on which it is grown. It is said that 
the hard wheats are all natives of

un-
CERTAINTY AND UNCERTAINTY IN FARMING.

From a correspondent in the New York 
Tribune, in reply to a city man asking advice 
about going into farming:—

One more point raised in the letter before 
me demands notice, 
people say,” writes the city young 
“that no money is made at farming, but 
evidently this must be an error, and 1 pre
sume failure in it must proceed from a lack 
of knowledge and management. ” Most truly 
have you solved the difficulty, and in fact 
answered much of your own letter, and your 
summing up is so good it is worth printing. 
“Is it not,” you ask, “on an average more 
certain to give a good living, and at least 
moderate wealth, than almost any other pur
suit?” Yes, to those who know how; but 
to those who do not know how to manage a 
farm it is a much faster method of wasting a 
fortune than it is the means of acquiring one, 
in the wisest of farmer’s management. For 
farming is at once the most certain and the 
most uncertain of all kinds of business. 
This may appear to be paradoxical, but it 
is a true saying. If we look at general re
sults and periods of years, the business is 
most stable, as is shown by the general 
average of crops. Even a single—if we look 

lhe London Field has the following sugges- at the whole of our own country—will show
tions that, with some modification, will be that the deficiencies of some unfortunate
applicable to our own poultry keepers :— districts are generally compensated for by

How many farmers might obtain plenty the surplus of the more fortunate sections 
of new accommodation for poultry by simp- and generally each particular section will 
ly making use of the buildings they already have its fruitful years to make up for the 
possess, and how many farmers consider lean ones. So, a mixed system of agricul- 
fowls unworthy of consideration, because of ture will in some degree cause a well-con -
some supposed difficulty or expense in erect- ducted farm to equalize each year,
mg suitable houses. _ wheat may be a poor crop, and the

And worse than this, how many farmers make up for it by an abundant yield 
try to make poultry pay without any result extraordinary price. So wool may be low 
beyond continual vexations, merely from lack and grain bring a good price to compensate.’ 
of ingenuity in bringing ordinary applications These illustrations might be made much 

Play.- “Why brother,” they ask, more full, but enough has been said to indi- 
what is the use in raising chick- cate how it happens that, in periods of 

ens in cow-sheds and out buildings, ten years, things come around about , 
when you can set out as many coops as tainly in farming as in any other business 
you like on the grass of a paddock, the gra- Though it does sometimes happen that a
vef of a stable-yard, or upon the scattered year may be behind the average_even in
rick-yard straw?” Because, generally speak- farming, the most varied—and two or even 
mg, half your chickens die under common more such years may come in succession 
farm-yard treatment. They get wet feet and such successive lean years try the farmer’s 
the of cramp; they drink the lngh-colored courage, and his purse too, and if he is in 
soak-water of manure heaps, of straw-yard debt, may result in great misfortune to him 
Grains and other filthy slops, and consequent- but all branches of business have their neri- 
ly sicken and die by dozens. ods of depression, and times where expenses
lon'se i„ twtr00p0fi alult bl7eillUg fowla are harilly met by the best management. 
Tiart nf tv, ^ rlmyu'’ they pick up a large | The farmer, during these times of short 
thriv^ their jivnig there. But they do not | crops or low prices, feels still a degree of 
troons of"?11 alid keep S,° he,a!tby as othor safety unknown in most other businesses. 

~ stationed ,b^lmg stock which we have His farm cannot be stolen by clerks or
fields far Pr0per,ly Tect,al 111 g, aas ca,shier8, and all the past teaches that soon

Ids far from the homestead. 1- or a very the fruitful years will

MINNESOTA’S MARVELLOUS MERITS.

I would say a few words in regard to Min
nesota in general, knowing that, if all the 
advantages that it presents to those seeking 
a place to get rich in were generally known, 
everybody would live there, 
tages that it presents to stock raisers 
unequalled by any other State of which we 
have any knowledge. Cattle will live and 
do well, provided they have a good tame 
pasture to run in from the middle of .June 
until the first of August in each year.

Winter never commences here before the 
middle of Oct., and generally is over by the 
first of May. This year it held off until" Oct. 
22nd. Now, Oct. 29th, we have good sleigl 
ing. And then the weather is so mild and 
unchangeable. The mercury seldom goes 
above 110 in summer, and not often gets 
lower than 45 deg. below zero in Winter in 
the shade.

Agriculture pays better than any other 
business, all get rich that follow that voca
tion; but the most profitable branch of it is 
raising wheat. Those who confine them
selves strictly to raising it have more money 
than they know what to do with. Some 
complain that raising wheat does not pay 
very well. But, if a man comes hero with 
money enough to buy a quarter section of 
land, and ready cash to stock it with four 
good horses, wagons, harness, cows, pigs, 
reapers, mowers, and all things necessary 
for a prosperous farmer to have, including 
of course a good house and bam—if "he be a 
man with a constitution that will admit of 
his working from four in the morning till 
nine at night all the year round—if he and 
his wife will both economize a little by going 
barefoot in summer, and, when he must have 
something to cover his nakedness and keep 
him warm, in the place of going to the store 
and buying something for that purpose, let 
his wife go to his old bags (if he be fortunate 
enough to have some bags), and, out of them 
make him a suit of clothes,—if he will do 
all this he will soon find he will lie able to 
make both ends meet.

But when the wives stand in need of any
thing in that line—well, I don’t know what 
they will do. That is their look-out. But 
should there be any children in the family, 
and they should ever want clothes, I see no 
other way than to make them from their 
mother’s old ones. •

It would be a great help also if the wife 
would do the chores, such as milking the 
cows, feeding the pigs, making and tending 
the garden, planting and hoeing the pota
toes, husking he corn, driving the reaper 
and mower, help stack hay and grain, and

“I have heard some 
man.

The advan-
are
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uable fertilizers 
The unleached 
lut the leached 

In leaching 
lime is usually 
value. They 
iss price, 
all farm crops, 

the orchard. — 
l the cities and 
) home empty, 
and other ier- 

lime, and plios- 
rried off in the

warm cli
mates, such as Italy, Sicily and Barbary. 
The soft wheats from more northern climates, 
such as England, Russia, Belgium, Denmark 
and Sweden. There is, however, one excep
tion to this general rule, as the celebrated 
Polish wheat is hard, and from this reason it 
has been contended that it was not a native 
of Poland, but was introduced there from a 
milder climate. The English atmosphere is 
so humid that it is impossible to ripen any 
wheat hard, but in many cases it requires 
artificial heat to harden it before it can be 
ground into flour. Different soils and climate 
materially change the nature and variety of 
wheat.—Ay. Dept. Report.
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time, last long 
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POULTRY AS FARM STOCK. since

NATURALIZED WEED.

The New York Tribune says :—Two hun
dred and fourteen of our weeds have been 
introduced from foreign countries, and chiefly 
from England. In 1837 only 1.37 foreign 
weeds were enumerated in our catalogues. 
In 1G72, a book entitled “New En 
Rarities,” gave a list of 22 plants, whicK the 
author spoke of as having sprung up since 
the English took possession. Among tlihse, 
the plantain, “the white man’s foot,” is 

In 1758, the toad flax, or 
butter and eggs, also then known as the 
“ Raustedweed ’—from the name of the 
gentleman who introduced it into Pennsyl
vania as a garden flower—had overrun the 
pastures of that province, and had caused 
many anathemas by the farmers against the 
unlucky introducer. The common chickweed 
is said» to have been first sown in South 
Carolina as food for canary birds, and the 
presence of the Scotch thistle is accounted 
for as due to the amor patrie of an enthusi
astic Highlander, who brought it hither as 

emblem of the pugnacity of his country- 
Another record says we have the 

carelessness of a clergyman who brought 
hither a bed of thistle down, and on changing 
it for feathers, spread it and the seeds it 
contained broadcast over the country.
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CHEAP CAKE.

1 cup cream, 1 cup sugar, 2 eggs, 1 tea 
spoon soda, I teaspoon butter.

TO MANAGE CUTTINGS. strips together with an open crochet chain 
In selecting a cutting a great deal depends or sew them together. To make it in a diaZ 

upon a judicious choice ; if the slip is too mond shaPc looks very nice. Honey comb 
young and full of fresh sap, it will fade away pattern Knit one stitch, widen the second, 
from too much evaporation, and if it is too stitch in each row for five rows ; then knit 
old, that is, hard and woody, it will take a plain without widening for six rows ; then 
great while to strike root. * narrow on five rows to a point. The blocks

You must take a cutting that is partly may ,je made of much larger size if desired 
ripened, and is from a vigorous shoot, yet is and 1 think would look better larger sav 
a little hardened at the base. twice as large. Thirteen red blocks and six

It is also essential to have a bud or joint white ones form the tidy, A white initial 
at or near the end of the cutting, as all roots letter embroidered on the central block looks 
strike from it, and the néarer it is to the well- 
base, the greater your chance of success.

Plant your cuttings in common pots, filled 
half-full of rich loam, and two inches of 
sand on the top (scouring sand will do, but 
not sea sand). Wet this thoroughly, and 
put the cuttings close around the edge of 
the pot ; for if the bud joint comes in con
tact with the surface of the pot, it seems to 
strike root more quickly. Pull off the lower 
leaves before you plant the cutting. Press 
the wet sand tightly about the tiny stem, 
for a great deal of your success in raising 
the cuttings depends upon the close contact 
of the sand with the stem. When the cut
tings are firmly planted, cover them with a 
glass shade if possible, for it will greatly 
promote the growth of the plants.

^ IN NIE MAY’S Bella B. Hess. 1I"
DEPARTMENT. All kinds of poultry and meat can be 

cooked quicker by adding to the water in 
which they are boiled a little vinegar or a 
piece of a lemon. By the use of an acid 
there will be considerable saving of fuel, 
well as shortening of time. Its action is 
beneficial on old, tough meats, rendering 
them quite tender and easy to be digested.— 
Tainted meats and fowls will lose their bad 
taste and odor if cooked in this way, and if 
not used too freely, no taste of it will be ac- 

Harribt K. Jones.

■A

Minnie May’s 
II Cook Book.
ff WHAT TO BO WITH
9 THE BUTTERMILK.

It is not generally 
_ known that butter

milk can be used for many purposes in do
mestic affairs, and in consequence it is often 
thrown away or given to the pigs. Now, 
buttermilk as a drink is cooling and moist, 
the best remedy for a hot, thirsty stomach, 
good for hoarseness, excellent in consump
tion and fevers, and also for constipation of 
the bowels. When stale and sour it may 
be used in combination with bi-carbonate of 
soda for the making of bread, pastry, &c.— 
The bread, buns and rolls made with it are 
excellent, keeping moist and good much 
longer than those made with yeast.

as

I have not time to" take up John K.’s let
ter just now. I refer him to the Women’s 
Rights Committee, and he deserves to be 
well castigated by them. Obey the men. 
indeed ! Yours truly,

Mary P.
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will be photographe! 
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My old friend “ 
letter, for whit 

thanks. My new ni 
Bast, the girl that ti 
month, is going to b 

' family. I have air- 
letters from her an 
pect many more, 
photograph is goin 
be in the big picture 
I feel proud of havi 
there. Emma A. 
son, another new i 
claims admittance 
the family, and w 
her uncle and all 
rest of the family “1 
Christmas and H 
New Year.” Ht 
Emma Gill with ans 
and Neil Gilmour 
Sophia Johnson, w 
busy making Chrii 
presents, but nom 
Uncle Tom. Bell 
Hess says :

159. — Put dowi 
strokes, //////; adc 
strokes and mak

Maggie Headricl 
whose school exai 
tion I hear splendi 
ports, says :

160. —I have a pie 
land 20 feet square, 
on it I have a houi 
feet one way and 2( 
another, and a gardi 
feet one way and 2( 
another. How can 
be?

A piece of red pepper the size of your 
finger nail dropped into meat or vegetables 
when first beginning to cook, will aid greatly 
in killing the unpleasant odor arising there
from. Remember this for boiled cabbage, 
green beans, onions, chickens, mutton, etc.

nice

J. L.
POP CORN PUDDING.

Pop one pint of corn, crush with the rol- 
ling-pin and grind in a coffee-mill, mix with 
four pints sweet milk, warm and soak two 
hours ; then add two eggs, sugar, raisins 
and spice. Boil a few minutes, stirring all 
the time. Bake one hour and eat hot.

Hattie Cook.

. -NIX "

TEA CAKES.

Take of white flour, 2 lbs. ; bi-carbonate 
of soda, J oz. ; sugar, 2 oz. ; sour butter
milk, 20 oz, or 1 pmt. Rub the soda, sugar 
and butter well into the flour, and mix with 
the buttermilk ; roll eut and make into 
cakes of any convenient size, and bake in a 
moderate oven 20 minutes.

luncheon cake.

Take of white flour, 1 lb. ; bi-carbonate 
of soda, 2 drachms ; sugar, 3 oz. ; butter, 
3 oz. ; sour buttermilk, half-pint or 10 oz.— 
Mix as above, and bake in a quick oven in a 
tin, one hour.

to change the color or flowers and I
PLANTS.

Common cowslips may be changed from 
their natural yellow to an intense purple by 
merely transplanting into richer earth. The 
color of plants can be readily varied by mix
ing certain substances with the soil. Wood 
charcoal will darken the hue of dahlias, pe
tunias, and hyacinths. Carbonate of soda 
turns tie last-mentioned flowers red, and 
phosphate of soda alters greatly the shades 
of many plants.

potato puff.
Two cups of cold mashed potatoes ; stir in 

it two tablespoons melted butter, beating to 
a cream ; add two well beaten eggs, one cup 
cream or milk ; pour into a deep dish ; bake 
in a quick oven. Mary Jackson.

FRIED CAKES.
1 cup cream, 1 cup sugar, 2 eggs, J tea

spoon soda ; fry in lardZ
Bella E. Hess. Minnie May.

♦♦♦
SCOTCH BUNS.

Take of white flour, 2 lbs. ; bi-carbonate 
of soda, 2 drachms ; salt, J oz. ; sour but
termilk, one pint or 20 oz. Mix and bake 
the same as for tea cakes.

jelly cake. Minnie May’s Scrap Bag.
5 eggs, 1 cup sugar, a little nutmeg, I tea- ~

spoon saleratus, 2 cups sour milk ; beat the PAINT-
egg8, ahgar and nutmeg together, dissolve Use but little water at first ; keep it 
the saleratus in the milk, then mix and stir warm and clean by changing often. Soap 
in Hour to make a thin batter like for pan- wdl remove the paint, so use but little of 
cakes ; 3 or 4 spoonfuls of batter to a com- it;- A flannel cloth takes off all fly specks 
mon round tm. Bake in a quick oven ; 4 better than cotton. Gold tea is the best 
or 5 of these with jelly between forms a liquid for cleaning varnished paint, window 
cake- A. A. Ellsworth. panes and mirrors. A saucer of sifted ashes

should always be standing at hand to clean 
unvarnished paint that has become badly 
smoked ; it is better than soap. Never put 
soap upon glass unless it can be thoroughly 
rinsed off, which can never be done to win
dow glass. Wash off the specks with 
tea, and rub the panes dry ; then make a 
paste of whiting and water, and put a little 
in the centre of each pane. Take a dry 
cloth and rub it all over the glass, then rub 
it off with a chamois skin or flannel, and 
your glass will shine like crystal.

to make cocoanut candy.

Rasp very fine a sound, fresh cocoanut, 
spread it on a dish and let it dry naturally 
for three days. Four ounces will be suffici
ent for a pound of sugar for most tastes, but 
more can be used at pleasure. Boil’ the 
sugar, and when it begins to be very thick 
and white, strew in the nut ; stir and mix it 
well, and do not quit it for an instant until 
it is finished. Keep the pan a little above 
the fire to prevent the nut from burning.

If you cannot get a cocoanut, buy a pack
age of “ Dessicated Cocoanut” in 
eery.

e n

CONE BRACKET.

After the directions given last month for 
cone work, it will be unnecessary t 
scribe the way to make this bracket, 
engraving shows distinctly how to 
the cones, 
nament.

LEMON BUNS.

Take of fine flour, 2 lbs. ; bi-carbonate of 
■oda, 6 drachms ; sugar, 8 oz. ; butter, 4 oz. ; 
egg*> 2 ; buttermilk, three-fourths of a pint 
cr 15 oz. ; essence of lemon, 12 drops. Mix 
the same as tea cakes, and bake 15 minutes. 
The addition of 6 oz. of currants would 
make these an excellent plum bun.

PLUM CAKE.

to de-
The

arrange
It will make a very neat or-

TO MAKE APPLE JELLY.
Take 1 bushel of ripe apples, cut them in 

halves, and take out the cores ; then put 
them in a large kettle ; add 1 gallon water • 
cook them until tender, then put them in a 
sack of coarse linen (cheese linen is the 
best). Let them hang until morning, and 
then boil the juice 20 minutes ; then mea
sure it, for every pint of juice adding 1 lb. 
of sugar. Boil again until it gets like other 
jelly. Season with lemon or any other es
sence, as best suits the taste.

Melbume, P. Q., Dec. 14, 1873.
Dear Minnie May,—

I am very much interested in your column My smart boy, V
and I thought I would send you a couple of A. Rutherford, f 
recipes, somewarmTake of fine flour, 1 lb. ; bi-oarbonate of 

soda, 2 drachms ; currants, 4 oz. ; eggs, 2 
sugar and butter, each 3 oz. ; sour butter
milk, J pint or 10 oz. Mix the flour, soda, 
currants, sugar and butter well together, 
then beat up the eggs and mix with the but
termilk. Mix the whole together and bake 
in a tin 1J hours.

FOR CLEANING SASH RIBBON, 

or making it stiff and new. Take a little 
vinegar and water ; sponge the wrong side, 
and iron with

HIDDEN CITIES.

161. —He provoke- 
lauihter by a grot* 
beck of his hand.

162. - -It amused i 
see the senator on to 
the camel.

163. —The picture 
a comical cut taken 
an old painting.

3 64.—I saw little I 
bo stoning a black

165. —He lies in gi 
edge of forest.

166. — The streets
And I but 

And the tra 
But utter-

Now just pr 
And then 

For when he 
I wouldn’

But with an 
Placed jui 

I sadly hurt 
As my for

167. —What is it 
never see after it is i

a warm iron.
FOR CHAPPED HANDS.

Put a little oat meal in some water; wash, 
and before drying rub with some honey, then 
rinse and heat them by the fire. One appli
cation will cure almost the worst cases.— 
Glycerine is good instead of honey.

Will some of your contributors tell 
recipe for sore lips and cold

A. A. Ellsworth.
PASTRY FOR TARTS, ETC.

Take of fine flour, 1 lb. ; bi-carbonate of 
Boda, 2 drachms ; butter, 6 oz. ; buttermilk 
enough to bring it to the consistence re
quired. This paste is much superior to that 
made in the common

Minnie May’s Flewer Garden.

me a
sores.

TO MAKE A HANGING BASKET.
_ 1 ake perforated card board, three square j 

pieces, about seven inches square, and round
After having worked them with ! 

silk in squares, with beads in every other | 
corner—the large glass beads preferred- 
hind around with ribbon the color of your 
silk. Have one square silk, the other a 
bead. Now take two opposite corners and 
sew them over a little way ; then sew the 
three altogether in the same way, fastening 
them just at the corners where they are 
sewn. Put a tassel of beads on the bottom ! 
corner, and a long string of beads to hang 
up by. Fill the top spaces with a bunch 
of paper flowers and hang in the corner of 
the room.

If I have not described it well enough 1 
please tell me and I will try again ’

Poor John K. had to take it in your last 
I would say a word to him: he is partly 
in the wrong, and partly in the right ; of 
course Mrs. K. knows best how her little 
household matters are to be done, so John 
should not be so absurd as to interfere, 
but in matters of dress, &c., she ought to 
give into his judgment. I hope he and 
Mrs. K. will send their photo’s for Uncle 
loms picture, as I want to see them.

Yours, &c., j
Nina M. Knapp.

way.

COOKING APPLES.

I do not think -that house keepers have 
cooked apples nearly as often as they should. 
There is nothing more wholesome for desert 
than apples baked in various forms. They 
Bhould be cored, put in a dish with a little 

water, each with a teaspoonful of 
sugar over it ; bake until soft and serve 
cold, with cream or good milk. Or make an 
apple float by taking a dozen tart apples, 
stew and prepare them as if for sauce ; when 
cold, add the whites of two eggs, beaten ■ 
then beat the whole until quite stiff, having 
made previously a soft custard with the 
yolks, using about a pint of milk. Or make 
an apple pudding by filling the cored 
with nutmeg, sugar and butter ; make 
ter of one egg, flour and milk, and pour 
around the apples. Or pare, core and spice 
say ten large tart apples ; bake until nearly 
done ; put away to get cold ; then prepare 
icing as usual. Pour off the juice, lay the 
icings on the tops and sides as thickly as you 
can ; then return to the oven to just harden 
and set. To be eaten with cream, but if you 
haven t that, as the article is scarce now-a- 
days, good milk will answer, if you can get

one corner.

your gro-

warm Burnside Farm, Nov. 12, 1873.
Dear Minnie May,—

We all appreciate your column, and 
eagerly look for it ; it is going to be a great 
help to housekeepers. Here is a neat little 
thing for a Christmas gift to an industrious 
little needle-woman, an emery bag, resemb
ling a strawberry.

Make a small woolen bag, shaped like a 
strawberry ; cover with strong cotton, the 

shape ; cover that with red silk, stitch 
m the seeds with yellow silk thread, put on 
a green top to look like the green calyx, and 
add a loop for a stem. It is pretty and

ipple 
a bat- same

168.—When is a laA RUSTIC FLOWER STAND.

This beautiful stand needs no description.
Get your husband or brother to make up the
frame for you out of a rough box, which Here is a neat and inexpensive tidy suit- 
they can get from the grocer you deal with, able for grandma’s rocking chair or the din- 
ami some nice saplings. The balance of the ™g room lounge : —
work can be easily .lone by yourselves with Take one skein of red woolen yarn and one 
glue, bark, paper and varnish. When you white cotton yarn ; set up 18 stitches and make up any of these fancy fixings, let me knit it garter-fihion 29 times ’
hear how you like them. change for the other color.

Many thanks to A 
kind wishes. I h 
member both of ther 
nieces and nephews, 
picture of two nieces 
Adams sends some v- 

109.—What is neit 
bone, but yet has for

use-

across ; then 
Crochet the

1
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170. —What part of a ship is like a farmer Î
Martha Gill.

171. —I’m black, I’m white, I’m blue, I’m
gray.

I’m worn by ladies every day ;
I’m most important in the bride’s at

tire,
For she my presence doth require. 
Transpose me and I then am shunned 
By you and every other one.

Cecilia Garner.
Barbara Stratton sends a puzzle which may 

be I will give some other time.
19 ’.—GEOGRAPHICAL PDZZLK.

173.—I am composed of 10 letters :
My 6, 10, 7 is a color,
My 3, 5, 9 is the name of a sheep, 
My 1, 2, 6,1 is a church in Scotland, 
My 4, 8, 7, 10, 6 is a liquor,
My whole is the name of 

Canada.

•tvighd m his leetle stchomack schmall.
Dot’s too bad for der baby.

Dot makes him sing at night so achveet, 
gorrybarrick he must ead,

Und I must chump sphty on err feet 
To help dot leetle 'W.y

He bulls my nose und kicks my hair,
Und grawls me ofer eferywhere,
Und shlobbere me - but vat I care ?

Dot vas my sohmall young baby.

warm—
.y dere nefer coom some harm 
To dot sohmall leetle baby,

. The artless generosity of youth is illustrated 
m an mcident told of a little Albany boy, his. 
i ace besmeared with molasses and his rags flat* 
taring in the breeze, running up from the river 
flourishing a dirty shingle, and screaming at 
the top of his voice to a comrade : “ Oh Bill i 
Bill ! get as many boys and shingles as yon 
can, for there’s a big hogsit of ’lasses busted 
on the pavement—busted all to «mMfr j >•

Here is an example fer
ont boys :

A rival of a certain, 
great lawyer sought to- 
humiliate him Dubliolv*
•r V^m^1father's boot*

’’ Yes,” replied 
the lawyer, unabashed 
“ and I did it well.”

___ î • ;

A friend of ours iq-w 
an eight-gallon keg to a 
shop to have it fille dvrith 
Uquor. The shop

in (en gallons, and *jè. 
mandedpayme nt accord-
hagnLfV/e7^ra
as he did ‘

>en crochet chain, 
make it in a dia- 

e. Honey comb 
widen the second, 
rows ; then knit 
r six rows ; then 
>int. The blocks 
er size if desired, 
letter larger, say 
ed blocks and six 

A white initial 
entrai block looks

HOLE TOM’S
COLUMN.

ip ina to Und

ANSWERS TO NOVEMBER PÜZZLES.
150. — The remainder is always the half of 

what you add. 151.—An egg. 152.—A news
paper. 153.—Wheat, heat, eat. 154.—New
foundland. 155.—Smoke. 156.—Seal-skin. 
157.—Because it is likely to raise a com. 158. 
—'1 he lightning is the fastest, of course. Do 
you see it near the locomotive ?

Uncle Tom’s Scrap Book.

My Dear Children :
iiT

The paper is printed 
so early in the month 
in order that you may 
get it before Christ
mas, that I cannot 
make any decision 
about prizes for for

feits until next month. My family picture 
will be photographed in a few days, so that 
those who have sent in their money may ex
pect them shortly.

My old friend “ Lai lie ” sends in a very 
nice letter, for which she will please accept 
thanks. My new niece J\ ina from away down 
East, the girl that took one of the prizes last 
month, is going to be a great acquisition to our 
family. I have already received two capital 
letters from her and ex
pect many more. Her 
photograph is going to 
be in the big picture, and 
I feel proud of having it 
there. Emma A. JN el- 
son, another new niece, 
claims admittance into 
the family, and wishes 
her uncle and all the 
rest of the family“Merry 
Christmas and Happy 
New Year.” Here is 
Emma Gill with answers, 
and Neil Gilmour, and 
Sophia Johnson, who is 
busy making Christ 
presents, but none for 
Uncle Tom. Bella E.
Hess says :

Around my head dot leetle arm 
Vasschquoein me so nice and 
O! ma

I was awakened early one morning by a (Chi
nese seaport) and as the air was (a country in 
South America) I wrapped myself in my cloak 
made of (part of the Chinese Empire), and 
lined with (a cape in the southern part of the 
United States). When I came down to break
fast, a lot of (Islands in the Gulf of Mexico), 
burned brightly on the hearth,—an (island 
lying east of Africa) greeted me with a cheer
ful song. Soon a (lake of North America) 
brought in the breakfast, which consisted of a 
(Asiatic country) ‘and (a river of British 
North America)! well s-asoned with a lake in 
the western part of the United States). As I

up John K.’s lot
to the Women’s 

e deserves to be 
Obey the men, 

ours truly,
Mary P.

i

Will all my little friends help me with the 
Scrap Book. Send along the scraps.

A little niece of mine joyfully assured her 
mother the other day that she had found out 
where thev made horses—“she had seen a 
man in a shop just finishing 
he was nailing on his last foot.

one of them, for

I

once.I Ümm

m
masaur: g I

mas mais - ; v a
Z gHjjj

■P :
159. — Put down six 

strokes, //////; add five 
strokes and make nine,

Maggie Headrick, of 
whose school examina
tion I hear splendid re
ports, says :

160. —I Have a piece of 
land 20 feet square, and 
on it I have a house 20 
feet one way and 20 feet 
another, and a garden 20 
feet one way and 20 feet 
another. How can this 
be?

:
( -.1 II „ li.

B
Ü=S=

ÎT. the old ke gsx »'■ A' lifts
n last month for 
ecessary to de- 
is bracket. The 
how to 
a very neat or-

4—

to me master one morn- 
jng r, pair of boots, the 
loR of one of which was 
much longer than the 
other. 1 How comes it, 
yon rascal, that these 
boots are not the same 
length? » «I really 
dont know, sir; but 
what bothers me most is 
that the pair down stairs 
win the same fix.”

• \arrange

Dec. 14, 1873.
*

1 in your column 
you a couple of

My smart boy, Willie 
A. Rutherford, sends 
some

|1,

HIDDEN CITIES.
161. —He provoked my

the wrong side, laughter by a grotesque
beck of his hand.

162. - -It amused me to 
see the senator on top of 
the camel.

RIBBON,

Take a little %1 A

Crazy Cray croft caught, 
a crate of cnckled ciaoai.; 
a crate of orickled crabs > 
crazy Craycroft caught. 
If crazyCraycroft imiaKR 
a crate of orioWed crabs, 
where is the crate of 
crickled crabe orazyOmy- 
croft caught.

iNDS.

me water; wash, 
tome honey, then 
fire. One appli- 
i worst cases.— 
f honey, 
tutors tell me a 
sores.
BASKET.

163. —The picture was 
a comical cut taken from 
an old painting.

164. —I saw little Sam
bo stoning a black cat.

165. —He lies in gap or 
edge of forest.

166. —The streets were very muddy,
And I but made them worse ;

And the traveller didn’t bless me, 
But uttered something terse.

Robert Rowley rolled 
a round roll round ; a. 
roll round Robert Row- 

Where rolled the round 
rolled round ?

d, three square j 
[uare, and round 
>rked them with ! 
in every other | 

ids preferred— 
e color of

THE FOX AN] THE HAHE.

am fond of (a group of islands in the Pacific). 
I chatted with (a post office in Muskoka). 
My appetite was at first (a town in the south
ern part of New Hampshire). After I had 
satisfied it a little, I ate a (group of islands 
lying east of India)

The Fox and the Hare.
As Mr. Fox was slily walking through the 

country one day he met Miss Hare, and asked 
her to join him in a dance on the green. Miss 
Hare had been warned by old grandmother 
Hare to beware of him and not to listen to his 
cunning speeches, but Mr. Fox persuaded the 
foolish young thing that grandmother was 
getting old and not over wise, so little Miss 
Hare consented. The jackdaw played them a 
tune to which they danced, but so soon as the 
dance was over it was time to «up, and Mr. 
fox had a capital feast of young hare for his 
supper.

ley rolled round, 
roll Robert Rowley1

your j
Ik, the other a 
ite corners and 

then sew the 
way, fastening 

here they 
on the bottom 1 

beads to hang 
i with a bunch 
a the corner of

NEVER TOO LATE.

“ Come, wife,” said Will, “I pray you devote • 
Just half a minute to mend this coat,

Which a nail has chanced to rend.”
1 ‘ ‘ Tis ten o’clock,” said the drowsy mate.
“ I know,” said Will, “ it is rather late,

But it’s never too late to mend. ”

Here is a scrap from old England:—
A fellow, anxious to see the queen, left hi»' 

native village and went to London to gratify 
his curiosity. Upon his return, his wife asked 
him* What'he queen was like “Loike!”’ 
cried Hodge, “Why, I ne’er was so cheated 
m my loife. What don’t think, Margaret ? 
Her arms are loike thoine and moine: although 
I have heard excisemen say a score of time* 
her arms were a lion and a unicorn.”

Now just prefix a letter,
And then you’ll know for why ; 

For when he tried to catch me 
I wouldn’t wait, not I.

As she was sufferin 
bathed her head with

ig with a headache, I 
(a city on the Rhine), 

but stopped suddenly on discovering that the 
(North American Lake) was (a Chinese city). 
I assured him that he would never obtain (a 
city in the Western part of Missouri) unless 
he mended his ways, although my disposition 
toward him was (a group of islands in the Pa
cific); but should his conduct prove satisfactory 
he might look forward with fan African cape) 
to obtaining (a town in Kentucky) in due time. 
I then went and enj ved a( Ne wfoundland cape), 
and after I returned; finding that the children 

making (a New York Lake), I sent them 
to bed, after visiting a good deal of (Scotch 
cape) on them. Lizzie Forbes.

Well done, Lizzie; let me hear from

But with another letter 
Placed just before the last,

I sadly hurt his ankle
As my former self rushed past.

Willie A. Rutherford.

are

167.—What is it we often see made, and 
never see after it is made ?t well enough,

Y again, 
it in your last.
: he is partly 
the right ; of 
how her little 
done, so John 

i to interfere,
, she ought to 
hope he and 

oto’s for Uncle 1 
see them, 

urs, &c., I
i M. Knapp.

HAN’S BABY.
So help me gracious, efery day 
I laugh me vild to saw der vay 
My schmall young baby dries to play 

Dot funny leetle baby.
Vhen I look of dhem leetle toes,
Und saw dot funny leetle nose,
Und heard der vay dot rooster crows, 

I schmile like I vas crazy.

Amelia Bobibr.
168.—When is a lady's arm not an arm ?

Louisa Bobier. were
Many thanks to Amelia and Louisa for their 

kind wishes. I hope Santa Claus will re
member both of them and all my o her dear 
nieces and nephews. M. C. Durham sends 
picture of two nieces ; which is which ? Anson 
Adams sends some very good puzzles.

169.—What is neither fish, flesh, feather or 
bone, but yet has four fin^ersj

you
again.

Clara L. Boake sends her photograph, 
says : “ If you have a little boy that calls yolx 
Pa, put his picture close beside yours.” I will 
do better than that, Clara ; I will put a little 
girl that calls me “Pa,” there.

She Some of my nieces down in Tyroonnel have 
sent roe a capital Christmas egg. It weigh» 
4j ounces, and measures 7 inches around one 
way and 84 inches the other way—and it is » 
hen’s egg at that.

Und vhen I heard the real pice vay 
Lhem beeples to my vrow dhey say— 

More like his fader efery day,”
I vas so proud like plazes.

and one thumb ? 
ia Campbell.

!
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these pitches, the man and team should back to what there is supplied; consequently, when London Markets,
up. only going forward when drawing out oil cake or any rich food is given in addition Red wheat, $1.10 to $1.16; white Wheat, $1.18 to 
the earth; unless the material is to be moved to what the soil prings forth, there is corres- $1.25; spring wheat $1.13 to $1.17; barley, $1.10 to 
some distance, say two or three rods. ponding fatness andincreaseq produce, which buckwheat 62c° 39°’pea8, 53 t0 58°’ C°rn’ 65 10 82c’

In making ditches and grading roads,many explains how some men prosper while others j Potatoes, 70 to 8oc per bush; apples, 41 to 80c; tur- ■ 
teamsters become impatient and needlessly fail m trying to do so by extracting everything nips, 20 to 25c; hay. $u to$lfl. 
worry themselves and teams. The first thing possible from everybody and every substance 
is to teach the team just what you want of regardless of the laws of nature and. the com- 
them, and while doing so, they should not mon sense so few pay any attention to. — 
be needlessly hurried. Their movements Rural New 1 or her. 
must be necessarily slow, but the quantity of 
work that may be done in a day, and the 
slightness of cost compared with ditches dug 
by hand are surprising. When finished, the 
plowing may be continued with care to the 
very edge; and thus a system of drainage 
may be induced that will render fields capable 
of being plowed fully a week or ten days 
sooner than could otherwise be accomplished.
— Western Rural,

lEtiscdlaneous.
BRBAD8TÜFFS.

The shipments of wheat and flour for the 
four weeks ended August 30, reached 5,500 
tons. This brings the total exports for the 
year up to close upon 147,000 tons, which will 
leave about 30,000 tons on hand to meet pur
chasing requirements to the end of the year.— 
The weather during the past month has been 
all that could be desired, and the young crops 
are both strong and healthy, promising well 
for a heavy yield should circumstances prove 
favorable to the end of the season.— S. Aus
tralian Register.

Dressed hogs, from $6.50 to $6.12|; beef, from $3.50 
to $5.75 perewt.

New York markets.
Flour dull, 5c to 20c lower; receipts, 0,000 bbls* 

sales, 2.000 bbls; $5.75 to $6.35 for superfine State and 
western; $6.75 to $7.65 for common te good extra 
State.

Rye flour steady and quiet.
Wheat quiet and unchanged; receipts 144,000 bush* 

sales 36,000 bush, at $1.66 for No. 2 Chicago.
Rye Dull.
Corn quiet, without decided change; receipts,20.300; 

bushels; sales 31,000 bushels; 78£c to —c for western 
mixed ashore.

Barley quiet: receipts, 5000; sales none.
Oats firmer; receipts 45,156 bush; sales 24,000 bush, 

at 55c to 56c for new western mixed ; 58c to 59c for white 
do; —c to —c for black do.

Pork firm; $16 for
Lard firm; 8gc to —c for steam.
Butter 32c to 36c.
Cheese, 13fc to 14c.

TO REMOVE CRICKETS.
Put a little chloride of lime and powdered 

tobacco in their holes.
SALT AS A FERTILIZER.

Mr. A. H. Moll, of Greenfield, and D. H. 
Whitney, of Lincoln, in Munroe county, 
Wisconsin, have both experienced some in 
the use of common salt as a fertilizer, andin 
every trial it has proved to be of great power 
and utility.

Mt. iMoll had fenced and undertook to 
cultivate a piece of ground that had been 
occupied for some years as a public wagon 
road, but was not able to raise grain on it of 
any amount. He took a barrel of meat 
brine, reduced it three to one with water, 
and sprinkled it over the land, and 
since it has produced very heavy crops. He 
has Used it on other portions of his fa-m 
with very desirable results. Mr. Whitney's 
says he sowed on one acre of clover about 

ig. df .common salt, and side by 
land plaster, and where the salt was

TO RENDER BOOTS WATERPROOF
Take—boiled oil, sixteen parts; turpentine 

(spt.), two parts; bees-wax, one part; resin,, 
one part, turpentine (Venica,) two parts. 
Melt, and use hot.

EVAPORATION ON THE FARM. new mesa.
It is supposed that a considerable portion 

of rain that falls—from one third to one 
half, perhaps—is filtered through the soil. 
After having discharged its duties in the 
soil, it must not any longer remain there. 
It must find an outlet, mingle again with the 
immense atmospheric ocean, and thus become 
energized for future work. Now, if thes oil 
be a porous one, the water will pass gradu
ally through it, constantly yielding all its 
beneficial influence to the plants which stand 
in the soil. On the contrary, if the soil is a 
compact one, the water will stand too near 
the surface; evaporation will be excessive, 
and the ground will be cold and unfruitful. 
Another matter is worthy of consideration. 
The evaporation from our fields not only 
draws away their moisture, but takes with 
it the carbonic acid gas, ammonia, sulphur, 
and phosphorus, in some degree, 
cases combine with the air as,they arises from 
the earth, so that breathing the air about us, 
sometimes brings painful diseases, or proves 
fatal.

!

METHOD OF PREVENTING COLD FEET AT 
BED-TIME. Buffalo Live Stock Market.

Buffalo.-Sales of 400 Ohio steers, ranging ! 
from 1,088 to 1,446 lbs, at $4.371 to $6; 42
Illinois steers, ranging from 1,326 to 1,456 lbs, 
at $4.37J to $5.80; 160 Texas steers, ranging from 
1,084 to 1,086 lbs, at $4.50; 250 Indiana steers, ranging 
from 1.086 to 1.258 lbs, at $4,50 to $5.37,J; 100 Michi
gan steers, ranging from 090 to 1,202 lbs, at $3.60 to 
$4.75.

Sheep and Lambs—The market was active at 12Jc 
decline on all grades. Sales of 1,600 Michigan sheep, 
ranging from 78 to 93 lbs, at $4.35 to $5; 200 Ohio 
sheep, averaging 80 lbs, at $4.50.

Hogs—The market was dull and slow at 20c decline 
from yesterday. Yorkers at $5 to $5.19; heavy hogs 
at $5.20 to 85.30.

Draw off your stockings just before undress
ing, and rub your ancles and feet well with 
your hand, as hard as you can bear the pres
sure, for five or ten minutes, and you will 
never have to complain of cold feet in bed. 
It is hardly conceivable what a pleasurable 
glow this diffuses. Frequent washing of the 
feet, and rubbing them thoroughly dry with 
a linen cloth or flannel, is very useful.

ever

351b side com
mon
the crop was much the best. My opinion is 
that it is a powerful fertilizer, if used in 
proper quantities. Mr. Whitney’s trial was 
a great success. 1 should be glad to hear 
from any of your many readers on this subject. 

Prairie Farmer.

TEA.
Somebody, who professes to speak from long 

axperience, avers thatthe leave of the raspberry 
if properly treated, make finer tea than any 
that finds its way to Mincing Lane. The french 
pheasants make an aromatic driuk from the 
leaves of the black-currant tree, and believe it 
to be a specific for indigestion. Thanks to 
Mr. Raspail, they have also learned to appre
ciate the flavor, aroma, and virtue of borage 
tea. Our dietetic philosopher and friend, Fin 
Bee, would like to do in England what M. 
Raspail did in France, but knowing the inve
terate suspicion the poorer classes at,home have 
of anything to which they are unaccustomedespe- 
cially if it costs little, directly declines making 
this experiment himself. ‘Let any social doc
tor, , says he ‘who may be anxious to test the 
liability of the English agricultural laborer as 
a pupil, accost him with the following proposi
tion: ‘ My good man, I have, I assure you, 
from the bottom of my heart the liveliest inter
ested in your welfare. Now, the tea you drink 
is detestibly, adulterated, and very dear stuff. 
It does you no good; now, take my advice — 
grow borage, which will cost you nothing,, and 
drink borage tea; it helps digestion, is a sub- 
orific, has a delightful aroma, and will have no 
effect on your nerves, or the nerves of your 
wife. ‘ I am lost in conjectures as to the fate 
that would befall the doctor. He might be 
bonneted, elbowed into a thorn-hedge,reminded 
that the horse pond is near or recommended 
to confine his attention to his own tea-cup- 
But the unlikeliest result of all would be thanks 
for the suggestion. No the unlikeliest would 
be the trial of it.— Chamber’s Journal.

Breakfast.—Epps’s Cocoa—Grateful and 
comforting.—“ By a thorough ’knowledge of the 
natural laws, which govern the operations of diges
tion and nutrition, and by a careful’application of 
the fine properties of well selected cocoa, Mr. Epps 
has provided our breakfast tables with a delicately 
flavored beverage which may save us many heavy 
doctor’s bills.”—Civil Service Gazette. Z Made 
simply with Boiling Water ormilk. Eachpacketis 
labelled—‘‘James Epps & Co.,Homoeopathic Chem
ists, London.” Also, makers of Epps’s Milky 
cocoa (Cocoa and Condensed Milk.) 72-1-y

These

OPEN DRAINS IN FIELDS.
There are few countries that need draining 

more than many sections in the West. The 
inconvenience of the usual ditches with steep 
•idee, and the undightly banks, have detered
many persons from forming them, and the Aa gricultural career on agood scale, carried 
system of under draining, on the other hand, out generally on the best practised systems 
except near the large towns and cities, where adopted by the successful farmers in the 
land very valuable, is out of the question most enlightened districts in this or any other 
on account of the expense. With the com- country is one to be admired and brings honor 
mon road scraper or some of its many modi- and renown to the agriculturist. Management, 
flcations, a ditch may be made which, while in every respect, should be such as to make 
it answers perfectly the purpose of carrying certain of not losing any of the fertility in the 
off surplus water, at the same time interiors soil; and a thorough sound minded farmer 
but little with the passage over the ditches will endeavor to fetch up to the highest pitch 
by teams. of capability to produce crops every field

These ditches need but be straight, but and every acre in his possession. A clever 
many follow the general full df.jthe fields, agriculturist understands the way to enrich 
Spring and early Summer wljjle-Àe earth is his soil without wasting his crops to do it and 
saturated with water is undoÿbteiily the best without allowing his land to lie idle, while 
time to take out the lines, unless "the farmer a ccrtaiu class of men plow under clover, let 
be able to employ the services of a practical half their meadow grass rot on the ground 
engineer for the purpose. It is true that the and cut up into chaff inferior fodder of various 
Autumn is the best time for making the dit- kinds- and feed their cattle thereon in the 
ches, far the reason that at this time the winter, he increases his herd and flocks, and 
teams have comparative leisure, and the wea- when the price of beef, mutton, etc., warrants 
ther is cool enough, so that neither teams it, buys rich food, oil cake, etc., making a 
nor man will be distressed with their work, profit on that, and by eating the clover and 
How to do this work we propose to devote grass his smart (?) neighbors waste, and giv- 
a short space of talking. ing the food mentioned in addition, produces

If the sides of the ditch slope away at an such a strong fertilizing manure that the land 
angel of 45 °, the width of the ditch at the to a state of fatness which gives immense 
top will be twice the depth, the bottom of it crops in return.
being a point. Therefore, for a ditch two Cattle and sheep, the latter especially, are 
feet deep, the surface should be four feet liecssary for successful farming; the feeding 

This will be found deep enough for of the land the sheep and, cows is of the utmest 
any surface drainage; in fact from fifteen consequence; for fat land is a necessity to 
to twenty incites in depth, is deep enough prosperity, while poor soil is ruination and 
for any ordinary surface drainage; indeed a starvation. It is this neglect to fatten 
ditch twelve inches deep, if kept clean, will the land which causes all the complaints 
do wonders in this respect if the decline be wailed forth in print; and the stoping of the 
uniform. pangs of hunger of fields which have received

Stake out the ditch in the line of unitorm no meal for years, by giving them their own 
descent, then plow a number of furrows raw productions to eat, such as plowing in 
according to the depth of the ditch, making clover or 
the dead fall where the centre of the ditch to rot, is 
.is t be. Then with the scraper commence swine and allaying hunger and attempting to 
to scrape the earth from the centre to the fatten them up by feeding with their produce 
aide, commence atthe lower cud of the drain, of young pigs! Give the swine abundance of 
so that if heavy rains intervene the water everything to make them fruitful, ami they 
from above will have free passage. Pro- will increase and multiply beyond the belief 
ceed with the other side the same way, of those who have only been accustomed to 
always spread the earth over the surface of the poverty kind of animals, supplying funds 
the land; or, better, fillup low places that in abundance by marketing the surplus, 
maybe observed. Continue to plow and the land in such condition that it will increase 
scrape narrower and narrower each time, 
until at last the required depth having 
reached, the ditch will present the following

FATTENING THE SOIL.

-£2ST8';j?4fc5
200 Pages; 500 Engravings «t Colored Plate.

Published Quarterly, at 25 Cents a Year. 
First No. for 1874 just issued. A German j edition 
at same price.

Address-JAMES,VICK, Rochester, N. Y.
12-2

Assurance Association of Canada.

|London,Ont-, 29th Oct., 1873.
Notice is hereby given, that the Board of Direct

ors have this day declared an assessment of 50 per 
cent., payable on or before the first day of Janu
ary, 1874, to be levied on all Premium Notes em
braced between Policy No. 70,476 and No. 73,389 
inclusive.

The assessment this year is at the same rate as 
for many years past, and experience justifies the 
belief that this rate will never bo exceeded.

By order ot the Board.

The Produce Market.
Advices from England report markets firm, the 

weather remarkably fine for the season, and favorable 
for planting both at home and abroad. This fact is 
expected to exert considerable influence on the course 
of prices during the coming months, and if no real 
scarcity of grain is to be apprehended may help 
to prevent the rise which in some quarters is 
now anticipated. Supplies of home;grown wheat have 
been light, and of foreign moderate, but numerous 
cargoes .have arrived off the coast, principally from 
America.

Toronto. Market quiet hut steady, both in trade 
and in prices. Prices have been firm, being strength- 

by a rise of 6d. on flour, 2d. on red wheat, 4d. 
red wintered, on white and club and !)d. on com in the 
English market. Our stocks continue to increase, 
those <>f flour being double and of wheat quadruple 
those held at the same time last jrear; and stocks at 
Mont real show a still larger increase, amounting to 
764,800 bushels of wheat and 89,600 barrels of flour, 
against 175,900 and 39,900 last year.

Wheat—Fall, No. 1, $1.23; spring, $1.13 to$1.18 
Flour—Extra,$5.02 to $5.65; spring wheat flour extra, 

$5.25.
Oats—Street prices, 30c to 40c; by the car load, 38c 

to 39c.
Barley—On the street prices have advanced to $1.23 

to $1.24.
Peas—60c to 63c.
Potatoes—Prices arc firm at 65 to 75c per hag.

Chicago Markets.
Chicago.—Flour, demand light; holders firm. 
Wheat unsettled and closed firm; No. 1 spring $1.17: 

No. 2 spring $1.14^ spot; No. 3 spring $1.11; rejected 
$1.03 to $1.04.

Corn steady; No. 2 mixed 52ic to 54c cash; re
jected 51c to Olio; new 45e to 46c.

Oats advanced and in fair demand; N<>« 2 37jic to 
38c; rejected 35c to 35.jc.

Rye dull and drooping; No. 2 75c to 75ie.
Barley dull and lower; No. 2 fall $1.33; No. 3 spring 

steady at $1.04 to $1.05.

wide.

D. C. MACDONÂLD,
Secretary.

COTTON YARN.
WHITE, BLUE, RED and ORANGE. War- ( 
IT ranted the very best quality. None genuine

!.

without our label. Also. BEAM WARPS for 
Woollen Mills. WM. PARKS & CO.,

New Brunswick Cotton Mills, 
St. John, N. B.

WILSON & HASKETT,
DRODUCE DEALERS AND COMMISS r MERCHANTS. Office,—Corner of KinlON 
Oxford Streets, INGERSOLL, Ont.
JAS. M. WILSON. | JNO. HASKETT. 3-tf
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QEORGE VAIR,

LANDSCAPE GARD XE It.
Plans given, selecting, arranging and planting 
fruit and ornamental trees. Address—

TORONTO and BARRIE

Get
i

and multiply its produce, and the animals 
been bred and fattened on the production will 

: daily and hourly feed the ground which has 
appearance: had its appetite sharpened by the withdrawals

If a rise of six inches to the foot is decided of the where-with to grow the crop. The 
on, and this grade is preferable w hen the live stock fattens the land with solid and li- 
dead furrows of the land arc to run to the quid food in a direct manure, when grazing or 
ditches, the top of the ditch must he four otherwise consuming the crops on the soil 
feet for every foot in depth, lu making where grown, and the return is in proportion

8-tf

JOHN MILLS,
Wholesale and Retail Bookseller, Stationer and 

News-dealer, Kichmond-st., London. American 
papers received twice a-dayfrom New York. En
glish magazines received weekly from London. 

London, Ont., Oct. 28,1872, 12-tf
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THE
W. BELL & CO.,LONDON COMMERCIAL COLLEGE Agtinltml IitnlGUELPH, ONT.AND

V"
Télégraphie Institute;

ASSURANCE ASSOCIATIONo-
rpHIS DESERVEDLY POPULAR INSTITU- 
X TION is oonduotea by teachers of established 
reputation and extensive business experience, and 
is the only Business College in the Dominion where 
Book-keeping by single and double entry is taught 
on the improved plan of

REAL BUSINESS TRANSACTIONS.

Farmers sons who.contemplate attending a Com
mercial College during the coming winter, will.find 
it to their advantage to patronize us, as they will 
thereby obtain a better course and at less expense 
than elsewhere, for our present terms are the most 
favorable ever offered in the Dominion, and the 
cost of board and incidentals is much less here 
thanin larger cities.

For full particulars send at once for circular to

OF CANADA,
HEAD OFFICE, - LONDON, ONT.

Licensed by the Dominion Government.
HOWARD’S IMPROVED

IRON HARROW. Capital 1st Jan., 1871.

$ 331, 242 26.Cabinet Organs I Cash and Cash Items, <72,289 66.
It leaves the ground finer, works freer, and adapts -----------
itself to uneven land. It does not bend, and ohoke rpHIS COMPANY continues to grow in the publie 
less than any other Harrow. It is so constructed as 1 eonfidenoe. On 1st January, 1871, it had inforoe 
to draw either end. The teeth being so set as to n , da, ipivfi
tear the ground up to a good depth, or to pass light- ■ WUIMnn,
ly over the surface, as the teeth are beveled on one Having, during the year 1870, issued the Immense 
side. It can be worked wilh a span or three horses, number of 12,819 Folioles, 
or it may be uujointed and worked with one.or two Intending insurers will note- 
horses, in one, two or three sections. Ist-That this is the only Fire Mutual in Oaipda

They are giving entire satisfaction. that has shown its ability to comply With the law oj
Price of Harrow complete, with three sec- the Dominion, and deposit a portion of its surplus 

tions, treble-tree, and two coupling-trees, 835. funds for the seouritv of its members,—$26,000 hav- 
Price of two sections and one coupling tree, $22. *n® "eel ,0 d®P°*itea.

THOM ASfHO WARD. 2nd—That being purely Mutual, all the asseteand
Adelaide Street, London, Ontario “&«£"“{*•

Samples may be seen and orders taken at the bshapeof dftÜEdî'“to“. hMdenf M SPtft 
Agricultura Emporium. 71.4e case of proprietary companies.

3rd—That nothing more haiardous than farm pro
perty and isolated dwelling houses are insured by 
this Company, and that it has no branch for the in
surance of more dangerous property, not has it any 
oonneotlon with any other company whatsoever.

4th—That all honest losses are settled and paid 
for without any unnecessary delay.

PARTIES inquire how to get up CLUBS. Our 5th-The rates of this Company are as low as 
r answer is-You should send for Price List, and those of any well established Company, and lower 
a Club Perm will accompany it, with full direc- than those of a great many.
tions, making a large saving to consumers and 6th That nearly four hundred thousand dollars 
remunerating to Club organizers. Send for it at have been distributed by thisCompany in satisfao- 
once to tion of losses to the farmers of Canada during the

MILLER’S GREAT TEA WAREHOUSE, laX-nfftke “Agricultural ” ha,neve, mad. a
52 and 54, Front Street East, Toronto, Ontario, second call on their members for payments on their

premium notes
. „ W3T Farmers, patronize your own Canadian 
D-tI Company that has done good service amongst you. 

Address the Secretary, London, Ont., or apply to

AND MELOHEONS.
Sole Proprietors and Manufacturers,'of

“THE ORGANETTE,”GEO. A. SWAYZE,
Manager.6t Containing Scribner’s Patent Qualifying Tubes.

Awarded the Only Medal!
Ever giverMo makers of Reed Ins^ Yirst 
Prizes a^the^Exhi’bitiens too numerous to specify

CAUTION !
As we have purchased the sole right of manue 

factoring Scribner's Patent Qualifying Tubes, for 
the Dominion of Canada, we hereby caution all 
parties from purchasing them elsewhere, as they 
will be liable to prosecution. We have copyrighted 
the name of the

ABBOTT BBOS.,
CARRIAGE BUILDERS' Dundas Street, East of 
Wellington Street,

LONDON, ONTARIO9
Address—

mllE SUBSCRIBER IS PREPARED TO 
JL fit up Public Buildings, Churches, 
vate Residences with Velvet, Tapestry, 
sels, 3-ply Kidderminster Carpets, Ho 
Cloths and matting at short notice and very 
moderate prices.

and Pri- 
Brus- 
or Oil

GETTING UP CLUBS.JulyR.S. Murray. “ ORGANETTE.”

$900,000 have been paid to the representatives of 
deceased policy holders since the formation of the 
Company. The following are among the advan
tages offered : —Low rates |of Premium; Canadian 
Management and Canadian Investments; Un-

, Widows ^andrChi\d™n|°’poltcU>8 Urmn-forfeStablo<; CABLE SCREW WIRE BOOTS & SHOES 
Policies indisputable after 5 years in force; Policies ; the best in the World. CHEAP at

i issued on with profit system receive three-fourths , 
of the profits of the Company; Policies purchased 
or exchanged or loansjgrauted thereon. Premiums - - 
may be paid yearly, half-yearly or quarterly, and Li*>
30 days of grace allowed for payments of all pre
miums. Tables of rates for the various systems of 
assurance may be obtained at any of the Company’s 
offices or agencies. A. G Rams y, Manager and 
Secretary. R. Hills, Assistant Secretary.

Hamilton, July 3, 1873. ly

Great Saving to €on§umer«.

W. BELL & CO., Guelph.
A. S. Wheaton, Agent, 107 Dundas Street 

London.

Local Agent» Wwnled. 
Toronto. April 26,1872.Cressall’s Penitentiary Store,

Dundas St., Cor. New Arcad
MOLSONS BANK. a^ftheAgente- m-y

COSSITT’S $1,000.000 TYTLER & ROSE,
uooo Family Grocers & Seedsmen.

THE LONDON BRANCHIOF MOLSONS BANK, TIMOTHY and CLOVER SEED; all KINDS of 
1 Dundas Street, one door.west of the New Ar- 1 (FIELD SEED, TURNIP, MANGEL, Ao. Ao., 
cade, imported direct by themselves, and of the very belt

quality.-LANDIPLA8TEB.

Paid-up Capital
Rest......................
ContingentFund

ONT.<PC Tfi on Per day. Agents wanted I All (DU I U ZU classes of werking people, of either
sex, young or old,make more money at work for Manufactures all kinds of Agricultural Imple- 
us in thoir spare moments, or all tho time, than at ments—
STTNSONe&eç0.,^Por tland^Madfe. ***”“■& CANADIAN RIFl’ERFANTOÿMILLS,

ft CE AN PASSAGE.—Persons intending to’take a LITTLE GIANT STRAW GUI FERS,
V trip to the Old Country, will find it to their ad- One Horse See Drills, H-And okeu ivkill», ^nd ^e principal Cities and Towns in Ontario 
vantage to go by the Steamers of the National One Horse loughs, Turnip vutters, and Quebec.
Line large, safe and comfortable, vessels. Fare &c., &c. Offers unusual facilities to those engaged in the
low. Apply to F. S CLARKE, next door to the nf farmers and others is called to produce business. ,
Advertiser Office. London.______________ hiJsuperiorHORSE TURNIP SEED DRILL, all Geals liberally with merchants and manufac-
r\ D. HOLMES. BARRISTER, &c„ Dundas st. of iroP,' fVintion° whee'l^ther^ “Discounts for the Farming community.
V. London, Ont. m-e fan endless dfaan ins toad of frscfltl0„nowYnh«el^“der|Jy Buys and Sells Sterling Exchange, New York

SlïfibFSÏf Orders°ffrom ïtotaSS Securities on reasonable terms.

|Sü£5!w,w carefully attended to and sah|fact.onguar»Tnteed. SAVINGS BANK DEPARTMENT
Months 1^-4 4 tf Nelson Orescent,Guelph.

knowwhattheyI ■■■VI III IV ■ to get jf _____----------------------------------- -------------—-----------— Affords opportunity for safe and remunerative in-

gag LItowb I sta ■*
64 paied work RmA « «■that tells In DON. Dry Goods. Groceries, Hardware, Boots <k
naîto'KS Shoes. H. CHISHOLM (Formerly Lawraeon A
n*. 01 market. Price 25ct.poitp»id. A.M.PURDY, P»lroyr»,N,Y, Chisholm).

GUELPH
ISSUES DRAFTS ON LONDON, 

ENG. ; NEW YORK, U. S. ; ST. 
JOHN, N. B.,

TYTLER & ROSE,
WINE MERCHANTS AND SEEDSMEN,

DUNDA8-BTBKKT.
London, April, 1872. 2

n U. MITCHELL, M. D., C. M., Graduate of 
T . McGill University,Montreal,
Physician, Surgeon, &c.

Dundee Street, London, 
71-12-y

Office : Gothic Hall,
Ont.

J. II. WILSON,
VETERINARY SURGEON,

Graduate of the Toronto Veterinary College.
Office—New Arcade, between Dundee street and 

Market Square. Residence—Richmond Street, 
opposite the old Nunnery.

JOSEPH JEFFERY.
London, Sept. 14,1870.

. Manager
106-ly
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TESTIMONIALS FROM THE
HON. G. BROWN and others.

Bow Park, Brantford, 7th July, 
1873 : Messrs. Hugh Miller A. Co., . 
My Dear Sirs.—Your Yorkshire 1 
Cattle Feeder is all and more than 1 
it is represented to be ; a table
spoonful daily works marvels ; it 
sharpens the appetite, helps diges
tion, and gives a healthy tone to 
the whole system. Yours truly, 
George Brown.

have not had occasion to use 
any other medicine for my horses 
to keep them healthy. Indepen
dent of its feeding properties, 

a. whichll think cannot be excelled 
by any other so-called Cattle

■ Feed, I should advise all hotse-
■ m<-n to use it as a regulator.
SL as I believe it to be safe and 
jjg efficient I hope farmers and 
ppl: others will give it a trial : they 
Sste will find it a great saving to 
ÉK them in fodder and doctor’s 
lit bills.I am, yours respectfully, 
gpS Wm. Long, Importer and Dw- 
SEE er in Entire Horses Landsing P. 
ggg O., Ont., Yonge St....

CATTLE 1K rs;

I?
ji

* 4 ^
Wm
f/sxi 
4 ' * \

Bangor, Pickering, April, 1872 : $
Hugh Miller & Co.—I have used H 

Yorkshire Cattle Feeder to '%

W< >

&WY\ 1myour . _
cattle that I was anxious to make 
up quickly. It had the desired ef- 
feet, and is the best thing I ever 
used. I strongly recommend far- ~ —
mers to use it. Simon Beattie. - ■ - 1 1

1

| ;v Prepared in Canada only by 
^ HUGH MILLER A CO., 

Agricultural Chemists 
Bk 167 King St. East, Toronto. 
^@5 A full supply kept on hand 
ÜLL' at the Canadian Agricultural 
uj. to Emporium, London, Ont. 26 
PwjF- cent packagsscontain 1 pound.

Slooxes of 6 pounds.

1L.1;Landsing, March 29th, 1872 :
Hugh Miller & Co., Toronto, Sirs.
—After using your Yorkshire Cat- tl _

tie Feeder this winter for my stal- ■—-—
lions, I must say that it is a first- -----—®x*vX
class article, not only as a Feeder, 
but as a regulator of the system. I

ÀK y V ' it; I

ro*o*r §.=*=*=*
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arkets.
white Wheat, $1.18 to 
$1.17; barley, $1.10 to 

I to 68c; com, 65 to 62c;

h; apples, 41 to 80c; tuT-

> $6.124; beef, from $3.50

larkets.
er; receipts, 9,000 bbls; 
!5 for superfine State and 

common to good extra

id; receipts 144,000 bush; 
No. 2 Chicago.

d change; receipts,20,300; 
1; 784c to —c for western

; sales none.
i bush ; sales 24,000 bush, 
nixed; 58c to 59c for white

is.

f

ock Market.
Ohio steers, ranging 
at $4.374 to $6; 42

1,326 to 1,456 lbs, . 
as steers, ranging from 
>0 Indiana steers, ranging 
4.50 to $5.374; 100 Michi- 
0 to 1,202 lbs, at $3.50 to

irket was active at 124c 
of 1,600 Michigan sheep, 
at $4.35 to *5; 200 Ohio 

84.50.
11 and slow at 20c decline 
$5 to $5.19; heavy hogs

mi

ocoa.—Grateful and 
ingh fknowledge of the 
the operations of diges- 
a careful’application of 
elected cocoa, Mr. Epps 
tables with a delicately 
ay save us many heavy 
rvice Gazette. ; Made 
or milk. Each packet is 
)o.,Homoeopathic Chem- 
ikers of Epps’s Milky 
ed Milk.) 72-1-y

I 9
>

r
lugs d Colored l-lnle.
at 25 (lents a Year, 
ed. A German' edition

L’K, Rochester, X. Y.
12-2

CULTURAL MUTUAL 
of Canada..

Ion,Ont-, 29thOct., 1873. 
;hat the Board of Direct- 
l an assessment of 50 per 
the first day of Jana- 
all Premium Notes em- 

0. 70,476 and No. 73,389

ir is at the same rate as 
experience justifies the 
ever be exceeded.

C. MACDONÀLD,
Secretary.

r YARN.
and ORANGE. War- ( 

t quality. None genuine ' 
io. BEAM WARPS for 
7M.PARKS & CO., 
trunswick Cotton Mills,

L St. John, N. B.
HASKETT,

5 AND COMMISS 
10 e,—Corner of KinlON 
iOLL, Ont. g and
JNO. HASKETT. 3-tf
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ÎGARD NER.
arranging And planting 

les- Address— 
TORONTO and BARRIE

MILLS.
Bookseller, Stationer and 
-st., London. American 
day from New York. En- 
. weekly from London.
!8, 1872. 12-tf
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CONTENTS OF JANUARY NUMBER.EDW. JEFFS, Bond Head, Breeder ofShort 
Home, Leioeater Sheep, Berkshire and Chester 
White Pigs. 72-8-y .a:

Editorial
To Our Subscribers, 1 ; Seeds, 1 ; Prize 

Notice, 1; Supply of Animal Food for Great 
Britain 1 ; a High Standard of Agriculture 2 ; 
Conservation of the Country’s Soil 2; Profits of 
Stock Feeding, 2 ; Farm Accounts 3 ; Farmers 
Boots 3 ; Crop Report—Produce Markets, 3 ; 
Tolls or Free 1 to ads, 4 ; Agricultural and Arts 
Association, 4 ; Catalogues Received, 4.
Garden, Orchard & Forest

Two Crops at Once, 4 ; Pear Blight, 4 ; 
Conservation of Forests and Trees, 4; Watering 
House Plants, 4 ; Plants for the Window 5 ; 
Saving Trees from Mice, 5.
Corresfondence :—

Feeding Horses, 5 ; Cider Vinegar, 5 ; Po
tatoes, 5.
Stock and Dairy

Winter Butter-Making, 6 ; Quality in Milk,
6 ; On the Management, of Cattle, 6 ; Ram 
Sales in England, 6 ; Dairy Stock, 6 ; Diar- 
rhœa in Sheep, 6 ; Sheep as a Renovator, 6 ; 
Fattening Cattle, 6 ; Is Pea Straw Good Fod
der ? 7 ; A Short-Horn Cross, 7 ; Cattle Dis
ease, 7; Relieving Choked Cattle, Sic., 7.

Pure Cold Air, 7.

The Horse

Feed for Colts, 7 ; Clacking and Over-reach
ing Horses, 7 ; Kindness to Animals, 7 ; Stable 
Fluors, 7.

The History of the Cheese Business in Ox
ford County (illustrated)
Poultry Yard:—

Breeds of Fowls, 8 ; A Varied Diet for 
Fowls, 9.

Prince Imperial (illustrated), 9.
The Short Horn Breeder’s Convention, 9 ; 

Account of the Harves t, 9.
Agricultural

Hints on Meadow Drainage, 10 ; Cockle in 
Whe it, 10 ; Ashes as a Manure, 10 ; Causes of 
Dece ised Yield of Farm Crops, 10 ; Arresting 
Decay in Potatoes, 10 ; the Future of Farm
ing, 10; Wood Ashes as a Fertilizer, 10; De
cimal Weight, 10 ; Potato Farming in the 
West, 11; Winter and Spring Wheat, 11; 
Poultry as Farm Stock, 11 ; Certainty and 
Uncertainty in Farming, 11 ; Minnetota’s Mar- 
vallous Merits, 11 ; Nothing New, 11 ; Natu
ralized Weed, 11.
Minnie May’s Department, 12.
Uncle Tom’s Column, 13.
Miscellaneous :—

Breadstuffs, 14 ; Salt as a Fertilizer, 14 ; 
Open Drains in Fields, 14 ; Evaporation on 
the Farm, 14 ; Fattening the Soil, 14.
Recipes

To Remove Crickets, 14 ; To Render Boots 
Waterproof, 14; Method uf Preventing Cold 
Feet at Bed-time, 14 ; Tea, 14.
Markets and Advertisements, 14. 
Advertisements, 15, 16.

TH08. GUY, Sydenham Farm, Oshawa,Breeder 
of Ayrshire and Devon Cattle. 72-3-yBREEDERS DIRECTORY.

WILLIAM TASTER, Breeder of Durham Cat
tle and Cotswotd and Leicester Sheep. 5-y

kM. & A. A. Mo ARTHUR, Lobo, Breeders of Lei. 
aester Sheep._____________________ ___________
QHORT HORNS, Ayrshires and Berkshire Pigs 
O The subscriber offers a few choice animals of 
the BEST BREEDS, male and female, from IM
PORTED STOCK of the most approved strains. 
Catalogues on application. M. H. COCHRANE, 
Compton. P.Q. Canada. 8

W
Township. _________ ____

'/

iy
J, s. SMITH, McGilBvray, Breeder of Leicester 

Sheep and Durham Cattle, Ailsa Craig. sMy business is to supply what every farmer of 
experience is roost anxious to get, perfectly re
liable Vegetable and Flower Seed. With this 
object in view, besides importing many varieties 
from reliable growers in France, England and 
Germany, I grow a hundred and fifty kinds of ve
getable seed on my four seed farms.right under my 
own eye. Around all of these I throw the protec
tion of the three warrants of my Catalogue. Of

having

t
P. GRANT* SONS, Breeders of Lincoln Sheep, 

Hamilton, Ont.

Q. WBLDRICK, Thornhill, Breeder of Cotswold 
Sheep._____________ __ ________________ n-JL-

J. BILLINGER, Richmond Hill. Ont., dealer 
In Canadian Bred Stallions. Best prices given for i 
good Horses, and some first-class Horses for^sale.

H. E. IRVING, Hamilton, Breeder of Galloway 
Cattle, Southdown and Leicester Sheep and Berk- 
ihirt Pigf.____________ ___________________L

N. BBTHBLL, Thorold, Ont., Breeder of Short 
Horns, Berkshire and Yorkshire Pigs, Southdown 
and Leicester Sheep.__________________ ____®

DAWS * CO, Lachine, P. Q, Importers and 
Breeders of Ayrshire Cattle. ___________ 8-ly^

3. PINKHAM, Westminster, Breeder of Devon 
tattle.  jL

R; D. FOLEY, Bowmanville,Importer!* Breeder 
ief Devon Cattle, Berkshire Pigs and Merino Sheep

p ili
Peter Cook, Thorold, Ont., Breeder of Durham 

Cattle.______________________________________

LANDS FOR SALE COLUMN.
Condensed Advertisements of Farm for Sale 

Farm Wanted, and Stock (single animal) for Sale 
or Wanted, or Township Show Notice, when no; 
exceeding 20 words will be inserted for TWENTY- 
FIVE CENTS EACH, PHEPaID. One cer t and 
one-half will be charged for each additional word 
over 20. These condensed advertisements are 
arranged under special headings None others 
except the four classes mentioned above, will be 
inserted at these rates.

NEW VEGETABLES I MAKE A SPECIALTY, 
been the first to introduce the Hubbard and Mar
blehead Squashes, the Marblehead Cabbages, and 
a score of others. My Catalogue, containing nu- 

fipe engravings, taken from photographs, 
sent free to all.
merous

JAMES J. H. GREGORY, Marblehead, Mass.

Ontario Veterinary College,
TEMPERANCE STREÈT, TORONTO.

CQ ACRES IN GORE OF LONDON, two miles 
\Jct from city. Price $90 per acre. Stone house, 
frame barn, well fenced, well watered, in a good 
state of cultivation. Terms—one-third down, the 
balance on time at 6 per cent. Apply at this 
Office.

1
!

CLASSES FOR SECOND-YEAR STUDENTS 
AND ALSO FOR JUNIOR STUDENTS

will commence on

VOL. IX
Cft ACRES FOR SALE IN DORCHESTER UU Township. 10 miles from London. 3* miles 
from Dorchester Station. Price, $3000. Six acres 
wood. Frame House, fi years old, painted and 
papered throughout. Good stone cellar. 4 acres 
orchard; grafted fruit, best kinds. Outbuildings 
good and large. Barn about *5 feet long, with 
good granary attached A good creek runs through 
the farm. Corners on two gravel roads. Well 
fenced.

Apply at Farmers’ Advocate Office. If by mail 
post paid, and enclose stamp for answer.

8.WALTER RAIKES, Barrie, P.O.,Breeder of 
ihort Horns and Berkshire Pigs. 72-1-y (MONDAY, JANUARY 13TH.
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For particulars apply to the Principal, 
1-lt A. SMITH, V. S.

RICHARD RUNELSON, Galt, Breeder ofCots- 
wold, Leicester, and Southdown Sheep.

JJH. S. MURRAY,W. LANG, St. Mary’s, Breeder of Short Horns 
and Berkshire Pigs. iy i.DEALER IN v

WATCHES, CLOCKS AND JEWELLERYA. PARK, Ingersoll, breeder of Ayrshire oattie. A
.Viir>Ipig Verschoyle, breeder of Berk-

. J. FEATHERtiTONE, Credit, breeder ot Essex, 
(Suffolk, and Yorkshire Pigs, and Cotswold Sheep.

QILVER & SILVER-PLATED Ware in Grea 
O Variety Sole Agent for Lazarus, Morris* Co’s 
Celebrated Perfected Spectacles. Watches, Clocks 
and Jewellery carefully repaired and Warranted. 
Sign of the Golden Spectacles, Palmer’s Block, 
Richmond St, London, Ont. 6-1 y

sh
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IC&ÊXV '“'IEURGE MILLER, Importer and Breeder ot 
G Short Horn Cattle, Cotswold & Loiooutcf bhoop, 
and Bdrkiture swine, Markham P. O- U UI

JAMES LAW HIE, Malvern P. O., importer and 
breeder of Ayrshire Cattle, Clydesdale Horses, 
Berkshire Pigs, and Leicester Sheep. 11-ly WHOLE WINTER STOCK REDUCED.GEORGE G. MANN, Bowmanville, Importer 
and breeder of Thorough-bred Devon Cattle. 11-ly,
~ ’OHN SCOTT, Coldtsream, Breeder of Leices
ter sheep and Short-Horn cattle. 11-ly

THOS IRVINE, Logans Farm, Montreal
Breeder of Ayrshire .Cattle, Clydesdale Horses, 
Yorkshire an'dBerkshire Pigs, and Leioestertiheep.

BR0DIE.S0N £ CONVERSE,Breeders ofYork- 
‘ shire Pins and A vrs hire Cattle. Address J as. Bro™ ^ Rulll Hilt Jett: CO..N. Y.; J.F. Converse, 
Wood ville, Jeff. Co., N- Y.; Hugh Brodie, BeUe- 
ville, Ont. 11-ly

Now for BARGAINS
AT THE CROOKER BROS. & CO.,STRIKING CLOCK

Manufacturers of2London, Feb., 1873,
WIRE BASKETS, SCREENS. F.TC., AND 

. GENERAL WIRE WORK.
Sole proprietors and manufacturers of the VE

GETABLE WHITE WIRE BASKET.
WELLINGTON SQUARE, ONT.

ANIMALS FOR SALE-FOR SALE.W. HOOD, Guelph, Brooder of Galloway^Cattle.

.1. MTT.T.ER. Th:Btle-“ha.” Brougham P. 0 , 
Breeder of Short-Horns,Cotswold Sheep, improved 
Berkshire Pigs and Clydesdale Horses. 11-ly.

ÜH0RT HORN BULL FOR SALE. Aged 1 yr 
U For particulars apply to G. Jarvis, Byron.THOHO’-BRED SHORT HORN YEAR

LING BULLS & BULL CALVES,
and a few

CHOICE YEARLING IIEIFERS,
the get of Prince Imperial,” 8852 ( 2023.)

COTSWOLD SHEEP IMPORTED, AND 
BRED FROM IMPORTED STOCK.

BERKSHIRE SWINE, pigs of dif- 
feront ages.

G SHORT-HORN DURHAM BULLS FOR 
/U SALE. 1 yearling and 1 calf. Good pedigrees.

GEORGE AXFORD, Tempo P. 0.R. LEAN, Coldsprings, Breeder of Leicester 
Sheep and Berkshire Pigs. H-ly

2tMARKHAM BELL FOUNDRY
G. MORTON, Morton P. 0-, Breeder of Ayrshire 

Cattle. ________ 11-1?'
JOHN SNELL & SONS, Edmonton, Breeders 

of Short-Horn Cattle, Leicester and Cotswold 
Sheep, and improved Berkshire Pigs. Winner of 
the Prince of Wales prize for the best Bull and five 
of his Calves at Provincial Exhibition, Kingston

AGRICULTURAL
INVESTMENT SOCIETY AND 

SAVINGS BANK.
OFFICE, DUNDAS STREET WEST.

(Late Huron & Erie Office.)

The conditions of the Act amalgamating “ Free
hold and Union ” with the above Society have been 
complied with, and the following officers elected
President—Alexander Anderson, Esq., M. D. . 

Vice-President—Wm- Glass, Esq. , (Sheriff Co, 
Middlesex); Inspecting Director—Richard Bay- 
ly, Esq. ; Solicitor—David Glass, Esq Board of 
Directors—Richard Tooley, Esq.,M. P. P. ; Lieut. 
Col. James Moffatt; George Birrell, Esq. ; A. T. 
Chipman, Esq. ; John Wright, Esq. (of Wright & 
Durand; Adam Murray, Esq.; Jehn Mills, E 
D. Regan, Esq. ; James Owrey, Esq.

No.l Bell, 15 inches diameter—yoke &Iorank...$ 8 
No. 2 “ 16 “ “ “ ... M

“ “ .,. 16 
“ |-îoke & Wheel... 28 
“ “ ... 50

... 70

...120

No. 3 “ 18J ‘
No. 4 “ 19 *
No. 5 “ 26 ‘
No. 6 “ 30 *
No. 7 *• 36 *

Bells W arranted for one Year.
There are about 1800 of the above bells now in 

“ and giving the best of satisfaction, costing only 
one-third the amount of ordinary bells, and are all 
warranted one year. Encourage home manufacture 
and purchase a warranted article. Farmers I 
throw aside those dinner horns, which oause the 
ladies to got swelled necks by blowing. JONES * 
CO., Markham P. 0.,0nt. W. Wrld, Agent, Lon-

JOHN R. CRAIG,1871.
F. W. &T0NB, Morton Lodge Guelph, Importer 

and Breeder of Short-Horn and Hereford Cattle, 
Cotewoid and Southdown Sheep, and Berkshire

Green Grove Farm, Edmonton, Ont.
3in 4 3use

THE FARMERS’ ADVOCATE.JAMES COWAN Clookmohb, Galt P. 0. 
Breeder of Short-Horns Leioeste Sheep and 
Essex Pigs. 71"lu Published by WILLIAM WELD, London, Ont., 

Canada. The leading agricultural paper of the 
Dominion. Subscription, $1 per annum in ad
vance ; $1.25 and all expenses of collecting, in 
arrears.

Advertising Rates.—The regular rate for or
dinary advertisements is twenty cents per line pf 
solid nonpareil for each insertion. Special edi- 
toi ial Notices, 50 cents per line. Condensed adver
tisements of farm for sale, farm wanted, and stock 
(single animal) for sale, or wanted, or township 
show notice, when not exceeding 20 words, will be 
sorted for twenty-five cents each, prepaid. One 
cent and one-half will be charged for each addi-

S the cheapest Dry Goods, Millinery ! 
and Mantle Store in the City of London. : None 'others except the tour c lasses mentioned

S-y I above willbe inserted at these rates,.

J. R. HUNTER, Alma, Breeder and Importer 
of Short HornLCattle. 11-7 Gh MOOKHEAD, eq.;

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
A FIRST-CLASS BERKSHIRE BOAR, kept 

by J. POOLE, Lambeth. 11 BORROWERS
Will be dealt with liberally, and money advanced 
with the least expense and delay possible.

Manufacturer of Furniture,
UPHOLSTERER, &c.

King Street, London.
JJIOR SALE-Imwtedand Thoroughbred

c‘w71'àbATafitTH,cmd,.

mHREE YEAR OLD AYRSHIRE BL LL FOR 
1 sale. Apply at thie offiee.__;_____________
J0HN~EEDY, GrantonP.O., Biddulph Township 
Breeder of Lincoln, Leicester and Cotswold bheep.

THE SAVINGS BANK 
Is now open, and money will be received on deposit, 
n large and small sums, and interest allowed at 
he rate of 5 to 6 per eent., as arranged for.

JNO. A. ROE,
Seo. * Treat. 

|6-tf

1-tf

J. BEAX11E A- Co.,

I
London, April SO, 1873.
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